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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (NO. 1) 2004 
APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (NO. 2) 2004 

Cognate Debate 

On motion by Mr E.S. Ripper (Treasurer), resolved - 

That leave be granted for the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 1) 2004 and the 
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 2) 2004 to be considered cognately, and that the 
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 1) 2004 be considered the principal Bill. 

Declaration as Urgent 

MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [2.56 pm] - without notice:  I move - 

That the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 1) 2004 and the Appropriation (Consolidated 
Fund) Bill (No. 2) 2004 be considered urgent Bills. 

I do so in order that the second reading debate on the budget can occur this week and to allow estimates hearings 
to occur in the following week.  

Question put and passed. 

Second Reading - Cognate Debate 

Resumed from 6 May. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [2.57 pm]:  The Gallop Labor Government has now 
produced its fourth budget.  That budget, from my perspective, shows no real sense of vision for the future of 
this State or its people.  It is an accounting document.  It contains re-announcements and a whole lot of promises 
for the future.  This Government has been fortunate enough to preside during a period of strong economic 
growth in the Australian and international economies.  It has also presided in a period of low inflation and low 
interest rates - something related to national monetary policy and international exchange rates and interest rates.  
They have been good times in which a Government should have grasped the opportunities.  However, this State 
has not advanced.  It has not made substantial advances.  For example, there has been a period of record demand 
for Australia’s and, in particular, this State’s mineral exports.  The emergence of the Chinese economy is having 
a similar impact on Australia and Western Australia as did the emergence and reconstruction of the Japanese 
economy in the 1960s and 1970s.  When the Japanese expansion occurred, this State exported iron ore and the 
other States exported coal to Japan.   

The Chinese expansion that is now occurring may, over time, be even larger in its total impact.  It probably will 
be.  What is this State exporting?  It is exporting increasing amounts of unprocessed iron ore and unprocessed 
gas.  That is happening.  Where has the quantum transformation in the Western Australian economy been in the 
intervening 40 or 50 years?  It has not taken place.  The opportunity to substantially advance this State’s 
economy to make it a more sophisticated and vibrant economy comes in periods of economic expansion, when 
all the conditions are favourable.  A good Government will grasp that opportunity.  This Government is a 
Government of slogans, of repetition and of attack on previous Governments and its political opponents.   

If we look around the State, we can see the arrogance of ministers: ministers who claim to be too busy to deal 
with the public and ministers who are negligent in their duties in all forms.  I want to point to some of those 
aspects.  I watched the 7.30 Report on the ABC a couple of weeks ago, which was about the town of Manjimup.  
The program showed closed shops.  People with low levels of education, who had probably left school at the age 
of 14 and who had worked all their lives in the timber industry, sorting out timber and handling it in fairly 
unskilled jobs, had been given redundancy payments.  They had taken their $50 000 and probably bought a car 
or gone on holiday, and good luck to them.  However, they took the money and left, as I predicted over three 
years ago they would.   

This Government came to office on a campaign that it would abolish logging in old-growth forests.  It said that it 
would look after those towns and revitalise the timber industry, turning it into a vibrant, export oriented, value 
adding industry.  The Premier and his colleagues would not have bothered to look at the plight of the people in 
those south west towns but, had they sat down and done so, as I did, they would have seen how this Labor 
Government has deserted them and how they have been forgotten.  Those people have left the south west.  They 
cannot be helped now because they have gone.  They have taken their $50 000 redundancy money and gone.  
This Government paid millions and millions of dollars - in some cases excessive payments - for people to close 
down otherwise viable timber mills.  They have taken their money and gone too.  That money has not stayed in 
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the community and it has not been reinvested; it has gone.  This Government, this so-called champion of 
working people, is totally uninterested.  That is one microcosm.  The town will not die, but it has suffered 
enormous hardship.   

The Premier has the gall to come into this Chamber to boast about his commitment to regional Western 
Australia.  He has the gall to come into this Chamber and suggest that he gives a damn about working people.  
One of the ironies of the next state election will be that many of the working men and women of this State will 
vote for the Liberal and National Parties, many of them for the first time in their lives, because this Government 
has abandoned them. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Mr J.J.M. Bowler:  Have you looked at the polls lately? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I will get to the member’s electorate.  This Government has been more interested in 
pursuing a narrow, vested social agenda.  That has been its focus.  Look at the front bench.  Its members fight for 
social portfolios.  I would applaud them if they had a social conscience, but I have learnt in the past three years 
that their social conscience is feigned and not genuine.  We have seen it in so many ways, such as the priorities 
of the Attorney General in gay and lesbian reform, much of which was supported by this side of the House 
although certain parts of it were not.  I assume that the Premier supports gay and lesbian marriage.  I do not.  
Does the Premier support same-sex marriage? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  It is a fair question that I, as Leader of the Opposition, ask the Premier of this State.  Does 
the Premier support same-sex marriage?  I do not.  Where does the Premier stand on this issue?  It is a social and 
moral issue.  Is the Premier in another one of his decision zones?  Is he thinking about it?  I do not have any 
problem with people who happen to be same-sex couples.  I have many friends in that situation.  However, I 
have a different point of view.  I have a view that marriage is between a man and a woman.  I happen to hold that 
view, and the view that we should do everything to support families and institutions such as marriage.  The 
member for Ballajura laughs at that.  His constituents will be interested that he laughs at that.  The Premier of 
this State has endangered the lives of hundreds and hundreds of young Western Australians through -  

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  This is not a budget response. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Does the minister not like it?  Look at the clock.   

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The Premier cannot answer whether he supports same-sex marriages.  Members might 
expect him to have thought about it because his Government’s first priority when coming to office was gay and 
lesbian reform.  He cannot answer that question.  I will give him another chance.  Does he support same-sex 
marriage?  Come on, come on, he must have an answer in him somewhere.  He does not have one.  He is the 
Premier leading the State, yet on a straightforward question to do with family standards and structures, and the 
importance of marriage, the Premier does not have an answer.   

What was the next big policy of this Labor Government, now in its fourth year?  Its next big policy was to 
decriminalise the possession and cultivation of cannabis, so that WA now has some of the softest drug laws in 
the world.  The Premier has put young Western Australians at risk.  There is absolutely no doubt about that.  I 
repeat what I said in this Chamber about a month ago: had the Premier been sitting where I was with Hon Simon 
O’Brien and a few others, talking to 18 to 21-year-old young women who had been on cannabis since they were 
14 years old and had the guts and courage to get off it and were fighting it, he would have heard their stories of 
despair, how their relationships with their parents, boyfriends and friends broke down, how they dropped out of 
school, how they could not hold a job and how they could not get their lives back together.  What is the 
Premier’s position on that?  He supports soft drug laws.  He supports an attack on marriage; he does not stand up 
for family values; he supports soft drug laws.  He can sneer all he likes, but I can tell him that there are tens of 
thousands of people who hold dear Australia’s traditional values, who value protection for kids, and who value 
marriage and its traditions.  I guess the final assault the Premier launched upon the standards of this community 
was his proposal to take the reference to God from any oaths in this State.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Come on! 
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Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Come on?  The Premier introduced the Bill.  Does he not even know what he did?  He 
laughs ha-ha.  Why did he do it?  Was it a joke?  What does he have against some 70 per cent of people in this 
community who are Christian? 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Nothing at all. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Why did the Premier want to take the reference to God from oaths?  What was his 
motivation? I cannot get an answer from the Premier on why he supports same-sex marriage, why he wanted to 
decriminalise the cultivation of cannabis and why he wanted to remove reference to God from the oaths in our 
State.  I cannot get an answer to those questions.  When the Premier starts thinking about this State, its people 
and its future, as might be reflected in the budget papers, he needs to have some view about our society, what it 
stands for and where it is going.  The Premier has none.  He has no views on issues that are important to people, 
about their families, their kids, their morality and the views that they hold dear.  The Premier is missing in 
action; he is not there for them.  The Premier might laugh, sneer and snigger.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  I am not laughing or sniggering.  I will not be verballed in this manner, Mr Speaker.  Call him to 
order. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The Premier is being verballed!  What will he do?  Will he bring in his secret police, as he 
will pursue whoever it was who leaked the budget?  Will he roll in the force in the form of the Corruption and 
Crime Commission?  What a joke to say that he is being verballed.  Where does the Premier stand on those 
moral issues?  I am a citizen of Western Australia, as are my family, my friends and my colleagues.  I want to 
know where the Premier stands on morals, traditional values and families in this State.  Do members remember 
the day that Australia’s troops went to Iraq?   

A member:  Shame!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I heard someone say “shame”.  The decision to deploy Australian troops overseas is the 
most difficult decision that any Government will face.  Some federal cabinet ministers will say that that was the 
most difficult, exacting, harrowing decision to make.  What can be harder for a Government to face?  The 
decision was made.  Members will remember that I advised the Premier that I would move a simple motion to 
wish our troops well and a safe return.  This Premier, who comes into this House and makes fine, well-
researched and well-presented speeches about Anzac Day, came in here and said that the Labor Party, too, 
wished the troops a safe return, but that it did not think they should be going to Iraq.  The Premier was not 
prepared to stand behind those troops in an unequivocal way.  He had to qualify his support.  My motion was not 
political.  The motion was simply to say that we supported the troops who had gone to Iraq and the work they 
would do and we wanted them to return safely.  There were no politics.  There was no argument about the pros 
and cons of the Iraq war.  All the Premier had to do was support our troops without qualification.  However, he 
could not even do that.  I have found that I do not know what the Premier’s value system is for issues such as 
drugs, same-sex marriages, families, the reference to God in oaths or unqualified support for our troops.  Perhaps 
the Premier might stand in this place one day and tell us what his values are.  I know that hundreds of thousands 
of Western Australians wonder what they are.  What are the Premier’s values?  He cannot deliver a vision for 
this State and its people until he has a set of values that the people of this State can abide by and support.  I 
suspect that the Premier keeps his values to himself.  If I had his values, I would keep them to myself, too.  That 
is what he does.  The Premier and I have a different set of values.  We are very different.  We are divided not 
only between Labor and Liberal, but also by a fundamentally different set of values.  I suggest to the Premier 
that the vast majority of the people of Western Australia share the values espoused by members on this side of 
the House.  The number one issue going into the next state election will be the Premier’s values and my values.  
The Premier will fly around the State and I will drive, but we will talk about the values and aspirations of the 
people of this State.   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  You’re sounding like the Harper Valley PTA!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  What is the minister today - the Minister for Tourism or the Minister for Sport and 
Recreation?  He made a mess of Rottnest Island.  Perth Glory left the soccer stadium as soon as he became 
Minister for Sport and Recreation.   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  What a wonderful economic mind we have coming out today!   

Several members interjected.  

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  You are pathetic!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Mr Speaker, I am getting verballed again!  What a joke!   
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Mr R.C. Kucera:  What an economist!   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  What a verbalist!   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  I thought this was a budget speech.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  It will be; it will be a long budget speech.  This is it.   

We know there is a difference in values.  That is where we start from.  That is what we stand for.  That is what 
divides the Premier and me in this Parliament.  More than anything else, we have a fundamentally different set of 
values.  That is what fundamentally divides us.   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  I thought you said that I did not have any values.  You can’t have it both ways.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Let us hope that the Premier articulates his values during the election campaign.   

This is the Government’s fourth budget - its pre-election budget.  We knew about it the day before it was brought 
down.  The West Australian published it on the front page.  Two weeks earlier the Sunday Times had published 
in broad terms details of the package for first home owners.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Which were wrong.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Which were wrong, apparently.  The somewhat hapless Treasurer then tried to distinguish 
between official leaks and unofficial leaks.   

Several members interjected.  

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Last year the Government itself leaked the whole budget.  Governments do not leak their 
own budgets.  

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  I call to order the member for Nedlands and the Minister for Tourism.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Last year the Government announced its budget in a series of orchestrated media stunts 
leading up to the budget, and it completely belittled the whole budget process.  This time the Government leaked 
bits and pieces to the Sunday Times, obviously.  It announced its disability decisions and other bits and pieces, 
and then it cried shock and horror because the parts it had not leaked suddenly appeared in The West Australian.  
Not only did it cry shock and horror that some other parts had leaked out that it had not officially leaked, but also 
it brought in the secret police.  The Corruption and Crime Commission, which is meant to fight real corruption in 
our community, is now charged with pursuing The West Australian and the Sunday Times.  What a fantastic 
Government this is!  I accept that it should have some sort of internal inquiry, but, really, the Corruption and 
Crime Commission?  This Premier could not resist it.  However, that is history.   

The Treasurer has boasted about his surpluses.  Yes, they are surpluses on an accrual accounting basis.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Compared with deficits, which you know all about.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  They are surpluses.  However, if the Government cannot run a surplus when it has a 
booming export economy and a booming domestic economy, when will it run one?  If it cannot run a surplus 
when it gets a $400 million increase in taxes by policy decisions alone, and it has a property boom, giving a total 
of some $650 million in extra tax revenue, when will it run one?  If it cannot run a budget surplus when it gets an 
extra half a billion dollars from the Commonwealth in its last year in government, when will it run one?   

Mr M.P. Whitely interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  I call the member for Roleystone to order for the first time and suggest that he make his 
comments in his budget contribution.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  We have a strong economy, strong royalties, strong payroll tax, strong property values, 
massive increases in taxation rates, a half a billion dollars in commonwealth payments and we have a surplus.  
The question is: what would happen in a recessed economy?  The Treasurer has also said that he has retained the 
State’s AAA credit rating.  He neglected to remind us that it was Labor that lost the AAA credit rating.  It was 
the corrupt Labor Government of the 1980s that lost the AAA credit rating.  It was the legacy of WA Inc and 
$1.5 billion of corruptly squandered taxpayers’ money that cost us the AAA credit rating.  This is the tough 
question.  Who got the AAA credit rating back?  Did Labor get it back?  No, it did not.  It was a Liberal 
Government that paid off the WA Inc debts and $4 billion of Labor debt and got back the State’s AAA credit 
rating, and did it in the environment of the Asian economic crisis.  We have heard about the so-called four 
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deficits in a row under the previous Government.  It is a funny thing, but I cannot remember the debates that took 
place at the time.  I cannot remember the now Premier and the now Deputy Premier standing up in Parliament 
and talking about the deficits.  Can you, Mr Speaker, remember debates on deficits in the 1990s?  I cannot 
remember them.  Can the member for Girrawheen?   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  That is revealing.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I wonder why that is.   

Mr A.D. Marshall:  There wasn’t one.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I cannot remember the Treasury handing down its budget papers showing a deficit.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  You don’t remember the 1999-2000 budget?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Through three distinct decisions made by the previous Government to modernise public 
finance, we went from cash reporting to accrual reporting.  What was the big change?  The big change was in the 
way capital depreciation was treated and deducted; therefore, when Treasury recalculated on a different basis, 
previous surplus budgets were depicted as deficits.  I could be Premier next year and change our accrual system 
to a cash system and perhaps change the record.  Let us be honest.  I do not want to detract from the 
Government’s financial achievements.  However, we must acknowledge that in the 1990s, the budget papers and 
the accounting standards did not show repeated deficits.  The previous Government adopted modern accounting 
practices and changed the system of budget reporting that had been practised in this State for the previous 30 
years.  Previous surpluses were shown as deficits only because of capital appreciation.  The accounting system 
has been changed, and I support that.  However, a true comparison should be made of the bottom line.  It is 
public knowledge that assets were privatised.  State debt under the eight years of the coalition was reduced by 
more than $4 000 million.  Real money - Labor’s debt - was repaid to the banks.  That is why the State regained 
its AAA credit rating.  Labor is back in power in a very buoyant economic time.  These times are nothing like 
the period following the Asian crisis of 1997.  Although I acknowledge that surpluses have been reported, state 
debt has increased by $1.5 billion.  How can the Government possibly justify increasing state debt to $1.5 billion 
when it has record tax rate increases, record tax collections, record payments from the commonwealth and record 
export growth?  The public of this State has good reason to be concerned: work on the southern rail project has 
not even got under way to any extent.  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Funny words “to any extent”.  It has got under way.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The progress is minor; there are a few signs in the city of its construction.  The other big-
ticket item is the Government’s so-called commitment to the Reid report.  Implementation of the Reid report’s 
recommendations have spun out into the future.  They are not budgeted for in this budget period.  This is a 
Government that is always going to do something.  Based on what has happened around the State, I must say that 
the Government has not made the most of the opportunities it has had during its four-year period.  It has failed to 
grasp the opportunity to transform and advance this economy and to show vision for its people.  

This budget contains some gross misrepresentations.  I suppose that I can accept a bit of political spin in the 
budget speech - I would probably do the same.  However, I cannot and will not accept Treasury misrepresenting 
financial aspects of the budget.  Elements of this budget reflect poorly on the professionalism and independence 
of Treasury, and that is unforgivable.  That reflects a public service no longer behaving in an impartial, 
independent and professional way.  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  That is a disgraceful thing to say.  I strongly object to those remarks.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I will come back to that point.  The Treasurer can strongly object if he wishes, but I will 
give him some examples.  I do not mind what is in the budget speech; it is a political document.  However, I do 
care what is in the budget papers.  They are a historic record.  In the future people will not go back and read the 
budget speech but they will read the Treasury record because it is a record of the finances of the people of 
Western Australia.  I will provide some examples of what I am talking about - 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Richard Court had it right.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  What is that, my friend?  The Premier is not verballing me again, is he?  He should not 
verbal me; it is not nice and I do not like it.  Cricketers do not like it.  Footballers do it, but not cricketers.  Was 
the Premier a cricketer?   

Dr G.I. Gallop:  You have lost it.  Attacking the public service in this Parliament is the lowest form of political 
life.  

Mrs C.L. Edwardes:  You guys can’t talk.  
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Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I will demonstrate the point I am making; it is important.  I will read not from the budget 
speech but from Budget Paper No 3 and a section relating to the so-called $133 million of tax reduction as 
follows - 

The 2004-05 Budget also includes a substantial revenue relief package that provides targeted relief in 
the areas of conveyance duty, land tax (including the Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax) and 
household fees and charges.  This package has a total cost to the general government operating balance 
of $133 million in 2004-05, rising to $160 million by the end of the forward estimates period.   

That is a false statement.  It is not a $133 million cost to general revenue.  It is not a tax deduction.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  That is probably one reason you had five budget deficits.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  If taxation is reduced by lowering the rates of stamp duty by five per cent or by giving a 
concession to first home buyers - as the Government did - that is a cost to revenue.  If a tax or charge is held 
constant, that does not mean that the Government is providing tax relief.  It is tantamount to a scenario in which 
I, if I were Treasurer, said that yesterday I had intended to increases taxes by $100 million but this morning I 
woke up and decided not to increase them by that amount; therefore, I have provided $100 million in tax relief.  I 
can understand the Treasurer coming out with something half-witted like that.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  I am mortified.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I despair when I see such a half-witted statement in the budget papers.  

Dr G.I. Gallop:  He cannot help himself; he must always be personally abusive. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  It is an untrue statement in our budget papers. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  The Leader of the Opposition should attack me; I take responsibility for the budget papers.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The Treasury of this State has said in the budget papers something that is clearly false.  To 
leave a charge unchanged is not a relief or a reduction in revenue.  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  What if a coalition government policy said that all fees and charges were to increase by CPI 
every year plus cost recovery?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I want to give my speech.  The first point is that both the Treasurer and Treasury have 
misrepresented the tax package.  Although they claim tax relief amounting to $133 million, the amount of relief 
is in fact about $105 million; there is a $20 million gap.  

I refer to the second point about the Government’s spin in this budget.  As was said in question time by the 
member for Warren-Blackwood, a number of announcements were made about the regions.  All 13 regional 
projects about which announcements are made in the budget papers are either under way or have been previously 
announced.  I am not referring to only a few.  Of the 13 announcements about regional Western Australia, not 
one is new.  In fact, they are already under construction.  Is that being honest with regional WA?  No.  At the end 
of the day the public knows the difference.  That is not being honest.  It is the Treasurer’s call.  I acknowledge 
that expenditure is shown in the budget for projects that are under way but the Government should not try to 
pretend they are new initiatives.  All 13 projects are under way.  An announcement was made also about the 
recruitment of 75 additional police officers.  The choice of language was to give the impression that they are 
additional police officers.  It took about 10 seconds for the media and the public to realise that those 75 officers 
were part of the additional 250 the Government promised at the last election.  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Who made that announcement?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That is a fact.  

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Who said that?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The impression in the papers - 

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Impression!  Rubbish!  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am sure someone will find it in the budget papers and I will read that section to the 
Premier so that he can tell me whether it is an honest representation.  

Dr G.I. Gallop:  Absolutely.  Every comment we have made about the police officers and extra numbers was 
honest.  
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Mr C.J. BARNETT:  They are duplicitous comments and half-truths.  The 75 officers are not additional police; 
they are within the 250.  As at February this year the actual number is below the number of officers the 
Government inherited when it took office.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  That is not true and you know it.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  When the Government refers to 250 police officers, the public expects it to mean men and 
women who wear a police uniform.  They do not expect the people recruited to be funded FTEs.  We can say 
anything if we say it is funded.  The public wants real police officers.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  We have about 30 officers above the authorised strength; you should ask the Commissioner 
for Police.  It will jump up and hit you in the face.  Read his printed statements. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Okay.  I will read from page 9 of the Treasurer’s budget speech -  

Honouring our commitment, by December 2004 the last of the extra 250 police officers will be 
recruited, with funding for a total of 4,948 officers provided, compared to 4,698 as at the end of January 
2001.  To achieve this, we will recruit an additional 75 police officers . . .  

The impression that was given was that these officers would be additional.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  Additional over and above attrition.  You know what it means.  Stop trying to be silly. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I do not think I know what it means.  I expect a policeman or policewoman to be a body, 
with a couple of arms and legs, in a uniform, out there on the beat.  I do not expect it to be full-time equivalents 
and for the Treasurer to play funny words with his announcements.  Again, it is half- truths. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  They are police officers.  They are all there, and you know it.  The Commissioner of Police 
has said so.  We are running at about 30 over the authorised strength at this point.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The minister will have the opportunity, during her contribution to the budget debate, to 
explain that.  

The next subterfuge in this budget relates to state debt.  Labor does not like to talk about debt.  That is little 
wonder, given the corruption of the 1980s, and the massive blow-out in debt of some $4 billion and the 
$1.5 billion that the former Labor Government squandered on dodgy business deals with its mates under WA 
Inc.  Some of the players in that saga and members of that Government are still in this Parliament.  Page 9 of the 
2004-05 Economic and Fiscal Outlook states -  

These surpluses have played a critical role in containing debt, with total public sector net debt at 30 
June 2004 estimated to be $816 million lower than the corresponding estimate in the 2000-01 Pre-
election Financial Projections Statement . . .  

The Government is not even honest enough to say that debt has gone up and will go up by the end of this year by 
$1.5 billion.  It gives the impression that debt is below what it was previously estimated to be.  Anyone reading 
that would assume that debt is actually declining rather than increasing.  That is a half-truth.  I can accept it in a 
budget speech, even though I think it is dishonest.  However, I cannot accept it in budget papers prepared by 
Treasury.  It is dishonest and unprofessional behaviour by Treasury.  If I were the Treasurer of this State, I would 
have proper standards of reporting in our budget papers.  I would not have a Treasury that produced documents 
and statements that were designed to mislead.  That is not the appropriate standard for a truly professional and 
independent public service.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Your two examples are fees and charges, and police officers.  Is that right? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Yes, and the tax package - the supposed saving of $133 million.  That will do.  I will go on.  
The Government inherited a situation in 2001 in which state debt was $4.38 billion.  Despite the good economic 
times that we are experiencing, state debt has risen by over half a billion dollars.  By the end of 2004-05 state 
debt will have gone up by $1.5 billion.  That is not an insignificant amount.  To put that in some context, during 
this term of this Labor Government, state debt will have risen by $1.549 billion, or 35 per cent.  This 
Government has presided over an increase in state debt of 35 per cent during buoyant economic times.  That is 
not a reflection of good economic management.  State debt is expected, on the Government’s figures, to rise to 
$6.6 billion by 2006-07.  In other words, in that period, state debt will have risen by 50 per cent.  That is an 
enormous blow-out in state debt.   

I turn now to taxation.  The Treasurer claims that the budget will provide $133 million worth of tax relief.  That 
is untrue.  The real tax relief that will be provided in this budget is $113 million.  It is not credible or honest to 
claim that to not change the price for the provision of a service is tax relief, yet that is what the Treasurer and 
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Treasury have tried to claim.  In the previous three budgets, through massive increases in the rates of land tax, 
payroll tax and stamp duty, the tax revenue from rate increases alone has risen by $300 million annually.  The 
increases in stamp duty rates were of the order of 25 per cent, particularly as they affected the property sector.  
The Government is proposing to reduce stamp duty this year by five per cent.  That is equivalent to saying to 
people, “We have taken $25 off you, but we will now be giving you back $5 of that money.”  That is what the 
Government is doing.  That is not genuine tax relief.  That is not easing the tax burden on families and 
businesses in this State - the only appropriate policy for a consistent, long-term reduction in tax rates.  I support 
providing tax relief for first home buyers.  There is no doubt that the increases in property prices and stamp duty 
rates under this Labor Government have forced first home buyers out of the market.  First home buyers comprise 
less than 15 per cent of home purchasers.  It has become 25 per cent more difficult for young people to afford 
their first home.  That has happened under this Labor Government, yet it pretends that this is a budget for 
families.  Perhaps belatedly it will be -  
Mr E.S. Ripper:  What is your basis for saying that?   
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  My basis for saying that is that stamp duties on conveyancing went up by between 2.7 per 
cent and 13.4 per cent, or thereabouts, in the Government’s second budget.  In the Government’s third budget 
they were increased across-the-board by 15 per cent.  Therefore, for a typical property transaction there has been 
a 25 per cent rate increase, and when that is coupled with the increase in the price of property -  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  That ignores what percentage of the total property transaction price stamp duty comprises.  It is 
not 25 per cent. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The rates went up by 25 per cent.  Collections went up by significantly more than that.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Stamp duty comprises only a small proportion of the cost of purchasing a house.  Take real 
estate agents fees, for example.   
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  A person who was purchasing a typical Perth house would not consider $9 000 or $10 000 
to be a small amount.  Given that people generally take out a mortgage for about 90 per cent of the value of their 
house, they will be borrowing and paying off that stamp duty.  The Treasurer has announced a reduction in 
stamp duty for people who will be buying their first home this year.  Yes, they will be pleased about that.  
However, the other 80 per cent of people who are buying and selling property will not be pleased.  Those first 
home buyers who have bought houses or units in the past couple of years will be particularly irritated by that.  I 
remind the Treasurer that first home buyers comprise only about 15 per cent of the market. 

I turn now to health.  One could argue that of all the areas of policy, Labor at least has a sense of direction in 
health.  One cannot find that in education, resource development or other portfolio areas.  However, Labor’s 
sense of direction in health is belated and entirely focused on the Reid report.  It took a report to give this 
Government any sense of policy direction in health.  There are some failings in the Reid report.  I do not know 
how many members of Parliament have read the report right through.  It is worth reading, because it is easy to 
read and digest.  There are two principal methodological failings in the Reid report.  The first is that it totally 
ignores the role of private hospitals.  I think they are referred to once, on page 18, in a one-line mention.  The 
second aspect is that when it talks about metropolitan hospitals, it talks about a north-south model.  It forgets that 
there is also a centre.  The metropolitan area largely does run north-south.  However, it has the northern suburbs, 
central Perth and the southern suburbs.  To suggest to people in the northern suburbs that a hospital at the Sir 
Charles Gairdner site in Hollywood will be convenient for them is not realistic.  That is not a northern suburbs 
hospital.  In fact, it is to the south of Perth, even though it happens to be north of the river.  It is a centrally 
located hospital, as is Royal Perth Hospital.  That description of the location of health facilities as being either 
north or south is an error in the Reid report and leads in my view to some false conclusions.  We will say more 
about that later.  The Reid report will be expensive to implement.  It will cost $1.7 billion, in addition to 
whatever other capital works might be undertaken within the health system.  The Reid report and normal capital 
works will total about $3.4 billion.  Only $220 million of the $1.7 billion for the Reid report is included in the 
estimates for the next four years.  Therefore, this Government is not making a major advance on the Reid report.  
It is putting off for four years, or longer, the major policy decisions.  Although the Government has had a sense 
of direction in health, even with some deficiencies, it is putting off any major decisions.   

An example of that is the regional centre in Albany, for which the people must wait until 2009-10.  Work will 
not commence on the Fremantle Hospital until 2011.  It is all on the never-never.  It will not even occur during 
the next term of government; it will be the term after that and the term after that.  The Government’s so-called 
health program is not being delivered now in a way that makes a tangible difference.  In the rural or country 
areas, the Kimberley projects are much needed and they have been delayed.  The famous Moora hospital is on, 
off, on.  For the moment it is back on.   
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This Government’s recurrent overall funding increase of $178 million for health services will not be adequate.  
Some $100 million of that will go on enterprise bargaining agreements for doctors, nurses and other salaried 
workers, and $30 million has been allocated for winter beds and expected flu cases.  There is very little scope to 
do anything substantial about improving the delivery of health care to the people of this State. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Is there an opposition proposal for additional expenditure? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  We will be bringing out a response to the Reid report. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  With regard to this budget, do you think the recurrent funding should be increased? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am saying that this Government will not achieve substantial reforms following the Reid 
report, and it will not achieve substantial changes in the delivery of health care under the Treasurer’s allocation 
to health services in this budget. 
The Minister for Education and Training has a big mouth and always has lots to say, but he is not in the Chamber 
today.  I am sorry about that.  He had a wonderful opportunity in that portfolio to take education in this State 
forward, and he squandered it.  It was a fantastic opportunity.  The budget for education and training represents a 
three per cent increase in funding.  That will not keep pace with the combined effect of growth in student 
numbers of about 1.5 per cent and inflation of 2.5 to three per cent.  We are looking at a real cut per student in 
our schools.  The area of education hit hardest is secondary education.  I am annoyed about that, because the 
advance needs to be taken with secondary education.  During the previous Government when I happened to be 
the Minister for Education - I did not originate all these changes but I happened to be there when they came into 
play - there was a major concentration on improving primary education.  We started with the little kids and 
introduced a universal kindergarten program for four-year-olds, a universal preprimary program for five-year-
olds, a new curriculum from K to 12 right through primary and secondary, and so on.  Most of the expenditure 
growth in the 1990s, which this Government has continually criticised, was about giving priority to children’s 
education when they began their schooling, to give them the best possible start.  That obviously was not the end 
of it.  We had started to do things in secondary education, but we had not finished the job.  That should have 
happened under this Government, but it has not.  I will tell members what happened with secondary education.   
Vocational education programs were expanded and, to be fair, maybe they have continued.  However, under the 
previous Government a process had begun of restructuring secondary education into middle schools and senior 
colleges, thereby changing the nature of secondary schools.  Senior colleges were to treat 16 and 17-year-olds as 
young adults, to give them options of preliminary university or TAFE courses, to give them a mature and 
responsible learning environment, and to ease them into the transition from school to work.  Middle schooling 
was for kids in years sometimes 7 but generally 8, 9 and 10, recognising that those adolescent years are the most 
difficult developmental years for children and their parents.  It was necessary to give them a more nurturing 
approach, to treat them a little differently, and to keep them away from the big kids to some extent.  They 
received team teaching, more pastoral care and all those things, which required changing existing areas of 
education from the old year 8-12 school that was typically built in the 1960s and 1970s, to remodelling and 
rebuilding, and in new areas making sure that middle schools and senior colleges were developed.  I have not 
seen the figures, but I would be willing to bet that during this Government there has been an improvement in 
retention rates in secondary education.  I know the Minister for Education and Training will boast about that.  I 
have not seen the figures, but I will make a few guesses.  I would be willing to bet that the retention rates in 
Kalgoorlie have gone up, because the previous Government redeveloped the Eastern Goldfields Senior High 
School into a middle school and a senior college located at the Kalgoorlie School of Mines.  I would be willing 
to bet that retention rates in the south east corridor have gone up, because we changed Maddington Senior High 
School into a middle school.  There was a lot of opposition to that, but it was worth doing.  It modernised the 
whole school.  We built a middle school environment in Cannington at the Seven Oaks college, for years 11 and 
12.  We reconfigured and restructured Belmont City College in the Treasurer’s electorate.  I would be willing to 
bet that in the south east corridor education participation, performance and retention rates have gone up.  I would 
also be willing to bet that it has gone up in Mandurah, a growing new area where, instead of just plonking in new 
traditional high schools, we completely reconfigured the schools area.  The Coodanup Senior High School 
became a middle school and the Mandurah school was replaced by a superb new senior college, with university 
courses through Murdoch University and TAFE courses.  It was an absolutely brilliant mature learning 
environment.  Halls Head school was developed as a middle school.  I bet that is probably the only example in 
Australia of a complete restructuring of education.  However, the job was not finished.  A lot more needed to be 
done.  That was where the task was in secondary education, and it is today, yet funding for secondary education 
has effectively been cut under this Government.   

On budget day the member for Swan Hills made a grievance speech about the need for a secondary school, or 
middle school initially, at Ellenbrook.  I could not agree more.  Ellenbrook is expanding, as areas like Mandurah 
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did previously.  The young kids who came through the primary schools that were built when I was minister are 
now moving into high schools.  Ellenbrook does not appear in the budget papers.  In fact, there is provision for 
only one new secondary education facility, and that is a middle school proposed for the Secret Harbour area.  
Where is the genuine commitment to secondary education?  The job in primary education has largely been done; 
our major focus was on primary education.  Obviously more things can be done, but now the priority and need 
are in secondary education.  This minister, who is not in the Chamber, and this Government, have missed that 
opportunity to substantially advance education in this State.  It was all there for them.  They have just not done 
it.  When they boast and carry on about retention rates, it will relate to those areas that were redeveloped by the 
previous Government. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  So the low retention rates achieved under your Government were Norman Moore’s fault, were 
they? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That is a very intelligent comment. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  You seem to be claiming credit for our improvement. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am saying that the previous Government recognised that in many areas of the State, 
particularly in some of the lower income areas and some of the new growth outer suburban areas, kids were not 
performing through secondary education as they could and as they should.  The coalition Government started 
making changes to the structure of secondary education.  This Government has not maintained that. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Midland is an area of relatively low income for many people and it needs attention.  That is 
what I am saying.  We had done a lot in primary education and we had started work in secondary education, but 
there was more to be done.  We had done three or four parts of Perth and some regional areas, such as 
Kalgoorlie, Esperance and Albany in particular, but there was more to be done, and this Government has 
dropped the ball.  Midland should have been done by now.  Midland should have its senior campus.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You planned nothing for us. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  This Government has had four years; it should have done Midland. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You denied us a basic primary school. 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Our Government did the whole south east corridor.  The Liberal Government does not hold 
a seat in the south east corridor.  We did not pick Liberal areas.  We did the south east corridor because it was an 
area in which retention and achievement were not high enough.  If we had been in government, we would have 
done Midland by now.   
Mrs M.H. Roberts:  Don’t kid yourself.  You put Midvale Primary School down every year while you did 
schools in Liberal electorates.  Don’t give me that rubbish. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Not true. 
The SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You re-roofed it when it should have been demolished. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The member has failed in her electorate. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  I have now got, thanks to the current Minister for Education and Training, three new primary 
schools that should have been built 10 years ago. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Where has the achievement been in secondary education?  The point I am making is that a 
lot of work had been done in primary education.  I think primary schools are in pretty good shape generally 
across the State.  Some areas need to be redone, but generally the primary sector is in better shape than the 
secondary sector. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The emphasis should have been on secondary education.  This State Government has failed 
to do that.  Others will say more about policing.  

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  That school in Midland was a disgrace; it was like something you would expect to see in a 
Third World country.  

The SPEAKER:  Order, minister! 
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Ms S.E. Walker interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, member for Nedlands!  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That was very nasty.  We saw the minister’s attempt to fudge the police funding figures.  
The minister has fudged police figures since the day she became Minister for Police.  We received different 
numbers on the police count at the time of the last state election; the numbers vary all over the place.  We would 
like to see real policemen, not full-time equivalents, in the budget papers.  I know the minister is trying to churn 
large numbers of people through the Police Academy, which was built by the previous Government.  I hope the 
minister gets there.  We will wait and see.  In the last six months of this Government, the minister is still 
desperately trying to reach her target.  She is a long way off it.   

The Government has announced 24-hour police stations.  The public thought that Fremantle, Mirrabooka, 
Joondalup, Cannington and Perth were 24-hour police stations, and, incredibly, the public even thought that 
Midland was a 24-hour police station.  However, the Government announced that they would be 24-hour 
stations.  What is the Government about?  Talk about being duplicitous and telling half-truths. 

I will go through some other portfolios.  In transport, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure is making an 
absolute hash of administering her department; it is a fiasco, but I do not want to talk about that aspect.  The 
minister has been boasting about her south metropolitan railway.  I got the impression in question time last week 
that the Labor Party made the decision to change the route of the railway line prior to the last election.  I will 
read what the minister said in Parliament last week.  Hansard reads -  

 I believe in hindsight that we would have been much better to go out to the community earlier and put it 
on the table openly that we were considering an alternative option.  The difficulty was that we were 
concerned that, given the statements made under the previous Administration, we might be creating 
expectations that we could not meet. 

I wait to be corrected, but I take that as saying that the Labor Party in opposition had decided to re-route the 
railway line.  At minimum, it had made plans to do so.  However, members opposite failed to tell the public 
about that decision.  Why did the Premier fail to tell the public that he planned to re-route the railway line?  Was 
he being dishonest?  Yep, I would say he was.  I think he was being dishonest.  The Labor Party made that 
decision to re-route the railway line.  Why?  It wanted to make it the Labor Party railway line.  A cost blow-out 
of $400 million has occurred as work is beginning.  Who knows what the ultimate figure will be?  Who knows 
what will happen when attempts are made to dig and tunnel under Perth?  Will they find old landfill sites and ties 
between buildings in the way?  Will they expose peat and methane seams?  Who knows?  Will the blow-out be 
$400 million?  It will not be less, and it could be twice as much.  Who knows?  That is the reality.  I find 
incredible - I am willing to corrected if it is not true - the minister’s admission that Labor had effectively decided 
to re-route the railway line prior to the election, but it failed to tell the public.  Members opposite failed to be the 
open, honest and accountable.   

The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure boasts that the railway is the State’s biggest infrastructure project.  I 
do not know whether that is true, but that is the line adopted.  Interestingly, if it is the State’s biggest 
infrastructure project, why in 1 000 pages of budget papers is it allocated only two lines?  Could the reality be 
that the project will not be delivered anywhere near on time or budget?  Could it be that Treasury, transport and a 
host of other agencies are directing warnings to the Government that it is in trouble on the project?  That is the 
reality.  I assure the absent minister that the Opposition expects full detail on that project during the estimates 
committee.  If that detail is not provided, I will approach you, Mr Speaker, about the estimates committee 
process.  Nothing deserves greater accountability than a full disclosure of every aspect of the rail project.  I do 
not want the yelling, screaming and shrieking and the shrillness from the Minister for Planning and 
Infrastructure; I want the public of this State to know exactly what is going on with the project.  I expect the 
officials to be here, and to be in a position to table full details and to give a full account of every aspect of the 
decision-making process, the risk to the State, the costings, the timetable and the stages of that project.   

I am sure other members will speak about roads as $150 million has been taken from road funding over the first 
three years of Labor, and $12 million has been put back as a token in this budget. 

I turn now to country Western Australia.  As was stated in question time, all the announcements made by this 
Government were re-announcements - without exception.  What a dishonest thing for a Premier to do for country 
Western Australia.  He ran out the media machine and put out statements on re-announcements.  That is not 
honest government or being open and accountable.  The announcements included the new Geraldton Regional 
Hospital, which is under way; the Kimberley hospitals redevelopments, which have been announced repeatedly; 
the Moora Hospital, which has been on and off; the Warburton clinic, which is already under way; a primary 
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school at Onslow, which is already under way; the second upgrade for Kununurra District High School - I did 
one - which is already under way; and the upgrade to South Kalgoorlie Primary School, which is already under 
way.  These matters were all announced as though they were new to give the impression that the Government is 
doing things in country areas.  

Agriculture and mining are the two great base industries of our State, and they give Western Australia a 
significance of international standing.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  They’re going well, aren’t they?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  They are going well.  Therefore, why for three years in a row has the Government cut 
funding for the Department of Agriculture?  I refer to major cuts in areas such as biosecurity, which protects the 
integrity and safe food aspects of our crops.   

The Department for Community Development has suffered cuts in key areas.  I will let other members talk about 
those aspects.   

Environment is interesting.  Land tax exemptions on conservation covenants will apply to a limited area, but they 
should apply across the board.  This proposition was a big announcement by the Government, but the cost to the 
budget is about $10 000.  Where is the Government on the big environmental issues?  Where is the Minister for 
the Environment on the big issues?  

Mr B.K. Masters:  Asleep. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Asleep.  She is great on the little issues.  She is a nice person.  She is nice with little media 
opportunities with warm and fuzzy animals, with endangered flowers, and in welcoming a new marsupial to the 
zoo.  The member for Kingsley did that, too, did she not? 

Mrs C.L. Edwardes:  But I also dealt with the big issues! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The Minister for the Environment is very good on those matters, but what about the big 
environmental issues?  Most people would say salinity is number one.  What has happened in that regard?  How 
much money has been wasted on salinity?  It has become an industry.  Where are the results on salinity 
following the allocation of money, commonwealth and state, to this area?  They are not to be seen.  Where has 
the Government been?  It even delayed entering the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality process 
for two and a half years.  It has been a joke.  Money has gone out to committees and for people to travel around, 
but where are the hard, on-the-ground results?  The Government has not dealt with salinity.   
Perth’s air quality is a big environmental issue.  Where has the Government been on that matter?  I think I am 
right in saying that Perth has the same atmospheric conditions as a place like Los Angeles.  We are prone to 
inversion, pollution, haze and other air quality problems.  Where has the Government been on air quality?  I have 
not heard anything from members opposite on air quality.  In fact, they made a bad decision to locate the 
HIsmelt project in Kwinana and Perth’s airshed.  Why put a pig-iron plant in the middle of an urban area?  It is a 
strange decision.  The previous Government had the vision to take the burning of coal out of Kwinana, but Labor 
has reintroduced the burning of coal in Kwinana through the HIsmelt project.  Is that forward and visionary 
thinking about the building of the State’s future?  I cannot think of a city in the world that would locate a pig-
iron plant in a modern urban environment.  HIsmelt is a great project; it is a fantastic project with wonderful 
technology that could be important worldwide.  However, surely it should have been located in a regional area.  
The point I make is that this Government has squandered some fantastic opportunities.   
I turn to the Swan River.  Perhaps the Government is starting to do something in that area, which is a big 
environmental issue to some people.  There is nothing in the budget about water supply, which is a big resource 
and environmental issue.   
I am sure we will hear more about tourism from the member for Hillarys.  Without stealing his thunder, I would 
like to read what the President of the Tourism Council of Western Australia, Ron Buckey, had to say about the 
budget.  Where has the Minister for Tourism gone?  He has gone missing again.  He had so much to say before, 
when he was mercilessly verballing me.  I am still shaking!  In the Sunday Times on 9 May, Ron Buckey was 
reported to have said -  

. . . “This Government -  

He is referring to the Labor Government -  

came in four years ago saying they were going to fix Rottnest and they haven’t done a thing.   The 
money has never been spent; we’re just going through report after report on Rottnest.”   
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Mr Buckey said that, overall, the Budget demonstrated the Government’s hypocritical attitude towards 
tourism. “These figures clearly tell us that Geoff Gallop’s high praise for tourism being the ‘second 
economic front’ is mere rhetoric . . .  

“This is a most shortsighted attitude from a Government that brands itself as being progressive.” 

. . .  

“Victoria has just given $35 million to its tourism marketing authority simply to attract new events.  
That means that WA tourism is going backwards at a significant rate,” . . .  

By the way, funding for the Western Australian Tourism Commission under this budget has been cut by 
$4.3 million over the next four years.  Tourism is our second economic front - what a joke!  Tourism in this State 
has great potential, but it is not advancing as it should.  We are not even keeping up with the rest of Australia.  
The Government has closed its tourism office in Singapore.  Western Australia should be Singapore’s backyard.  
Some wealthy Singaporeans come here on weekends to play golf at Joondalup.  They probably go to the casino 
on Saturday nights.  Singapore is that close.  It is accessible and it is cheap to go backwards and forwards.  
However, the Government is closing its tourism office in Singapore and Malaysia.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  They have closed the tourism office in Singapore? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Yes.  It is a major market.  We should have people from Singapore and Malaysia coming to 
Western Australia almost on an annual basis.  Many Singaporeans have put their children in this State’s private 
and government schools.  Many of them own homes here.  We should be extending beyond the so-called wealthy 
Singaporeans.  Singaporeans should be coming to WA once or twice a year.  If it had closed its tourism office in 
Hobart, I would not have objected; however, it is lunacy to close its tourism office in Singapore.  So much for 
the Government’s commitment to tourism, and so much is the exasperation of the tourism community in this 
State.   

I now turn to the Water Corporation.  The Premier held a summit in this Chamber about water supplies.  He has 
to have a meeting, committee, talkfest or summit on everything.  He took over this Parliament to have a summit 
on water supplies.  As I said in Parliament before, I sat at the back of the Chamber because the Opposition was 
not invited.  The opening question, which was a fair question, was addressed to the Premier and came from the 
opposition benches.  The person told the Premier that everyone was glad to be at the summit and then asked 
whether the Premier could tell them, before the summit got started, which minister was responsible for water 
supplies.  Do members know that the Premier could not answer that question?  He could not work out whether it 
was the Minister for the Environment, the Minister for Government Enterprises, the Treasurer - because he has a 
regulatory role - or the Premier himself because of his policy units.  There were at least four ministers who had 
some responsibility for water supplies, but I think a fifth minister might have come into it.  Little wonder the 
Government has done nothing to resolve the water supply crisis - if indeed we face one.  Even today the Premier 
was carrying on about fundamental weather conditions and the fact that there is less rain.  Maybe he is right; 
maybe we are in a period of substantially reduced rainfall.  I would have thought that a Government that had a 
political event, such as a water resources summit, and that told us to buy front-loading washing machines and not 
top-loading washing machines and to put rainwater tanks in our backyards, would have spent at least $1 on 
developing new water resources for the people of this State.  This budget does not allocate even $1 to water 
supplies.  Where is the vision for water resources?  Most people in the community - the results of the 
Government’s polls are similar to ours - are concerned about water availability and its usage and quality.  It is a 
big environmental and resource issue, yet it did not get $1 in this budget.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  I think $356 million is reasonable.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  There was nothing for new water resources.  

I turn now to the infill sewerage program, which is a big environmental issue.  What is the point of worrying 
about water quality in the Swan River when thousands of households in the vicinity are still on septic tanks?  If 
we are going to use more ground water, we should be concerned about its quality.  The previous Government 
introduced an infill sewerage program.  The idea was developed, in opposition, by the member for South Perth 
and others.   

Mr P.D. Omodei:  There was a very good minister.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  He was a brilliant minister.  What did his Government do?  In its 2000-01 budget - its last 
budget - the coalition Government allocated $75 million funding for infill sewerage.  This year there is 
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$44 million.  The Government has cut it by half.  It has cut the funding to one of the most easily identifiable and 
resolved environmental issues.  This Government has not shown a commitment to that issue.   

I refer to the Premier’s own department, the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.   I do not know whether the 
other ministers have been asleep, but the Premier has given himself a budget increase of 44 per cent.  He second-
guesses every minister.  He has a major projects unit, a police unit and a sustainability unit.  He has a lot of little 
units in his office.  Maybe he is keeping an eye on his ministers because he does not trust them.  He is 
duplicating many portfolios.  At least $30 million could be saved in that portfolio alone, simply by giving the 
ministers responsibility, and by requiring their agencies to be accountable and responsible for their areas of 
administration, instead of second-guessing.   

The mining and resource development industry is the dominant industry in this State, and probably will be for at 
least the next 50 years.  Compared with what was spent on it last year, it has had a 21 per cent cut in the budget, 
even though there are many opportunities.  Members should look at the examples.  We cannot make a major 
resource project happen; however, when one comes along we should grasp that opportunity.  Ravensthorpe -  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  What about Ravensthorpe?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I just mentioned Ravensthorpe.  The early stages of that project happened under the 
previous Government.  This Government has done a fairly good job in bringing Ravensthorpe forward.  
However, will Ravensthorpe be a fly in, fly out arrangement?  It will be an absolute disgrace if the work force at 
Ravensthorpe, which is in the south west of the State, is fly in, fly out.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  The big disappointment has been the lack of commitment by the Australian Government.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The excuses flow just like that!  The Government did not need the federal Government to 
do that properly.  The Government always looks to the east, and it always complains and grizzles about 
Canberra.  Did the Government not notice that we got half a billion dollars in additional grants from the 
Commonwealth this year?  However, it has gone down the path that may well result in a fly in, fly out work 
force.  What has happened on the Burrup Peninsula?  How many press releases went out on the Burrup Peninsula 
in the first year of the Gallop Government?  How many times did we hear about the eight value-adding gas 
processing projects on the Burrup Peninsula?  Time and again.  At least six of those eight projects had their 
origins when I was the minister responsible in the previous Government.  I knew where they were at; I knew 
what their prospects were.  This Premier has boasted about all the projects.  One is going ahead - one out of eight 
- but at a slow rate.  That is the record on the Burrup Peninsula.  Project after project has been lost.  The 
Government might blame the Commonwealth or the world market, but it has done nothing.  It was unable to deal 
with the issue.  It is a disgrace that this State lost the Methanex project.  The Government has failed to grasp the 
importance of building industrial estates in Western Australia.  Each project has been taken on one at a time in 
an ad hoc manner.  There has been no big picture.  When a challenge has occurred, the Government has failed to 
meet it.  I heard earlier the member for Perth’s interjection about the Windimurra project.  The Government will 
sit back and let that project be dismantled.  It is one of the most sophisticated, high-value adding, low-cost 
projects.  It is the world’s largest producer of vanadium.  The price of the metal has risen dramatically over 
recent times.  It is now twice the price at which the project would break even.  

Mr E.S. Ripper:  What is your association with precious metals?  Do you have an association? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  None at all.  The project was difficult to get under way.  I took a risk.  As minister, I did 
not give the project a dollar but I made sure that we built gas infrastructure into the mid west.  It might be a long 
time before it is fully utilised, but it will be and it will aid in the development of the mid west.  This State 
Government had an opportunity to make sure that project restarted when metal prices recovered.  It failed 
because it chose to play politics.  Government members thought it would be good politics to criticise me as the 
previous minister rather than resolve the problem.  It can be seen in other areas, such as the gas pipeline issue.  
This Treasurer and Minister for Energy chose to play politics rather than resolve the decision of the regulator.  
He failed to act hands on.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Do you think that the law should be changed? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  No, one acts as a minister.  The minister should have got off his backside and done things, 
not sit and play politics.  Ministers must do the job. 

Many people, from the United States Ambassador down, are lobbying around Australia about the Gorgon 
project.  Why would they not do so?  It is a major project.  In the future, North America will need to import gas.  
It is a great opportunity.  World oil and gas prices are high.  This Government purports to have green credentials.  
If my memory serves me right, the environmental agencies recommended against development on Barrow 
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Island.  For me that is a big environmental issue.  I happen to think that project can be developed and the island 
can be protected.  That is my view, but I am not a scientist.  On the big issue, where was the Minister for the 
Environment?  She was missing. 

There is a wider issue, even beyond the wider aspects of Barrow Island.  It is a project for a major gas resource, 
100 per cent foreign owned and 100 per cent exporting.  The Government had a wonderful, once in 50 year 
opportunity to develop resources for Australia and share in the marketing and use of those resources to develop 
value adding industries.  This Government missed the opportunity.  It was a great opportunity to strengthen the 
economic independence of Western Australia and to strike a deal on sharing revenues with the Commonwealth, 
as previous Liberal Governments did with the federal Government on the North West Shelf project.  It was a 
great opportunity to see the Gorgon project go ahead and to have the gas extraction on the island and an 
industrial complex develop around it on the mainland.  It was a great opportunity to do a deal with the 
Commonwealth on sharing revenues and a great opportunity to strengthen the economic base of this State.  What 
did this Government and this Premier get out of it?  They got half a dozen wildlife officers to work on Barrow 
Island.  That is absolutely pathetic.  It is laughed about in the corridors of federal Parliament.  The Premier is 
laughed about as the roll-over Premier who is a joke and absolutely weak.  I heard the Premier on the radio this 
morning berating Canberra over something, but when he has a chance, as he did with the Gorgon project, to stick 
up for the State and get something out of a project, he completely fails.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  May I interject? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Before the Treasurer interjects, I want to place on record one fact: The Gorgon project will 
utilise what we know today to be Australia’s most valuable natural resource.  The project is 100 per cent foreign 
owned and the product will be 100 per cent exported.  Does the Treasurer know that no resource rent tax will be 
paid for 10 years and that there will be no revenue collections?  Can members imagine a Government anywhere 
else in the world allowing that to happen?  This Premier did not even get in there and fight for the State.  What a 
missed opportunity.  Good government is about grasping opportunities.  Gorgon is a great project, and parts of it 
can be sited on Barrow Island.  It was a once in 50 year opportunity.  This Premier failed not only to grasp the 
opportunity and argue for Western Australia, but also to understand what the opportunity was and what the 
stakes were.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  If I may now interject, I would like to point out that I have examined the history of this matter.  
The Australian Government gave you and your Premier the same response that it gave us.  It was not prepared to 
budge on the application of petroleum resource rent tax to the Gorgon project. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Did we accept it? 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  You gave up.  That is what the correspondence showed me.  I looked at the correspondence of 
1998.  You were told no and we were told no.  That is the attitude of the Australian Government, controlled by 
your side of politics, to Western Australia.   

Mrs C.L. Edwardes:  So you did not fight. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  We did fight, but we were told no.  The same happened to you. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  We wrote, expecting that response.  I, as minister, brought in all the joint venture partners, 
sat them down and told them the four issues that needed to happen for the Gorgon project to proceed.  What did 
the Treasurer do?  He did nothing.  One of the issues was the need for the development onshore of gas resources, 
another was a two-part royalty structure - part resource rent tax and part ad valorem royalty - and the third issue 
was revenue sharing.  I made it very clear to the joint venture partners that the go-ahead for the project would 
require all those issues to be resolved.  The Commonwealth Government understood that.  We would have 
resolved it, as previous Liberal Governments did with the North West Shelf project.  This Government gave in.  
Why did it give in?  It did so because the Premier wanted to put out a press release.  The Government gave in for 
the sake of a press release.  I have never seen a Government being so weak about such a major economic 
opportunity.  Governments should be about grasping opportunities.  This weak Government did not understand 
it. 

I could go on and deal with other areas of the budget, but I will leave that to others.  The Treasurer has had good 
economic times and has been lucky.  Good luck to him.  This Government has also imposed massive tax 
increases on the people of this State.  It has had massive increases in revenue flows from the Commonwealth.  It 
has had a massive growth in export demand because of the emergence of the Chinese economy.  Where it has 
failed is in grasping the opportunity to take the State forward in a substantive way.  I look around the State and 
ask what I can see of major new infrastructure expansion over the past four years.  I am sure that this 
Government has done some things.  It finished off the last bit of the goldfields gas pipeline to Esperance.  That 
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process had already started but that last part was built under this Government.  That is good.  It was a coalition 
project, the final little leg of which was completed under the Labor Government.  It is a tiny pipe but 
nevertheless good for Esperance.  I will give the Treasurer points for that.   

I cannot think of anything in the south west that has been significant.  The port expansion at Albany was carried 
out under the previous Government, so this Government cannot claim credit for it even though the Premier tried 
to.  In the mid west of the State some infrastructure is being provided in Geraldton, such as the southern 
transport corridor and the deepening of the harbour.  The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure came into this 
Chamber and boasted that a fully laden handimax vessel can now get into Geraldton harbour.  Do members 
know what a handimax vessel is?  Do members know what the most commonly used vessel for international 
trade is?  It is called a panamax, not a handimax.  Increasingly ships used in international trade are capesize 
vessels.  A fully laden panamax vessel would not get into Geraldton harbour, even after $100 million worth of 
dredging, and a capesize vessel has no chance.  This State still does not have a deep sea port between Fremantle 
and Karratha.  Where is the big vision for the State?  For $100 million the Government could have developed a 
deep sea port on the mid west coast.  That is the big picture.  Even the iron ore miner in the area, which this 
week I think is opening its Tallering Peak operation, is having problems using Geraldton port as it is, because it 
wants to increase its volume from a couple of million tonnes to seven or eight million tonnes of iron ore.  Where 
is the vision for Geraldton?  Where will new industry locate?  There is no doubt that Geraldton’s hinterland, the 
Gascoyne and Murchison, is highly prospective and diverse in its range of minerals.  Where will they be loaded 
and processed?  Will it be at Point Moore on the back step of Geraldton?  I do not think so.  The Government has 
spent $100 million but it has not got a site for industry in Geraldton.  Where will the long-term jobs be?   
What has the Government done about power?  Belatedly it intends to spend money on power supply 
infrastructure.  The Government knew at the time of the last election that $500 million was needed for 
infrastructure.  That was identified by the previous Government.  Perhaps we should have identified it earlier.  
However, we knew in the late 1990s that that was required.  The problems were emerging, and I was advised that 
they would accelerate, as they have.  That is why almost every week some part of country Western Australia or 
some part of metropolitan Western Australia loses power.  The Government will do it now.  Finally, in its fourth 
year, the Government will address the power supply issues.  As energy minister, the Treasurer lost power 
supplies on 18 February; he just ran out of electricity.  There was no extraordinary weather event; he simply did 
not have enough electricity.  I hope he upgrades both the transmission and distribution lines.  However, where 
will the power come from now?  Where are the power stations?  Where is the capital investment in new 
generation?  It is not there.  The Treasurer made one decision to build a peak load plant for gas at Kemerton, 
which will probably run on diesel - light kerosene fuel.  Where is the decision for the new generation?  The 
Treasurer followed through and built the Cockburn station, which had been agreed to by the previous 
Government.  It was physically built in this Government’s time, and that was appropriate, but where is the big 
picture for power generation?  I suspect that we will revisit the late 1980s and early 1990s and debate coal versus 
gas.  Where does the environment minister stand?  Will she support new coal generation in Western Australia or 
will she support gas, wind or something else?  Where does the Labor Party stand on that issue?  Where does the 
Premier stand?  He could not deliver a coal power station in Collie; he could not make up his mind.  Where will 
he stand this time?  Will he go coal or gas?  Will he have a summit, or maybe a meeting in the Parliament, to 
consider the alternatives?  All the big issues have been left.  This Government has enjoyed a good economic 
period and it has enjoyed being in government.  However, it has not advanced the State in a fundamental way on 
the big issues such as future power supplies, the big environmental issues, water supplies, engaging in Asia, and 
developing new industries and new technologies.  I concede that something has been done in science.   
That is why many young people are leaving Western Australia.  My son lives in Sydney.  He held a party the 
other day in a pub in Sydney.  He advertised it on the web for all Western Australians living in Sydney.  He got 
me to send over a Western Australian flag to hang behind the bar.  One hundred and thirty people turned up.  As 
a proud father, I can say that they were all like him - bright, well-educated, successful, ambitious people who 
live in Sydney and who come back and see their mums and dads at Christmas and for birthdays.  They will not 
come back to work in Western Australia.  Our brightest and best are leaving the State.  It is not just those in 
professions and in business.  We have lost all the young talented producers and artistic directors in our arts 
community in the past six months.  Have members noticed that virtually all those people have left the arts 
community?  We had succeeded over the years in attracting some talented people.  They spent a few years here 
and now they have left.  Why?  There has been no action; nothing has happened.  Where are the performing arts 
facilities, the development and the public support?  It is not happening.  This Government is a totally slogan-
driven Government - save the old-growth forests, build the railway to Mandurah.  That is what it comes down to 
- two slogans.  It lacks sophistication, vision and a real commitment to the development of this State.   

MR J.L. BRADSHAW (Murray-Wellington) [4.23 pm]:  I will also say a few words about the budget.   
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Mr M.P. Whitely interjected.   
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  The member should just worry about finding himself a seat to represent; that is all he 
needs to worry about.  I have never seen him look so happy.  What has got into the member for Roleystone?  
Normally he looks as though he has lost his last two bob.  Who was talking about a sad sack the other day?  He 
is down the back of the Chamber.  This guy is incredible.  He has the audacity to get stuck into me every time I 
speak.  He is jealous.  I have had a successful run in Parliament for 21 years, and he will be a one-term wonder.  
He should go down to Murray-Wellington and ask my constituents.   

Sadly for the electorate of Murray-Wellington there is very little in the budget for the area.  I believe that the 
administration building at Brunswick Junction Primary School will be upgraded, but it is not a line item for 
Brunswick Junction Primary School; I think it comes under administration upgrades.  I hope it does, because, as 
I have said, it is not a line item for Brunswick Junction Primary School.   
Apart from that, there are major issues in the electorate, such as upgrading the South Western Highway from 
Waroona to Harvey, which probably would have been completed by now had the coalition Government still been 
in government.  That was the next stage of the South Western Highway to be upgraded.  The work started north 
of Pinjarra, extended into Pinjarra and from Pinjarra to Waroona, and now it has stopped.  A passing lane was 
put in just south of Wokalup a couple of years ago.  That is great except that the South Western Highway 
between Waroona and Harvey, and possibly even down to Bunbury, is quite a dangerous road.  It is narrow and 
certain sections of it continually need resurfacing.  I cannot find any funds in the budget for the upgrading of that 
road.   

The Pinjarra Primary School is not a total disgrace; some of it is not too bad.  However, I am surprised that the 
teachers are prepared to teach in some of the classrooms, which are totally third rate.  I keep asking the Minister 
for Education and Training to come down and have a look at the school, but he is too busy to visit a Liberal seat.  
He just ponces around the Labor seats.   

Ms J.A. Radisich:  He was in Margaret River just last week.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  He probably went there for a holiday.  I have asked him three years in a row to come 
down to Pinjarra.  It is not that far away; it is only an hour’s drive away.  When Carmen Lawrence was the 
Minister for Education, she took a helicopter to Pinjarra.  Can members imagine the cost of that?  It would have 
taken her longer to get to the airport, get in the helicopter and fly down there than it would have taken her to 
drive there.  I think it cost about $1 800.  She was asked a question about the cost of it.  It was incredible.   

As I have said, the budget certainly is not too good for the Murray-Wellington electorate.  I am a little surprised 
at that, considering that both the new Murray and Collie-Wellington electorates are regarded as marginal seats.  I 
expected the Government to put a bit more thought into some of the big issues.   

Another big issue for the current Murray-Wellington electorate, or the new Collie-Wellington electorate, is the 
Western Australian College of Agriculture in Harvey.  We had a fantastic chance to make it a showcase for the 
Harvey area.  The Leader of the Opposition, when he was Minister for Education, made the right decision to 
allow the Department of Education to buy the Wokalup research station.  Because the Harvey agricultural 
college was being squeezed by the new Harvey Dam, which was being built, a lot of its land was taken.  The 
right decision was made, but the big problem is that most of the facilities, such as the accommodation, the dining 
room, classrooms and work sheds, are still at the old Harvey site.  The Wokalup research station comprises 
around 12 000 acres, yet students have to be bussed to and from the Harvey site.  Apart from the time wastage, 
there is also more chance of an accident occurring on the highway.  Money should be allocated in the budget to 
start the ball rolling to get those facilities built at the Wokalup research station.  The original Harvey agricultural 
college site could then be sold off for subdivision.   

Harvey needs to boom.  A lot of people have now decided that they want to live on the coast.  Brunswick is a 
prime example of a town that experienced that scenario 20 or so years ago.  Unfortunately, Brunswick has 
become a town of mainly older people.  Not a lot of young people move to or stay in Brunswick.  Those who 
were born and bred there tend to nick off to Australind or Eaton to live and then drive back to work at, say, 
Peters and Brownes or wherever they work in the Brunswick area.  The same thing is occurring in Harvey.  The 
young ones are now moving to Binningup, Australind or Eaton, and they drive back to work at E.G. Green and 
Sons, Harvey Fresh or wherever.  When I first moved to Harvey in 1968, people built their houses and had their 
families there.  As a result of the younger people moving away, the affected towns are left with ageing 
populations.  A combination of youth and older people is required to make towns vibrant and alive.  We need 
young people to emerge as leaders in sport and in entertainment fields, such as music and drama clubs etc.  If 
youth do not take those roles, the appropriate people will not be available to make the systems work in our 
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towns.  The original land of the WA College of Agriculture in Harvey could be subdivided into special rural and 
special residential lots.  People want to live in the country on five or 10-acre lots.  The college occupies a 
beautiful site and could be well developed.  Some years ago, I had a subdivision plan drawn up for that area, 
although the area has changed somewhat because some of the land has been sold as part of the Water 
Corporation exchange-of-land program for the dam.  

The area would benefit if the Government made a commitment to relocate all the facilities of the College of 
Agriculture from Harvey to Wokalup.  A reasonable amount of money - perhaps $10 million - would be required 
to produce those facilities.  However, much of that money could be offset from the sale of the land.  It might 
even be feasible for the college itself to subdivide the land.  Obviously, that would add a lot of value to the 
Harvey College of Agriculture land.  It is a sad situation.  I wrote to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries some time ago asking him to consider that proposal.  I do not think I have had a response. 

The Premier recently visited my electorate, and that was a good thing.  I guess we will see a few more ministers 
over the next six to nine months before the election, given that the electorate of Murray-Wellington is a marginal 
seat.  A few of the shadow ministers have also visited the town.  One thing the Premier did, which we 
appreciated to some extent, was to have the speed limits changed from the town boundaries on the South 
Western Highway in the Harvey town areas.  Unfortunately, Main Roads Western Australia dudded the Premier 
because Main Roads has been fighting that plan.  I have been writing to Main Roads for some time now to get it 
to reduce the speed limit.  After the highway passes the high school there is a fairly dangerous intersection at 
Uduc Road, Weir Road and the South Western Highway.  It is very important that the speed limit there be 
reduced.  Main Roads took a miserly approach and allowed a reduction from 70 to 60 kilometres an hour for 
only a limited distance.  Along that stretch of road is the tourist centre, a restaurant, Harvey Water - the old 
South West Irrigation group - and the WA College of Agriculture at the bottom of the hill.  The speed limit 
should have been reduced in that area, but has remained at 70 kilometres an hour.  It is a very dangerous 
intersection.  As I said, the Premier was dudded by Main Roads.  I have written to the Premier asking him 
whether he can apply a bit more influence on Main Roads to fix that problem.  

One issue that is causing me concern is Alcoa’s announcement last week that it proposes to expand its Wagerup 
plant.  I am appalled and aghast that Alcoa even has the temerity to raise this issue.  What worries me most is 
that the Minister for State Development supports the expansion.  I am sure that somewhere along the line the 
Minister for State Development and the Minister for the Environment gave a commitment that until problems 
with emissions and noise were resolved, expansion of Wagerup would not be considered.  I have a press release 
from ABC Online headed “Public to be consulted over refinery expansion”, which reads in part - 

Last week Alcoa was forced to defend its environmental credentials in relation to the Wagerup refinery 
after the Department of Environment accused the company of pollution and breaching its licence 
conditions.  

Mr Brown says both the Government and Alcoa understand some aspects of the company’s past 
environmental performance had not met community expectations.  

Given that the minister referred to past events, he seems to think they have all been fixed.  He did not 
acknowledge that the problems remain.  I can assure members that the problems do remain.  As I pointed out last 
year, I received a letter from Alcoa after I had spoken in Parliament about an e-mail that one of its employees 
had sent to his superiors.  If a resident living near Wagerup has problems with noise or odour - it is worse than a 
bad odour; the effects from the refinery burn the mouth and nostrils - Alcoa sends out a couple of employees to 
investigate and report on the complaints.  I am referring to 21 September last year, after all the money was spent 
to supposedly fix the problems at Wagerup.  The last part of the e-mail, which I have already read into Hansard, 
states - 

The odour was not just a smell, I came away from the Walmsley’s after the first visit with a very sore 
throat and Rachel indicated her nose was burning.  It was not a smell that I could put up with for long at 
all.  

Although that report was done on 21 September last year, the Minister for State Development has referred to 
questionable past practices, as though Alcoa has overcome them.  
It was very interesting last week.  The Liberal candidate for the redistributed seat of Collie-Wellington, Craig 
Carbone, released a press statement about Alcoa’s proposed expansion because he had attended a briefing with 
Bill Knight at Alcoa Wagerup and when he had asked whether Alcoa had any expansion plans, the reply was no.  
That night he was told by another person whom he respected that plans do exist to expand Wagerup, and Alcoa 
was starting the ball rolling.  He became rather annoyed and released a press statement saying, among other 
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things, that the plans were being kept secret.  That stirred up Alcoa people because, obviously, it had plans to 
expand.  From what I can gather, Alcoa wants the plans implemented by next year.  I received a call from a 
person at Alcoa, who came to see me and we spoke in the Parliament House courtyard.  Once again, a person 
who works in the Alcoa head office at Booragoon was trying to tell me there were no problems at Wagerup.  I 
told that person that last week I had received a phone call from a resident who lives just south of Yarloop about 
another interesting matter that had emanated from Alcoa.  He said that his wife now has continual headaches.  
She works at the frail-aged home in Harvey and at a shop in Yarloop.  At times she has trouble getting out of the 
house because of her headaches.  They have lived in Yarloop for many years.  In fact, the chap to whom I was 
speaking has probably lived there for most of his life, but I am not sure how long his wife has lived there.  
Nonetheless, they have been married for many years.  A couple of days later I ran into Bevan Delaney, an ex-
councillor for Yarloop, who said that he and his wife are still being affected by the emissions from the Alcoa 
plant.  Their grand-daughter visited them recently with a couple of her friends, one of whom had developed a 
blood nose on several occasions while staying in Yarloop.  This child had never had a blood nose before.   
Another fellow lives on a farm in Yarloop that has been in his family for 100 years.  This fellow has been 
suffering from headaches for the past five or six years.  Initially he did not blame them on Alcoa, but eventually 
he realised that they had begun in 1996 when things first started to go astray at Alcoa.  It is all on record, because 
he has been to see his doctor on many occasions, and he is willing to allow anyone to check with his doctor as to 
the validity of his claims.  He is not making it up.  He and his wife are now trying to sell up, because they want 
to do something in the field of natural medicine, and they do not feel that their farm has the clean, green image 
that they should have for that sort of product.  Their farm is magnificent.  Everything is in place.  It is 
immaculate.  It is one of the showcases in the Yarloop area.  However, because Alcoa is not prepared to buy 
them out, their lives are on hold.  With the deregulation of the dairy industry, their son has decided to go down a 
different route, because the Yarloop area has lost its clean, green image.  One can imagine the effect that is 
having on these people.  They do not want to leave their farm.  They are the third generation of their family on 
that farm.  Their son, who is not prepared to take over the farm, would have been the fourth generation.  That is 
pretty rare these days, yet these people are now stuck in a hiatus, in which they cannot move in one direction or 
the other, because no-one is willing to buy their property.  They have put it on the market, but without any result.  
I can understand why.  I would not buy a property in Yarloop, and no-one else will either. 
Another fellow is also trying to sell.  He has had a couple of people take a bite at it, but once they realise that 
Alcoa is so close, the sale falls through.  The problems at Alcoa Wagerup have not gone away.  I have received 
an e-mail from Bill Knight, the manager of Alcoa Wagerup.  Bill is a former Harvey boy.  I knew his mother and 
father quite well.  In his e-mail he talks about the steps that Alcoa has taken to reduce odour and noise, and about 
how that has been independently audited and has been found to be successful.  He talks also about how Alcoa is 
committed to ensuring that the proposed expansion delivers no increase in dust, noise or odour impacts on 
residents.  How can Alcoa say that it will be producing more product but it will not be producing more 
emissions?  It is like saying that if the number of cars on the road is increased from 100 to 150, there will be no 
increase in emissions.  I find it incredible that Alcoa can say that the amount of bauxite that it will be putting in 
to get whatever it will be getting out at the other end will be increased from one million tonnes to 1.5 million 
tonnes, yet the level of emissions will not be increased.  It is a bit like when Alcoa wrote to people in the 
community to ask them what they thought about its plan to increase the height of the smokestacks.  Of course 
they responded by saying that more people will be affected by the emissions if the height of the stacks is 
increased.  The response from Alcoa was that it had done computer modelling that showed that was not correct, 
and it would be better to have higher stacks.  Alcoa built the higher stacks, and - guess what - more people are 
now being affected by the emissions from Alcoa.  People who live a bit further out are now also being affected 
because the emissions have a higher fallout area.  I think Alcoa’s theory was that the emissions would be diluted 
enough so that people would not notice them, or the smells would disappear.  However, that is not the case.  The 
emissions may be slightly diluted, but people are still suffering from their effects.   
I have copies of some of the complaint sheets that are put out by the Wagerup Community Health Awareness 
Group.  The president of that group is Mrs Cheryll Borserio, who has been forced to leave Yarloop because of 
the suffering she experienced from the emissions from Alcoa.  Her eyes and nose used to run, and it affected her 
breathing, so eventually Alcoa bought her property and she and her family have moved on.  However, to my 
knowledge she is still the president of that group.  The secretary is Mr John Szkraba.  He was also a Yarloop 
resident, but his property was also bought by Alcoa and he has moved on.  However, he has seen fit to stay on as 
the secretary of this organisation, because he is still concerned about the emissions from Alcoa.  The pity of what 
is happening with Alcoa is that John was one of the Scout leaders in Waroona.  However, now that he has moved 
out of the area, he is no longer involved with the Scouts in that area.  That is the problem when these sorts of 
good people are taken out of the community.   
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The complaint sheet for Wednesday, 18 February 2004 rates noise as being seven to eight out of 10.  On Sunday, 
22 February noise was rated at seven to eight out of 10.  On 11 February odour was rated at six out of 10.  On 
Wednesday, 17 March odour was rated at seven out of 10, which I guess is reasonably strong.  These sheets are 
still coming out and identifying that there are still noise and odour problems at Alcoa.  People may think that 
odour is just a bit of a smell.  However, it is more than a smell.  As I pointed out from that e-mail from the Alcoa 
employee, it can also cause a burning sensation.  It is not pleasant at all.  That does not happen every day.  It will 
probably start to happen more often now with the onset of winter, when there is the inversion factor.  This has 
been happening throughout the summer, yet the Minister for State Development, Clive Brown, has said that both 
the Government and Alcoa understand that some aspects of the company’s past environmental performance have 
not met community expectations.  Say that again!  In my mind Alcoa still has not met community expectations.   

An interesting article in the Harvey-Leschenault Reporter of Tuesday, 20 April refers to the fact that district 
police superintendent John McRoberts had briefed the Harvey Shire Council on several issues.  It states - 

Supt McRoberts did strike an accord with the council on one issue. 

“We are concerned about demographic changes in Yarloop and the number of dysfunctional families 
moving into vacant housing, many of whom rely on government agencies,” he said.  “We plan to 
maintain our presence there.” 

Yarloop has totally changed from the way it was four or five years ago.  The number of students in the school 
has halved.  I was appalled to read those comments in the paper, because it does not give Yarloop a very good 
name at all.  However, if those are the facts, those are the facts.  Alcoa has been buying people’s houses and 
renting them out.  Everybody knows that people who rent houses are different from those who own their homes.  
It is sad to see dysfunctional families moving into the vacant housing there.   
I notice that the Minister for the Environment is in the Chamber.  I hope she is noting my comments.  I have told 
Alcoa and the lady who came to see me the other day that I will not support the expansion of Alcoa’s operations.  
The Government talks about creating 150 permanent jobs, but I do not think 150 permanent jobs will be created.  
I know that an upgrade at Pinjarra led to no increase in permanent jobs.  One cannot talk about jobs on one hand, 
yet let people in the community experience more emissions and noise that will have a drastic effect on their 
lives.  Many people have left Yarloop.  Some people have certainly taken advantage of Alcoa’s offer to buy their 
homes and have moved on.  Nevertheless, many people were born and bred in Yarloop and have relatives and 
friends there, and they did not want to move.  This project has caused a lot of social pain to many people.  I 
know many of these people personally.  I feel very sorry for them.  It has caused problems within families.  One 
lady who has asthma feels she must get out of the place.  She wants to live in Mandurah, but her husband wants 
to live in Waroona.  The couple wanted to stay in Yarloop.  They have three or four acres of land.  He has 
grapevines and he makes his own wine in a great set-up, and he was happy to live there for the rest of his life.  
Under the circumstances, they must move on.  Alcoa is offering 30 per cent on top of the normal value for the 
property.  Members should understand that it is difficult to replicate what they have at Yarloop prices for the 
same cost elsewhere.  This guy wanted relocation costs, with which he would have been more satisfied, although 
not happy, about moving.  He has not been able to achieve the values sought.  I think he is reaching an 
agreement with Alcoa, but I am not positive.  It is a case of his not wanting to leave Yarloop, but being forced to 
do so.  I ask the Minister for the Environment to take these comments on board.  She should listen closely to 
people in Yarloop who say there are problems in that area.  If the minister will allow the expansion to take place, 
she needs to take a hard look at the area.  She must then make a decision to shut down Yarloop; she cannot let 
Yarloop keep going with those emissions and the noise emanating from the facility.   

Another issue that has cropped up during the past few months relates to the Dampier-Bunbury natural gas 
pipeline corridor.  During our time in government, a Bill was introduced to expand the pipeline corridor.  
Nobody likes to have the corridor expanded onto his or her land, but what the heck.  Nobody said to me when 
the Bill was debated that the corridor will be split at Coolup, north of Waroona, and that a different route will be 
used.  Therefore, a new range of farms will be stuffed up.  If I had known that that was to occur, I would not 
have supported the legislation.  It is bad enough to have pipes and pipelines running through the property, but 
when they can go through the original corridor and affect the land as originally proposed, I do not see why the 
corridor must be split to traverse a different direction.  I have made inquiries and had briefings and meetings.  
The reason offered is that since the original pipes went in, the Department for Environment Protection has put 
some special sacred site status on the wetlands the pipes were to run through.  I asked whether the pipes had 
made any difference to the wetlands where they had already been installed.  The answer was that a study had not 
been done before, so it was not known.  Surely people could have a look at the damned wetlands to see whether 
they have drained, are leaking or whatever.  No, because the department has put a ban on it, the pipeline people 
shook in their boots and decided to run the corridor in a different direction.  They do not worry about the poor 
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farmers whose land will be affected.  Those farmers would not have complained if the original pipeline for a 
needed public utility was on their land.  However, the corridor originally proposed should be used; a new 
corridor should not be created.  The Minister for the Environment’s department has caused these problems for 
farmers.  A friend of mine is trying to sell his land.  Imagine trying to sell the land when telling potential buyers 
that a pipe is about to go through the land.  Okay, the pipe will be underground - it is not like a power line - but it 
still has a detrimental effect on the value of the land and the attitude towards the land.  It is only a 30-metre or 
40-metre wide corridor, but building cannot occur within so many metres of that area.  Other restrictions are also 
in place.  It is important that some sense is applied.  The wetlands should be examined to see whether there has 
been any disruption to or adverse effect on them.  If there has been no effect, expand the corridor in, and run the 
pipes through, that area.  That is all I ask.  I cannot get that response from anyone.  I cannot get it from the gas 
pipeline working group or the Minister for State Development.   

Dr J.M. Edwards:  I have just taken a note.   
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  I thank the minister very much.  I appreciate it.  I hope the minister will look at the 
matter.   

The answer I receive is that environmental officers do not know the situation because they did not study the 
wetlands before the original pipes went through.  That is rubbish.  People will know whether the wetlands have 
been adversely affected.  That is very important.   
Another matter that cropped up in the paper the other day was the $6 million view from the Bunbury Tower.  If 
ever there was a major atrocity and waste of money, it is the Bunbury Tower.  It was built to make it appear that 
the then Labor Government was doing good things.  I remind the member for Bunbury that all these things were 
done to keep the member in his seat.  I keep telling him that, oddly enough, pork-barrelling does not keep 
members in their seats because the average person could not care less.  The 11-storey building, which was 
originally to be 13 storeys, involved a sweetheart deal with the Bond Corporation.  Bunbury Tower was built, 
and the Government was to move public servants from Perth to work there.  The Perth public servants said, “You 
know what you can do - we’re not going!”  The Department of Agriculture was paying approximately $60 a 
square metre for its previous premises, but it was moved to the Bunbury Tower at a rent of $130 or $160 a 
square metre.  I cannot recall the exact amount, but it was more than double the existing rent.  Other government 
agencies moved into the tower.  The other problem was a lack of parking at Bunbury Tower; the Department of 
Agriculture had plenty of parking at its previous premises.  The building could not be filled, even with 
government agencies.  The operations were spread to make it look full, although a couple of floors were left 
empty.  I understand that this was a 25-year deal.  The money being paid in that deal could have gone into many 
facilities, such as my Pinjarra Primary School; the quality of its classrooms is a disgrace.  We need a covered 
assembly area at the Brunswick Primary School.  The money could be used to help move the Harvey Agriculture 
College facilities to the new Wokalup site.  Instead, enormous rent is being paid on this half-empty Bunbury 
Tower.  It is a sad mistake; in fact, it is more than a mistake.  The then Labor Government attempted to make it 
look as though it was doing something for Bunbury.  This was the four-on-the-floor Government that, 
unbelievably, cost the State billions of dollars.  We now have the “V8 Government”.  Interestingly, I heard that 
somebody had sent an SMS to or rung ABC radio to say that a V8 is a large unwieldy vehicle driven by hoons.  
It was a pretty apt description of what is going on with this V8 Government.   
Mr M.P. Murray:  Let us not go back to the T-model Ford. 
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  No, but we want value for money.  Before the last election this Government said it 
would fix the Department of Health and the health problems.  Three years later we are worse off.  What does this 
Government do?  It spends $1 million or $2 million getting the Reid report out, which just recommends shuffling 
the deckchairs.  The report recommended building some beds up north and down south, and shutting down the 
Royal Perth Hospital, but what will that do to fix the problem?  It just shuffles the deckchairs and moves the 
beds somewhere else.  Big deal!  This Government should get in and fix the health administration, because it is 
bad.  Do members know when it went wrong?  In the 1980s members of the current Government put the three 
sections of the Department of Health together.  Previously, psychiatric services, hospital and allied services, and 
administration stood on their own, with each department having a head of its own.  Everybody knew what he 
was doing.  If somebody rang up psychiatric services he would get an answer because he knew who he was 
talking to.  If a person wanted to talk to somebody in the hospital system, he knew who to go to.  However, to 
save in administration costs and, supposedly, in other areas, the three were put together into one monolith.  
People who used to be in the health system say to me that when they now ring up they cannot get an answer and 
they do not know who they are talking to.  Since then the whole thing has gone crazy. 

Mr M.P. Murray:  Didn’t you have 12 years in government? 
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Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  No; eight. 

Mr M.P. Murray:  And you could not fix that problem from the 1980s? 
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  No, we did not.  We did not do it right, but at least we did not have ramping at hospitals 
like there is now. 

Mr A.D. McRae:  Ramping? 
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Now all the hospitals are full and ambulances cannot do a bypass; they just have to park 
somewhere until somebody dies or moves out of the hospital.  It has changed from ambulance bypassing to 
ramping.  The health system will probably need a few more ambulances over the next four years when it is given 
another $35 million so that there are more places to store the people when they are picked up.  It would be better 
to have a more efficient hospital system.  I have said this a number of times.  This could be multiplied 
throughout the whole health system in Western Australia.  When I went to Harvey there was a 32-bed hospital 
with one administrator and one director of nursing who did the hiring and firing, the pays, the ordering etc.  Now 
the Harvey District Hospital is a 14-bed hospital, with about three office staff.  It has an administrator who is 
shared with Yarloop, and it also contributes to a human resource person, a finance person and an IT person.  If 
the Harvey District Hospital’s fax machine needs a cartridge someone now has to ring up or do something else to 
get one.  Recently I intended sending the hospital a fax the person I was dealing with said that he would pick it 
up because there was no toner and they could not get any until the request was approved.  It is disgraceful that 
control of such a thing should be taken from the hospital.  The hospital is run from either Bunbury or Collie or 
somewhere else.  I am not sure what Derrick Simpson’s title is at the hospital, but he is not an administrator.  He 
certainly cannot hire, fire or order.  He is a nurse, so I guess he works on the nursing side of the hospital.  He 
went there to run the hospital, but he is not doing that any more.  As I said, when a person cannot even ring up 
and order toner for the fax machine something is wrong with the system.  That hospital should have some funds 
to work with.  People at the hospital tell me that the roof has started to leak, and somebody has been brought in 
to patch it up.  The hospital probably needs a new roof, but I doubt whether it will get one.  It will be interesting 
to see, once the good rains start in Harvey, whether the patching up will do the job.   

All in all, I am pretty disillusioned with this Government.  I am disillusioned that things are not being done in the 
way that I would like to see them done.  It is important to get some efficiency and value for taxpayers’ dollars.  
People are sick and tired of paying taxes without getting a result.  It is all well and good for the Minister for 
Police to say that more police have been put on.  This Government was going to put on an extra 250 police, but 
the number is up to 180 or something.  Whether that is right or wrong, I do not know, but I would like to know 
where those police have gone, because nobody has seen them anywhere.  Services are still as good or as bad as 
they have ever been.   
This State’s debt has risen by $2 billion, and that worries me, because a lot of our taxes are going towards paying 
the interest off the money that has been borrowed.  We should live within our means.  The State sometimes has 
to borrow to pay for facilities and infrastructure, but I do not see what value we are getting for our money.  Road 
upgrades are drying up, and what is happening is just unacceptable.  This Government is not worthy of a second 
term and I doubt whether it will see a second term. 
MR A.D. MARSHALL (Dawesville) [5.05 pm]:  I used to look forward to budget time.  The first eight Court 
Government budgets I experienced from 1993 to 2000 were exciting, rewarding and optimistic, and they put a 
spring in the step of every Western Australian.  As the member for Murray and then the member for Dawesville, 
representing the fastest growing region in Western Australia, I experienced personal gratification on receiving 
money for the much needed projects in my electorate.  Every year I felt like a young child who had been given 
$50 to go to the Royal Show or like someone who had backed four straight winners at the races.  In those eight 
years the Court Government gave more money to the Peel region than in the region’s entire history.  In the area 
of education the Government built a TAFE college, one senior college, one middle school and three primary 
schools, which not only streamlined the education system but also identified the changing age demographics that 
were being experienced in the Dawesville electorate.  Mandurah is no longer seen as just a retirement town. 
In 1998 the 30-bed Mandurah hospital was changed to the 130-bed Peel Health Campus, with a modern state-of-
the-art theatre and people to provide specialist advice for all medical needs.  This campus continues to deliver up 
to 990 babies a year, renal patients treated have quadrupled and the emergency department sees 30 000 patients a 
year.  Two special consultants have recently joined the emergency department, and the oncology section has 
provided 1 750 treatments for cancer.  The growth of this hospital has been a saviour for the growth of the 
Mandurah area. 

The $16 million Mandurah Performing Arts Centre was completed in 1997, with alignment to a tourist precinct 
and boardwalk that now annually caters in style for approximately 70 000 visitors to the crab festival.  Those 
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days were certainly an exciting time for Mandurah.  After three years of task force meetings, stage 1 of the 
$220 million Mandurah marina began in 2000.  This marina has become a financial bonanza for LandCorp, 
which is a government agency.  The blocks to be sold to cover the first stage of the marina were expected to 
average around $200 000, but the prices have blown out to $300 000-plus.  The second stage has been even more 
dramatic, with marina blocks selling at $3 187 a square metre.  It is now the highest priced land in Western 
Australia.  Who would have thought, just 12 years ago, that Mandurah would be like that.  I know that Labor will 
boast about the second stage being its initiative, but everyone knows that the Court Government created this 
marina in Mandurah.   

From 1993 and the eight years that followed, Peel regional folk, and in particular the Mandurah people, 
marvelled at the infrastructure that was being introduced into their area, when extra buses were introduced for 
the Perth-Mandurah and suburbs run.  The Kwinana Freeway was extended first to Roberts Road and then to 
Safety Bay Road.  The $12 million Dawesville deviation project saved lives by being completed in just 15 
months.  Natural gas reached the Dawesville Channel, deep sewerage commenced in Falcon, Halls Head, 
Riverside and Furnissdale, and the new North Dandalup Dam was opened.   

The Court Government answered the expectations of the thousands of new people going into the Peel region, 
with projects such as the fishing platforms for the Dawesville Channel, the fine arts wood gallery and school 
library at Dwellingup, the play centre at Barragup, the family centre at Coodanup, traffic lights at Peelwood 
Parade, the $1 million allocated to control mosquito breeding, the $1.2 million allocated to create a new 
international hockey centre, and many more projects.  The Court Government showed wonderful vision in its 
budget allocations to the Peel region.  In 1996 it promised a Perth-Mandurah rail link.  The dream was meant to 
come to fruition four years later with a 60-minute rail route through Kenwick that was planned to open in 2005.  
That was the kind of budget I used to enjoy.  It was like opening presents at Christmas.  It was good, good news.  
It is nice to be able to say that it was good, good news, but now I must unfortunately tell members about the bad 
news that I have experienced at budget time over the past three years.  

Since Labor came into power in 2001, the Peel region, and in particular the Mandurah-Dawesville area, has been 
dealt a very raw deal.  There has been no joy with any major allocation, but just a little amount of money 
allocated for some items, like berley thrown out when fishing, to keep constituents hoping that this Government 
will react to its needs eventually and recognise that Mandurah exists.   

To give examples of this neglect I will refer to some of the petitions that I have presented over the past eight 
months on behalf of my constituents.  The first states that people need a late bus that will leave Perth at 11.00 
pm, seven days a week.  People who live in Mandurah cannot travel to Mandurah by bus from Perth after 7.05 
pm; in other words, after that time they are stranded in Perth.  They cannot travel to Perth to see the football, stay 
on and go to a nightclub or to Burswood or visit friends.  A person of moderate income using buses for transport 
cannot get out of Perth after 7.05 pm.  That is an absolute disgrace.  The petition was presented, but there has 
been no action.   

Another petition asks for extra lanes on the estuary bridge.  People want another two lanes.  There are four lanes 
all the way to Bunbury on the Old Coast Road.  The merging of traffic just works and maybe three lanes can be 
fitted in, but people want four lanes, and there should be four lanes, particularly as the Peel deviation project has 
been put to one side.  Another petition states that the Old Coast Road must be completely resurfaced.  The Old 
Coast Road was not built for heavy traffic or the huge volume of vehicles using it.  It is crumbling and being 
patched in places instead of the job being done properly.  If the Government does not intend to build the Peel 
deviation, the Old Coast Road must be completely resurfaced.  Of course, that petition has been ignored.  
Another petition states that funding for the Peel deviation should be made a priority.  It has been thrown in the 
bin.   

Another petition asked for a bus service in Falcon on Sundays and extra services on Saturday.  People who live 
in Falcon and travel over the Dawesville Channel Port Bouvard Bridge are stranded, because they cannot get a 
bus into Mandurah on Sundays.  Sunday is the time when most people have time off and visit, yet people in 
Falcon are isolated because of this Government’s inaction and lack of care.  These petitions have been presented 
in good faith and ministers are supposed to act accordingly, but these ministers have not.  Another petition 
referred to sand dune degradation caused by people riding over them on motorbikes and beach buggies.  It asked 
for more surveillance.  The situation was looked at but nothing happened.  Another petition was strongly 
opposed to the decriminalisation of cannabis.  Boy, did we get some petitions on that one!  However, this 
Government simply bulldozed ahead with the legislation that it wanted to get through and did not listen to the 
people of Mandurah and Dawesville. 
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Another petition referred to the urgent need for traffic lights at the corner of Sticks Boulevard and the Old Coast 
Road.  This again was because the Peel deviation is not being considered as a major project.  Why not act on the 
desperate needs of the Old Coast Road; that is, extra lanes, resurfacing and extra lights, so that people living in 
the suburbs of Erskine, Novara and Halls Head can get onto the highway?  On weekends, and especially on long 
weekends, it is very difficult for them to do so when the traffic passing through is doubling and tripling.  Another 
petition asked if the Government would immediately install deep sewerage in the Falcon area.  It is a very 
sensitive environmental area where septic tanks are prevalent.  It has the ocean on one side and the Peel Inlet on 
the other.  It is therefore not difficult to realise why bacteria is getting into the estuary and why the Serpentine 
River at one time this year was closed because of the toxicity of the water.  No action was taken on any of those 
petitions.  Despite the Gallop Government’s insistence that it listens to the people, it does not, because it does 
not respond to petitions.  It does not care about the people in Mandurah and Dawesville.  It does not intend to 
spend money of any substance in the Peel region.   

I turn to what the 2004 state budget has allocated to my electorate.  Everyone cares about law and order, but 
there is no funding for any projects for law and order in my area, despite the need for more police.  The 
Government promised in 2000 that a police station would be built at Falcon, but despite the fact that the need is 
still there, it has been completely overlooked.  There is no funding for education projects in the Peel region.  The 
member for Murray-Wellington has just complained about Pinjarra Primary School, which is in an area that I 
represented between 1993 and 1996.  It was not too good then.  Of course, it has aged and deteriorated since then 
and not had any help from this Government.  The Government has not listened to the fact that there is a need for 
a new middle school in Florida because the urban development from Halls Head to Florida and to White Hills is 
enormous.   

There is no funding for health projects in the Peel region despite an ever increasing population.  It appears that 
Rockingham is the favourite son, getting all the grants in the health budget.  I wonder why.  The member for 
Rockingham is the Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier.  Everything is happening in Rockingham.  If that is 
not biased, I do not know what is.  Of course, that is my assumption and I cannot prove it, but it certainly sticks 
out.  If I had to pick a horse and back it, that is the one I would go for.   

The transport budget makes no mention of extra buses or better road safety on the Old Coast Road.  It makes no 
mention of prioritising the Peel deviation despite a unanimous call for that from the people of Mandurah.  I have 
had regular meetings with federal members about the Peel deviation.  I flew to Canberra to meet the minister.  It 
has been agreed that a partnership deal between the Commonwealth Government and the State Government 
would be brought straight on line.  The federal Government has the money waiting, but the Gallop Government 
is too stubborn to see it.  I am sure that the delay will cause road fatalities.  The budget allocates only $100 000 
for the Peel deviation.  The member for Collie is looking at me intently; he also knows the urgency for the 
deviation.  I might be able to give him some news, because I am hoping that in the federal budget to be 
announced today the federal Government will show that it has had enough of this Government and has taken it 
upon itself to see to the progress of Western Australia and not show the negativity that this Gallop Government 
has shown by holding us back.  I have an inkling that the Commonwealth Government will take that on board 
and say, “To hell with the slow trot Western Australian Government”, and do it.  It will save lives and create 
more opportunity for trade in the south west, get heavy transport off the Old Coast Road and let Mandurah go 
like the blazes and be twice as good as it is.  That will happen.  Thank goodness for the Howard coalition 
Government in Canberra, which has seen the light, bitten the bullet and shown this Gallop Government for what 
it is - an absolute slow coach on this project.   

The Perth-Mandurah railway project is a mystery budget item.  The budget shows $411.5 million for the 
southern rail line.  I thought that was good, but wondered where the money was allocated, so I looked a bit 
further.  Only two line items in the budget detail this massive expenditure.  Changing the Court Government’s 
southern rail link route through Kenwick to save 10 minutes in travelling time, and also to maintain the ideology 
that only Labor understands train travel, will cost every Western Australian a service of some kind.  It would 
have been interesting to be able to itemise the cost and see what this enormous expenditure on an unnecessary 
extension will cost each voter in Western Australia and what is being held back from every family.  I say that 
because the engineers who advised this Government are the same engineers who advised the previous coalition 
Government.  When they came up with the Kenwick route, the then Opposition thought they were geniuses.  
They were up in arms saying, “Look how good we are.” 
Mr P.D. Omodei:  The only difference is political interference.   

Mr A.D. MARSHALL:  Yes.  Now the Government has gone this way and is saying, “Look how good we are.”  
However, it will cost about another $800 million, and it will probably be more than that.  We cannot find out the 
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exact amount because it is not itemised in the budget.  The limited southern rail reference in the budget papers 
shows up this Government - 
Mr A.D. McRae:  You’re not telling the truth.   
Mr A.D. MARSHALL:  The member for Riverton should listen to this because this is true.  The limited southern 
rail reference in the budget papers shows up this Government as deceptive, cagey and not being transparent in its 
dealings.  What every Western Australian wants to know is: where is the rail money going, where is the 
itemisation of expenditure and why is the Government covering up on this issue?  It certainly has a very 
unsavoury flavour about it.   

As I said before, I used to look forward to the Court Government budgets.  Each one of the three Gallop 
Government budgets has had a sense of depression, despair and hopelessness.  In 2001-02, water, sewerage and 
drainage charges, motor vehicle licences, probate fees, payroll tax and land tax - to name but a few - were 
increased.  Everyone was up in arms, but they did not realise that the Government was starting to work out how 
easy it was to con the Western Australian people.  It increased charges, the complaints lasted overnight and then 
they dulled down, and the Government got on with the game.  What did we see in 2003?  Water rates went up by 
2.9 per cent, public transport fares were increased, as were motor vehicle licence fees, while the real killer tax - it 
certainly affected the real estate people in Mandurah, where the housing boom is on - was stamp duty on motor 
vehicles and property.  That is something this Government will never recover from, because every person in that 
area of the game will hold it responsible for bringing down this State.   

Last week’s budget was not an improvement on the previous budgets either.  Water, sewerage and drainage 
charges, water rates and public transport fares were increased by about three per cent.  Stamp duty on 
conveyances went up 15 per cent, while the “little fish are sweet” saying was applied to compulsory third party 
insurance rates, drivers licence fees, recording fees and the Perth parking levy.  Once again, the electors of 
Western Australia have been asked to absorb increased taxes to cover the ineptness of this Government in 
handling financial deals.  By the way, this is the Government that went to the election promising not to increase 
taxes.   

In my electorate are a large number of people who are battling to survive.  These are the people whom the Labor 
Government boasts it is protecting.  These are the people who are facing the social issues that this Government 
spent most of its term dealing with.  While it was looking after those people with one hand, it was sinking them 
to the lowest level with the other.  These people are battling to survive and these taxes are eating into their 
modest incomes.  Believe it or not, they are not happy with the way Labor is running and handling this State.  
Calls of dissatisfaction with the Gallop Government flood into my office, and I will share some of them with 
members.  Why did the Government close the Mandurah Aboriginal affairs office?  Why did the Government 
move the Peel deviation administration office to Beaconsfield?  Why did the Government move the Mandurah 
Water and Rivers Commission head office to Rockingham?  Why did the Government close the Peel Inlet 
Management Authority?  Why did the Government stop the Mandurah mosquito runnelling program?  Why did 
the Government stop Mandurah’s deep sewerage program, which is vital?  Why did the Government change its 
plans about building a police station in Falcon, which it is now hiding as though it was never even thought of 
even though it is vital for that area?  When people ask “why did the Government”, I say - some members can 
anticipate what I am about to say - that it is simply incompetence, poor research and wrong decision making.  I 
say that to be generous.  The real answer is that this Government does not care about spending real money in 
Mandurah, and I have suffered three years because of it.  This was further emphasised when the Government 
committed less funding to tourism.  In fact, the amount is between $2 million and $5 million less than the former 
coalition Government’s allocation.  This Government should be ashamed of that because the tourism industry is 
a major employer, particularly in Mandurah.  Members might be surprised to know that 32 restaurants have 
opened in Mandurah in the past five years.  New tours have been put together.  There is a calendar of spectacular 
events.  Those events are listed and people can look at the list to find out when they are coming to Mandurah.  
Mandurah has become the mardi gras city of Western Australia.  It is the most visited day destination in Western 
Australia, and it wins that award nearly every year.  Despite its success and endeavours, tourist grants to assist 
the area will be reduced this year.  That is par for the course for this Labor Government’s treatment of the Peel 
region, Mandurah and Dawesville.   

Enough of this doom and gloom.  I would like to tell members, as I have done every year in a budget speech, 
about the progress of the Peel Thunder Football Club.  Although it has not won a match, it is about to explode.  
Let us consider what happened at the start of this season.  The club’s new coach, Garry Hocking, who has 
Australian Football League hall of fame credentials, has been employed.  A new chief executive officer, Phil 
Clohesy, has been employed and has an outstanding sports management curriculum vitae.  The West Australian 
Football Commission at last granted the club a five-year licence and, because of that, sponsorship is assured over 
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the next five years.  Instead of selling a yearly sponsorship package, the club can now sell a five-year package.  
With all that energy, it will get a five-year package, and next year all the same energy will go into getting 
another five-year package.  At the end of five years, the club will have 20 major sponsors.   

Extraordinarily, the reason the Peel Thunder Football Club was established was that talented youth in the area 
were not getting the opportunity to explore their assets.  They would go to South Fremantle with their zone, play 
three or four games and come back to Mandurah disenchanted because they missed their family and friends and 
wanted to play local football.  Peel Thunder was put in place mainly for junior development to allow any 
youngsters with talent to have a chance to play AFL.  Half a dozen of them have already.  This week the state 
under 16 squad of 27 players was announced, and eight youngsters in that side are from Peel Thunder - more 
than from any of the metropolitan clubs.  I think that is fantastic.  To support that, this year Peel Thunder’s colts 
side has lost only one match - to South Fremantle, which is on the top of the ladder.  I am assured that the Peel 
Thunder colts team will be final four contenders and will make the grand final.  The Peel league team is yet to 
win a game, but, under Hocking, it is playing a different brand of football.  Claremont is on top of the 
premiership ladder in the West Australian Football League.  Last week it beat Peel Thunder only by a point with 
the last kick of the day.   

Peel Thunder certainly has the structure to go places.  Money is pouring into the club.  It has a 100 club; that is, 
100 people pay $100 to be part of that club.  In that way it is assured of $10 000.  This year, membership of the 
100 club for Peel Thunder is 162 people.  No metropolitan football club, whether it be West Perth, East Perth or 
Subiaco, could match that.  The 100 club raises more than $20 000 a year for Peel Thunder.  A women’s 
business club raises $10 000.  The membership and facilities at Peel Thunder Football Club have improved 
dramatically.  The club is on the move.  I am telling members about this because of the negativity I have had to 
face in light of budget allocations for Mandurah from the Gallop Government - nil.  This club, on its own, has 
broken into what was a competition of eight 100-year-old metropolitan West Australian Football League clubs, 
which thought they owned the WAFL.  It is the first regional side to be included.  We must admire the courage 
Peel Thunder has shown in putting in the effort to survive.  It is about to strike.   

I am reminded of a story I heard once at a function by the guest speaker, who was John Kennedy the guru coach 
of Hawthorn.  He must have been 75 or 76 years old and stood about six foot seven inches.  When I shook hands 
with him I noticed that he had the biggest hand I had ever shaken.  No wonder he was a champion ruckman, raw-
boned and tough.  He said one thing that the Hansard reporter can record and that will be educational to the 
millions of people who read Hansard!  He simply said, “A champion team with an average executive may never 
win a premiership; however, an average team with a champion executive can win a premiership”.  Given all the 
WAFL teams and what is happening in the Australian Football League, it is obvious that the sustenance of 
performance comes from the clubs that have good directors.  Until now, Peel has foundered in both areas.  
However, now its directors are sound and its executive planning is perfect.  I can tell members that I honestly 
believe the club will go forward.  Until Peel Thunder Football Club was formed, the only statewide recognition 
for Mandurah was on the Channel Nine weather report.  I hope members watch Channel Nine news because the 
ratings are soaring.  Given the little this Labor Government has given Mandurah, we might ask, “What’s new?”  
However, Peel Thunder is in the news five days a week whether it be on radio, on TV or in the Press.  Mandurah 
is being promoted because of a football club not because of the limited money allocated in the tourism budget 
from this Government.  A football team can be the hub of a town’s interest; it creates tribalism and a sense of 
knowing who people are and where they came from, and that is important.  We should never jump sides.  It 
creates tolerance of triumph and disaster; pride; belonging and belief; a dream for success; a passion; an 
opportunity, especially for youngsters at risk; and loyalty, something that members of this Legislative Assembly 
find very difficult to understand.  

It is remarkable that a regional team has broken into a traditional 100-year plus metropolitan WAFL competition.  
After seven years, the stability of the Peel Thunder club augurs well for its future.  We should not forget the 
success of the club as it has grown.  Only two seasons ago Pickett, Wells and Bolton came first, second and third 
in the Sandover Medal competition.  All three are indigenous players.  As I said earlier in my speech, a large 
complement of Nyoongah Aboriginal people live in the Peel region.  Some of them need a lot of assistance.  
Some youngsters are children at risk.  Their involvement in football teams helps them.  If they have the skills, 
Peel Thunder will help them hone their skills so that they can be selected to play in the AFL, as was Bolton for 
the Fremantle Dockers and Wells for North Melbourne.  Given the Aboriginal presence in the Peel region, why 
did the Gallop Government close the Mandurah Aboriginal affairs office?  When I asked someone that, I was 
told that the Government knows that Peel Thunder will do the job for it.  Those three indigenous lads - first, 
second and third in the Sandover Medal stakes - came from Peel Thunder Football Club.  Their achievements 
will never be repeated by any football club in Australia.  
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I would have liked more time to talk about success because it is what motivates us and gives us confidence.  That 
is why I despair of what the budget has to offer Mandurah and the Peel region.  It is a negative, cheap, non-
caring budget.  

I will talk more about success in Mandurah.  One of our local identities, Roma Dunn, has just been named in the 
Australian lawn bowls team, admittedly, for about the fifth time.  She is a champion and inspires everyone in the 
area who plays bowls.  Jarrod Mosely is another success story and continues to make the cut for competitions 
and earn good money on the European golf circuit.  Members may have noticed an article in small print in 
today’s The West Australian about Jarrod Mosely being placed about twenty-fifth in the first major tournament 
of the European circuit.  He probably won only about $25 000 in that placing.  However, he has come from a 
humble area in Mandurah and is earning more than $3 million a year.  His success has inspired all the youngsters 
at the Mandurah Country Club.  They have won the pennants competition for the past three years.  Some of the 
best young golfers in WA come from the Mandurah Country Club.  

This is my twelfth year in Parliament and this is my last budget appropriation contribution to this House.  These 
budget speeches allow members to boast about their electorates - and over the years I have boasted!  My 
Dawesville electorate is special; it offers a great deal of variety and a community of people with vastly different 
interests, and it has kept me young.  

When I was coming to the end of writing this speech I kept telling myself to be optimistic and not to finish with 
negative comments, because we should be positive about life.  It would have been easy to repeat the poor 
performance of this Government over the past four years.  It would have been easy to remind my constituents of 
the lack of funding Mandurah has received over the past four years, but that would be negative.  I will therefore 
conclude on a positive note by saying that it is most unusual for a Government to serve only one term of office 
and then lose the respect and confidence of all the people in the arena - all Western Australians.  My note of 
confidence is this: I believe there will be an upset at the next election.  Given its lack of initiative, lack of caring, 
failure to listen to the people or to make proper appropriations in this budget, this Labor Government will lose an 
election after only one term in office.  There will be a change of Government and optimism will begin once 
more.  

MR W.J. McNEE (Moore) [5.37 pm]:  It is a bit boring for you to listen to me speak on this appropriation 
speech, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr A.J. Dean), and I apologise for that.  However, if you were a schoolteacher 
marking the report card of this Government, the comments you would have to write at the bottom would be, 
“This Government has shown no improvement”.  That is true; it has not shown improvement.  It claimed on 
budget day to be a Government for families.  This Government has done more to destroy families than any other 
Government in the history of the State.  I will not go into all the reasons for that.  They were ably and eloquently 
outlined by the Leader of the Opposition, whom I support.  We should keep that in mind.  It is a Government of 
spin doctors and words that have no meaning.  The Government does not mean them.  Its words are about 
whipping up enough enthusiasm to be re-elected.  It will not work.  It is a recycling Government; it keeps 
making the same old announcements.  Even voters in my electorate have said that they remembered an 
announcement being made about something a couple of years ago and they asked if it had been implemented.  Of 
course it has not been implemented.  The Government keeps on dredging up claims as though they are something 
new.  Both you and I, Mr Acting Speaker, know that they are not new.   

I have to be concerned, because the Government can put whatever spin it likes on the budget, but the fact is that 
state debt is rising.  Why is this so?  Is it because the Government has built a lot of hospitals?  No.  Is it because 
the Government has built a lot of schools?  No.  It certainly has not built a school in the electorate of Moora.  In 
fact, it has taken one away; and I will talk more about that later.  What has it done?  The Government talks about 
having more police officers.  However, it is like the pea and thimble trick: now they are here and now they are 
not; now they are women and now they are men; now they are police officers and now they are civilians.  The 
Government does not even talk about the police who have resigned and gone - I suppose some of them because 
of the incompetence of this Government.  It is not as though the Government can say it has done all these things.  
Today someone said that the Government has put $100 million into the port of Geraldton.  It has skited about 
doing that.  My good friend the member for Greenough will correct me if I am wrong, but I think he told me 
some time ago that the people who are using the port - the miners, the farmers, the fishermen and whoever else - 
will be paying for that.  That would be like my telling my neighbour that he needs to buy a new tractor, and I 
may be the guarantor or fill out a few forms, but he will have to pay for it, not me.  What has the Government 
done?  The Government has had record collections of money.  Congratulations to it.  That is great.  However, 
that is thanks a lot to the Howard-Costello Government, because that wonderful Government is delivering 
wonderful benefits to this country.  In fact, how much did it give this bunch of pirates? 
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Mr J.P.D. Edwards:  It was $231 million. 

Mr W.J. McNEE:  There we go!  That was something it did not expect to get.  People on the street say the 
Liberals can manage the economy and the Labor Party stuffs it up.  That is true.  We need only cast our mind 
back to the days of the federal Labor Government.  We had the world’s greatest Treasurer.  He brought home the 
bacon.  He gave us the J-curve.  He gave us the recession that we had to have.  A former Labor Prime Minister 
said there would be no child in poverty by 1990.  I can tell members that the people who have delivered have 
been Howard and Costello.  The other mob could not do it.  It took this country into a debt so deep that if it had 
stayed in government much longer, I do not know that it would have recovered.  Australia is a wonderfully rich 
country, and it can stand a lot of mismanagement, but I do not think it could have stood much more of that mob’s 
total incompetence.  If the Government wants to show me where its great expenditure has been, I will be 
delighted.  However, I am greatly concerned, and you should be too, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr O’Gorman), 
because it is important.  People will be judging this Government in a few weeks or months, or whenever the 
election will be.  I understand the backbenchers want to have the election in a few weeks.  How people will be 
able to drive into this town when they start digging up the roads I will never know.  Whenever I have to come to 
the city, I stay in Rockingham.  There is a very good local member there.  It is a nice place in which to live.  The 
other morning I read in the paper that they were going to start work on Mount Henry Bridge, so I thought I 
would skip that, because there was no sense in my adding to the congestion, and go via Fremantle and up Stirling 
Highway.  Well, I do not know whether I struck a bad day, because I rarely go that way, but an hour and a half 
later I was here.  Pretty soon they are going to start digging up a few roads around the little parish of Perth.  
People should have a serious think about how they will be able to get around this city in a few months.   

I am not saying that what the Government is doing is not good.  However, it needs to keep its feet on the ground.  
I would love to own and drive a Rolls Royce.  However, I do not own a Rolls Royce, and I have no intention of 
owning one.  The primary reason is that I cannot afford one.  However, even if I could afford to buy one, I do not 
think I would.  That would be a ridiculous thing to do.  We need to keep our feet on the ground.  That is what the 
Government has not done.  It has not kept its feet on the ground.  Any businessman who looked at his books and 
saw that he had gone deeper into debt would want to know why.  Someone who had just had record sales but 
found that he was even deeper in debt would ask, “Why is this happening?  What is going wrong?  Where have 
we spent the money?  What is going to happen to us if things go a bit bad on us?”   

Live sheep exports in this State are worth a couple of hundred million dollars a year.  Just imagine if the 
Government’s green mates stop that.  They want to stop most things.  If they stop it, the Government will be a 
couple of hundred million dollars down.  Think about it.  That is what it is not doing.  It is not looking at things 
as it should be looking at them.  This is a very serious situation.  If, instead of talking about a hospital program 
down the road, in the never-never, the Government could say that it has built a huge hospital, or something like 
that, okay, I could live with that, because it would have put some money into something that was tangible.  
However, I cannot see anything tangible that the Government has done.  In my electorate of Moora we almost 
lost the hospital.  However, the people of Moora kept presenting the Premier with bricks, and he got 
embarrassed.  The Premier has called in the secret police to look at where the leak in Treasury came from.  His 
own office is probably where the leak came from.  They sent the police to Moora to talk to an aged pensioner.  
She is a lovely lady.  I know her well.  She does not have one mean bone in her body.  She has a heart full of 
enthusiasm and determination for Moora.  When she saw that Moora was getting a dirty deal, she said, along 
with a lot of other people, “Enough of this.  We will have to change things”; and they did.  They went and door-
knocked the Premier’s electorate.  I thought that was quite brave and good.  I thought this mob will probably 
shirt-front their way through it.  I did not think that it would give in.  However, these people had that bush 
keenness, and they refused to give in and say die, and they now have $6 million this year for that hospital.  When 
the Premier announced that he would give that hospital back to the people of Moora, I wrote to the Premier and 
asked him what the program was and what was happening.  I have not received an answer yet.  I will be 
delighted the day the builders arrive and the bricks are on site and they start to do the work.  Slippery Sam has 
come along once.  I always say to myself that when he has done it once, I really do not want to know him again.  
From there on in, he is a cash-only customer.  He is not one of the customers who picks up material and takes 
off.  He is a cash-only man.  When I see that procedure start to take place, I will by all means say that it is a good 
move by the Government.   

While on health, this Government does not really care.  It even attacks Silver Chain.  I will now quote from the 
Eneabba News.  The Court Government revamped the Eneabba Silver Chain Nursing Post, among others.  This 
was along with the new buildings provided at Leeman, Jurien Bay and Goomalling.  Incidentally, your people, 
Mr Acting Speaker, never maintained the intention of the Court Government to provide space at nursing posts so 
patients could be stabilised there.  The Labor minister opened the Eneabba facility to fanfare and much ado.  I 
accept that - people on this side of the House will do the same with projects started by the current Government, if 
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it gets around to building anything.  I raise the Eneabba matter because an article in the Eneabba News quoting a 
press release from the Western Australian Local Government Association, no less, reads - 

The Western Australian Local Government Association calls on the State Government to provide 
adequate operational funds of $100,000 to Silver Chain for their Bush Nursing Posts, operating across 
regional Western Australia, rather than shifting the cost of essential rural health services to Local 
Government.   

The beginning of this matter was when Silver Chain went to local government to ask for help.  The article 
continues - 

A number of regional Local Governments have been approached by Silver Chain seeking operational 
funds for twelve Silver Chain Nursing Posts which are facing imminent closure, or a reduction in 
services if the local community is unable to raise funds of between $5,000 and $15,000.   

It continues -  

“In most cases, the Bush Nursing Post is the only health service available to these communities and 
their removal will impact upon the social and economic viability of the town.  For many years, local 
communities have been actively fundraising to assist with equipment for the Nursing Posts.  The 
request for operational funds, on top of current fundraising for equipment and other needs, is neither 
fair nor sustainable.”   

People in these areas have raised funds for Silver Chain for years.  They raise funds for everything, as that is part 
of living in the country.  Nobody complains.  People do such things.  However, a point is reached at which 
people can do no more.  People are thinner on the ground, and such things happen.  The article further reads -  

Health Department benchmarking demonstrates that Silver Chain operates an effective and efficient 
bush nursing service at a significantly lower cost than if it were directly provided by the Health 
Department.  The Government’s commitment to rural and regional Western Australia should be met 
with adequate funding of the Silver Chain Nursing Posts.   

It is met only with adequate political speech.  Government members talk about what they do in regional areas.  
What is the Government doing in regional areas?  My thinking about regional areas might be different from that 
of your Government, Mr Acting Speaker.  I admit that Albany, Bunbury and Geraldton are regional areas, but 
what about places like Moora?  Is that a regional area?  Not in this Government’s view.  The tourism man was 
even shifted from that area.  The Government talks about supporting tourism, but I think the tourism person’s 
office, which was based in Northam, has been shifted to Perth.  Does your Government really mean it, Mr Acting 
Speaker, when it talks about having an understanding of regional areas?  Do you understand, Mr Acting Speaker, 
that some Silver Chain nursing posts, such as the one at Beacon, for example, are probably 100 miles from the 
next service?  How many kilometres is 100 miles?  As I said the other day, I have not converted yet.  It is getting 
on to a couple of hundred kilometres.  
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  It is about 160 kilometres.   
Several members interjected. 

Mr W.J. McNEE:  I thought it would be further than 128 kilometres.  I cannot do the calculation quickly enough.  
It does not matter.  The tack I should have taken is that it is very close to the distance from here to Bunbury.  
One would be well down the track to Bunbury after travelling 100 miles.  There is no medical assistance at 
Beacon.  I well remember being on the shire council at Koorda - it was a long time ago - when shire councillors 
from Bunbury visited us for the weekend.  We took them to Mt Misery in the northern part of the district.  A 
huge part of the district could be viewed from this high point.  The Koorda shire is 1 000 square miles, which is 
not big in relation to shires in country areas, and a large portion of the area could be seen from this point.  They 
were a beaut bunch of blokes from the City of Bunbury; no ladies were with them on that occasion.  One asked 
where the nearest doctor was if he fell and broke his leg.  That doctor could have been at Dalwallinu, which was 
about 70 miles away; at Wongan Hills, which would have been further away; at Wyalkatchem, which would 
have been further away still; and at Kununoppin, which would have been even further away.  Who is home must 
be determined first.  Which doctor is on duty?  It is not a simple matter of ripping down to a hospital.  These 
councillors understood just how far people must travel in the country.  That is what your Government does not 
understand, Mr Acting Speaker.  It has no idea how far people must travel to reach these facilities.  A Silver 
Chain nursing post is often the first point of call for a person in distress, such as an accident victim.   

I remember a serious accident resulting in patients being brought to Wyalkatchem-Koorda District Hospital.  I 
was Chairman of the Wyalkatchem-Koorda District Hospital Board at that stage, and the doctor was a good 
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friend of mine.  The doctor said he would go out and meet the patients as they were being brought to the 
hospital.  He did so.  In those days, we did not have as many ambulances as we have now.  These patients were 
in station wagons.  The doctor looked in the wagon and said that the people should be left in the vehicles, as they 
were comfortable, until they were treated and stabilised at Wyalkatchem.  These facilities play a very important 
part in the provision of health services in Western Australia.  I was present with Premier Court and the then 
Minister for Health, I think Hon Kevin Prince, on the day they opened the revamped Eneabba Silver Chain 
Nursing Post.  The district was elated to have that service.  People explained the important role it plays.  The 
Brand Highway is very busy, and medical facilities are not readily available on that highway.  People at that post 
provide an excellent service, and they are entitled to whatever support they can get from this Government.  The 
Government must understand that rural areas need backing.   

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 

Mr W.J. McNEE:  Another example of development that could take place in my electorate that is being ignored 
is Indian Ocean Drive.  The Court Government did a very good job with that road.  It cooperated with the shires 
and the road was progressed very quickly to Cervantes.  Naturally enough, the public was very supportive of the 
road and anxiously awaited its completion.  I was in the Jurien Bay area on the weekend.  The fact that there was 
no money in the budget for Indian Ocean Drive was on everybody’s lips.  I was told that they were coming to 
expect that.  The Moore electorate is very much a capital-generating electorate.  Compared with the standards of 
the metropolitan area, it does not have relatively high demands, although it has very important demands.  If we 
were to relate the cost of those demands to the people, it could be argued that it is expensive.  Nonetheless, it is 
necessary, and in the overall picture it is a worthwhile investment for the return that the Government gets from 
that electorate.  A company - I cannot recall its name - was commissioned by the Wheatbelt Development 
Commission and the Shires of Dandaragan and Gingin to do a survey.  The company’s charter was to outline the 
benefits of completing Indian Ocean Drive.  It advised that $34 million worth of development is required to 
complete Indian Ocean Drive.  If the company was not reputable - it is unfortunate that I cannot recall the name 
of the company - that figure might be questioned.  Further, I am told that over the years the Government has 
earned $32 million in revenue with land taxes, stamp duty and the like.  For the little bit of money that is 
required to complete the road, the directors of any company would say that that is a pretty good deal and they 
would proceed with it.  I am sure they would.  However, this Government chooses to ignore it, probably in the 
same way it chooses to ignore almost every other rural development.  Although we have managed to get money 
from the Government for the lime sand routes, getting that money was like drawing teeth.  I thank the 
Government for that.   

Another important road in my electorate is the Great Northern Highway, which is very much a working highway.  
It is a route to the vast mineral areas of this State and goes through some of the State’s best farming land.  
However, it has been absolutely ignored for years.  The Commonwealth Government put in $14 million recently, 
which is good.  To its credit, this Government is putting in $3 million this year.  I accept that.  However, between 
$40 million and $50 million is required to complete that road.  It is a dangerous road, because it carries a lot of 
heavy traffic.  Very big vehicles with big loads use that road to get to the mining areas and no-one denies that 
that should not happen.  No-one complains about it, because in that area they understand what “working” means.  
They understand that to generate something we have to have the wherewithal to do it.  However, people are 
concerned because the trucks are so big and there are no passing lanes from north of Bindoon to just out of 
Dalwallinu at Pithara.  The road is not wide and in many parts it is not in good condition.  I was asked to 
accompany the federal Minister for Local Government, Territories and Roads, Senator Campbell, and some 
people from Main Roads Western Australia to look at the road while the federal member was overseas.  We were 
taken to some of the bad spots.  The Government should be putting money into black spots.  Obviously, they 
wanted to show the minister how dangerous things were, and they are dangerous.  No wonder mothers and wives 
in my electorate whose families use that road, particularly to transport phosphate and the like in big farm trucks, 
want to see that as much as possible is done to get that road into the right shape as soon as possible.  That road is 
30 or 40 years behind the action.  It might have been used by tandem wheel 16-tonne trucks at best, but now it is 
used by B-doubles, which are huge trucks, so it needs attention.  The shires in my electorate will need a lot of 
assistance.   

While I am talking about roads, some roads in my electorate have an eight-foot seal and are simply not wide 
enough.  When a large truck uses that road, it creates more dust than anyone could believe, and it creates, 
without any liability, a very dangerous situation because inexperienced people try to pass those trucks.  People in 
cars simply cannot see when the trucks are coming towards them, and they are not aware when they have to 
move off the road.  I move off the road as much as I can.  I stop and pray that people coming the other way will 
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not endeavour to pass those trucks because they have moved over.  Inexperienced people might do that and do 
do it, sometimes with tragic results.  The shires will need a great deal of assistance with that sort of road.   

I was in Yerecoin a few months ago.  The shires along the road that passes through Yerecoin have put up signs 
saying that trucks over a certain length are prohibited from going down that road.  I can understand the reason 
for that.  I asked the people at the function I was at whether they needed to use that road with their big trucks.  
They said that of course they did.  Again, this is another example in which the Government is well behind the 
action.  We have modern technology and modern equipment but an old-fashioned Government that will not fund 
things sufficiently to allow people to use those facilities.  Yet, this Government has no hesitation in screwing the 
people in that area for their last dollar and increasing their costs any way it can, and it would not turn a hair.  We 
need to be sure that this situation is reversed and that those people are funded properly.  It is very important.  
There is a constant need to develop roads in a way that safely allows for the passage of large vehicles carting 
large-capacity loads.   
Many people in our area and particularly to the east of my electorate are more concerned about wild dogs.  
Although I think the Government recognises the problem, it seems to be reluctant to properly fund a program to 
enable the employment of doggers to get rid of this pest.  The dogs to which I am referring are dingoes and wild 
dogs that have perhaps interbred with the dingo.  They are a ruthless killer and will kill, I am sure, just for the 
fun of it.  Recently, I talked to a station man who said he had moved out of sheep farming and into running cattle 
for many different reasons.  I said to him that I supposed he would not have any trouble with dogs.  He said, 
“Don’t you believe it.  They will pull down young calves.”  I can imagine that happening if two of them get 
together; they are quite strong and powerful dogs.  This is a serious situation.  In the paper the other day I saw a 
photograph of a farmer with a dingo he had shot at Westonia - it also happens at Mukinbudin and other places 
closer to my electorate than that.  I think this farmer said that he had seen two dogs in a couple of days.  I urge 
the Government to have a look at this matter.  There is a real problem when it comes to land belonging to the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management.  A few weeks ago I read that doggers are not allowed to 
enter CALM land to go after the dogs.  That is a bit odd, is it not?  CALM wants to be the biggest landowner in 
the State.  It has an absolutely avaricious appetite to grab every piece of land there is but it does not want to look 
after it.  It does not want to put a firebreak around it or keep the vermin out of it.  It could not care less about the 
problem that it causes to the owners of the neighbouring land.  It has no concern for them at all.  I suppose a 
person would not care if he were sitting on the thirteenth floor of an office on the terrace; I suppose that person 
would not be terribly worried.  However, it is a problem for the people on the land.  The problem is that unless 
we take control of these dogs now, they will move further and further inland.  Let me tell members, the stock 
industry is not that overflowing with funds that it can afford for these things to start happening.  In earlier times, 
where I farmed there were dog-proof fences, which were two fences one on top of the other, and, in many cases 
the stock were yarded every night.  We do not want to go back to that situation.  Vermin, given feed, can breed 
very quickly, and that is the thing we need to be very much aware of.  It is not a time for standing around and 
talking about the issue or for having another committee or a task force to look at it, as this Government is so fond 
of doing.  We need to take action.  Unfortunately, that action usually costs money.  I am absolutely certain that if 
the Government were to go in with the pastoralists and the farmers in the area, a deal could be worked out in 
which each one accepted their responsibility.  I am absolutely certain of that.  Those people do not expect a total 
handout but it is nice to know there is a partner upon whom they can rely who will help them out and take an 
interest in their problem.   
My electorate contributes a great deal of money to the Treasury of this State.  It creates a lot of employment, 
which is another matter.  We need to stop talking down living in the country; there are jobs in the country 
everywhere.  It is quite difficult to get labour in the country.  The jobs are there and we need to encourage people 
to move into the country and do something about it.  Of course, the skill requirements for work are increasing, 
but the jobs do not involve rocket science.  We do not necessarily need university graduates to fill a lot of those 
positions.  A country town is an excellent place in which to live and rear children.  I do not think that anyone 
realises the real benefits of living in the country.  People are looking towards living in the country for good 
employment, good conditions and a safe place to live.  We will not find the local jewellery store getting robbed 
in the country, as happened in Marangaroo or wherever this morning.  Those sorts of things do not happen in the 
country.  Children can walk to the swimming pool and the school in safety; they are safe in every way.  In the 
country a person does not need to lock his door at night.  It is a great place in which to live and bring up children.  
The Government talks about its vision.  I do not know what sort of vision a person needs to see the things that 
are already there.  This Governments seems to be doing nothing.  Opportunities are there, yet, people are not 
encouraged to take them.   
On behalf of my electorate, I express my gratitude to the Government for those things that we have been granted 
in the budget.  I would not be so unkind as not to say we recognise that at every level.  However, I urge the 
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Government to seriously consider the huge contribution that my electorate makes to this State when determining 
its priorities of where the funds go.  None of us denies the people of Western Australia the Perth to Mandurah 
railway.  If the State is to build that, that is fine, but for heaven’s sake let us have something that is nowhere near 
as costly but is equally important.  It is equally important to provide a medical service, a better education facility 
or better opportunities for people in my electorate as it is to bring people from Mandurah to Perth 10 minutes 
quicker, which I understand is one of the reasons the railway will follow that particular route.  If that is 
important, let us have that level of importance.  I am not saying that the people of Mandurah should not have 
that, and I am not ignoring it.  All I am saying is that the people in my electorate should not be treated as second-
class citizens, because we are first-rate performers and contributors.  I ask the Government to put its money 
where its mouth is for my electorate.   

MR J.P.D. EDWARDS (Greenough) [7.20 pm]:  My comments will probably echo quite a few of those of the 
member for Moore; however, I will also cover a few other issues.  I do not believe that this budget will serve 
rural and regional Western Australia well.  Those areas have been neglected.  There will be limited expenditure 
on power, health, road infrastructure and housing in rural regions.  I will touch on some of those matters a little 
later.  The Government has been lucky, I guess, because it received a windfall of $231 million from the federal 
Government.  That has given the Treasurer the luxury of feeding some titbits back to taxpayers.  We should not 
forget that this Government was the Government that was not going to increase taxes and charges.  I remind the 
House that over the past three years, this Government has raised some $400 million from the taxpayers of this 
State.  Is it any wonder that many people in my electorate are more than a little cynical about this budget?   

One issue in my electorate is the housing provided to employees of government agencies, such as teachers, 
police, nurses and other associated personnel.  To attract government employees to the country, they must be 
given suitable housing and the sort of background they expect.  Money is needed to run those initiatives.  A 
prime example of that can be seen in a very small community in my electorate.  Yuna has a very good, small 
primary school that has some very dedicated teaching staff.  The school is looking for a new house for one of its 
teachers, because the current housing is, at best, ordinary.  There was a house available in Nabawa in the 
Chapman Valley, which is about 50 or 60 kilometres down the road from Yuna, which would have been suitable.  
It would not have taken much for the Department of Education and Training and the Department of Housing and 
Works to move it from Nabawa to Yuna to provide some better housing for those teachers.  That is an issue for 
country people.  A young police constable who is currently stationed in Perth may have a three or four bedroom, 
two bathroom home with a nice green lawn outside and airconditioning etc.  He may be required to move to 
somewhere like Mullewa.  In Mullewa in summer the temperature can reach 40 degrees.  Housing in that area 
needs airconditioning.  The town has an indigenous issue in terms of the people who live in the town.  It is not a 
particularly comfortable place in which to live.  Any young person from a government agency, such as the 
police, would expect to be given housing in Mullewa of a sort similar to the housing he or she had in Perth.  
However, it is not.  Such a person would be given a house that would probably sit on a fairly small block and 
would not have a particularly nice green lawn around it.  The house would probably have airconditioning, but 
would be a fairly ordinary sort of home.  Those are the sorts of initiatives that Governments need to address.  
This Government is not addressing those sorts of initiatives and is not making too much of an effort to do so in 
country towns.  It will need to look hard at this matter in its next budget if it is still an issue.  I do not see 
anything in this budget to address that problem.   

I turn to education.  I will use Kalbarri District High School as an example.  I am referring particularly to my 
electorate at this stage, because the debate on the appropriation Bills provides an opportunity to do that.  A 
district high school review, which was put in place by the Minister for Education and Training, is floating around 
the system somewhere.  I do not think we have seen an outcome or any recommendations from that.  Some 
district high schools in rural areas wonder where that review and its recommendations have gone.  Kalbarri 
District High School is very successful.  It has a particularly good principal and dedicated staff.  The school has 
150 primary school students and close to 100 secondary students, with new students enrolling on a regular basis.  
Kalbarri District High School needs urgent upgrades to its classroom and recreational facilities.  More 
importantly, it needs toilet and hygiene upgrades.  That is of concern.  I have received numerous letters from 
parents who are very concerned that 15 and 16-year-old girls use the same toilets as six, seven and eight-year-
olds.  They consider that to be inappropriate.  The number who must use those facilities is greater than it should 
be.  I have not yet responded to the lady who sent me the letter from which I will quote, because it arrived only 
yesterday.  The letter states -   

I am writing to you today in regards to the appalling lack of needy facilities at our local school the 
Kalbarri District High School, where my three sons attend full time schooling.   

She is not alone in those concerns - I have received other letters. The letter also states - 
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The toilets in the primary area consist of one block of toilets providing for over 150 children.  At 
present we have 4 girls toilets and 2 boys toilets with 1 urinal.  These blocks even cater for some 
secondary students as their classroom is closely located near this block. 

The secondary area apparently has one block of toilets consisting of three girls’ toilets and two boys’ toilets with 
one urinal.  The school does not have a change room to cater for its secondary students.  As this lady rightly said, 
this is an appalling situation and extremely unhygienic. She also went on to say that there is no access to an oval 
or lunch area to separate the secondary students from the primary students.  She is concerned because her sons 
are young children.  She is worried that they might hear the conversations of 15 or 16-year-olds that six or seven-
years-olds should not hear.  She went on to talk about the shameful lack of classrooms and the use of 
transportables.  The school has a growing number of students.  She is a parent helper, so has first-hand 
experience of these matters.  She is also concerned for students who have learning difficulties and said that they 
are not well catered for, simply because the facilities are not there.  The final phrase of the letter states -  

I think you would agree with me something has to be done for our school quickly!  We need a 
BUDGET to be allocated for the building of Stage 1 of K.D.H.S.   
We have been operating as a District High School for 4 years and as yet have received no comment for 
the Stage 1 redevelopment! 
I now demand a commitment for the Stage 1 redevelopment of K.D.H.S. before the end of APRIL 
2004. 

Obviously, I will not be able to turn around and tell that parent that there will be money in this budget to 
alleviate her concerns.  I believe that is a failing of this Government.  If I were cynical, I could say that 
Greenough is a Liberal seat, and I suspect the Minister for Education and Training has seen fit to spend his 
money elsewhere, probably in seats that suit him better. 
I will move on to health.  Again, I will use examples from my electorate.  After all, I guess that is why I am in 
this place.  I refer to the Morawa District Hospital.  I believe the community of Morawa has been short-changed.  
About two years ago the community was supportive of renovations to its hospital being carried out.  It was 
looking for some funding for that.  An amount of $800 000 was put in for renovations.  The emergency 
department and the dining area, in particular, were of grave concern to the hospital administrators.  I suggest the 
Department of Health would have been very concerned if it had walked around and looked at the hospital.  In 
2002, the Government of the day - the current Labor Government - persuaded the residents of the district to 
accommodate a new hospital, which would cost $5 million to $6 million.  They were told that that would be built 
by 2005.  When last year’s budget was presented, I was advised that it would be 2007.  Therefore, I suppose one 
could say that the Government has reneged on that deal.  Those people were expecting a new hospital.  They 
were quite happy to have the renovations done for $800 000.  However, this Government saw fit to persuade 
them to do otherwise and have built a hospital worth $5 million to $6 million.  The time line, of course, has now 
been extended to 2007, and it is questionable whether this Government is in a position to come up with that deal.   

I note, however, that the Government has put some $25 000 in the budget for the emergency department.  The 
Government has had to address that issue.  If it had not done so, I believe that whichever department oversees 
these matters - I suspect it is the Department of Health - would have closed the emergency department.  The 
Government would not have wanted to have that on its record.  I suggest that the community might have been 
better off with its first suggestion of redevelopment and renovation of the hospital at a cost of $800 000.  Perhaps 
that would have kept the hospital going for another five, six or seven years - whatever the case may be - and the 
funding for a new hospital could have been put in place over a period.  I believe the people of Morawa are very 
cynical now about whether they will get a new hospital.  My suggestion to one of the board members the other 
day was that perhaps the people should start a brick campaign.  It seemed to work for Moora; maybe it would 
work for Morawa hospital.  However, I somehow doubt it.   
I wish to raise some issues about local government, which comes under my shadow portfolio responsibilities.  
The first one that comes to mind is road funding.  I remind the House that, despite the minister’s protestations - 
unfortunately, she is not present at the moment - local government suffered a $14 million reduction last year in 
local government road funding.  The net result, in fact, was a $12 million reduction last year.  There is a 
$12 million reduction this year.  When those two figures are put together, the reduction in local government road 
funding in last year’s budget and in this year’s budget is $24 million.  To its credit, I understand local 
government has been running an -  

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  Outrage campaign. 
Mr J.P.D. EDWARDS:  I thank the member for Carine.  It has been running an outrage campaign.  In actual fact, 
it forced the Government to respond to some of its funding requirements.  There was a concern that it would lose 
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another $5.5 million.  However, it managed to retrieve that.  Therefore, that outrage campaign has had some 
success.   
I will look at it from local government’s point of view.  The Mandurah railway line, at a cost of $1.5 billion, or 
whatever it will cost, will shave 10 minutes off the travelling time from Mandurah to Perth.  I compare that with 
the situation of country schoolchildren, who sometimes must travel for up to two hours on a school bus to a 
regional centre or to a district high school or primary school.  They travel over roads that may well be suffering 
from a lack of maintenance because the Government is not prepared to provide adequate funding to local 
government to maintain or put capital into those roads.  That is an indictment of the Government, and it is an 
issue that local government will continue to run with. 
I will use another analogy.  The Government has finally acknowledged that the infrastructure funding for 
Western Power is now a priority.  Some money is now in the budget for power and powerlines.  Why does the 
Government not recognise that it is equally important, if not more important, to fund local government for road 
infrastructure?  Perhaps the Government should address that matter.  I believe that is a particularly good issue 
that local government should pursue. 

I will stay with local government.  The question of libraries has been of concern to local government for some 
time.  I acknowledge the Government’s funding of $10.3 million for libraries over four years, I understand.  That 
is certainly a step in the right direction.  However, I also understand that it is non-specific.  Therefore, it could be 
for books, new motor cars or new computers.  In other words, it could be for anything. 

Ms S.M. McHale:  It is all for public library funding.  It is not for cars. 

Mr J.P.D. EDWARDS:  That may be the case, but it is non-specific.  I guess local government is looking to the 
minister for a library framework agreement that will give local government the opportunity of having some input 
into the decision making about where that money will be spent.  I would be interested to hear any response the 
minister has on that.  However, I go back to saying that local government acknowledges the fact that 
$10.3 million is being provided.  Local government was looking for some $4 million in the first year.  However, 
as with most things, it will have to live with what it has got.  Perhaps a library framework agreement would be a 
step in the right direction as far as state government and local government go.   

Another shadow portfolio area on which I wish to speak is heritage.  This is my fourth year in this place.  Every 
year I have asked the same question, and I have not had an answer to it.  At the forefront of Labor’s policy on 
heritage was a new heritage Bill.  The Government is now in its fourth year in office.  I have asked every year 
where the new heritage Bill is.  We still have not seen it.  I suspect in the estimates hearings next week when I 
ask that question of the minister, I will be given the same run-around and the same answer I was given last year, 
the year before and the year before that.  Having said that, I am glad to see that the heritage grants program has 
been reinstated with $1 million.  However, that falls far short of a real financial commitment to the heritage 
assets of the State.  The program was established by the coalition Government, and this Government saw fit to 
downgrade it over three years.  This year, as we run into an election, I could think, cynically, that is the reason it 
has been reinstated. 

I will comment briefly on the heritage loan scheme, which is available to local governments.  It is a scheme in 
which local governments and the State Government have a financial partnership.  The Government made some 
play of it last year when the scheme came into being.  I believe $35 000 is allocated to it in this year’s budget, 
which is a matching sum with local governments.  I put on record that the person behind the scheme is Mrs 
Ainslie Evans of Katanning.  She fought very hard for the heritage loan scheme and was its primary instigator.  It 
took her almost five years to see it come to fruition.  I congratulate her.  To some degree, the Government must 
have credit for putting up matching sums.  Anything that will benefit the heritage of the State has to be a good 
thing.  As I have said before in this place, heritage runs as a very low priority in any Government when 
compared with law and order, health services and education.  Nevertheless, it is a matter of our history and we 
need to be cognisant of that.  I congratulate Ainslie Evans for making that happen.  I should have said something 
about it last year; however, I put it on record this year. 

I note a reduction in funding by the Government to the National Trust.  It probably shows a continued failure by 
the Government to live up to its high ideals on heritage and the issues that matter to the National Trust and 
people who support heritage.  There is a reduction in funding of $17 000, from last year’s allocation of $356 000 
to $339 000 this year.  There appear to be no new initiatives or solutions for some of the state assets for which 
this Government is responsible, such as Sunset Hospital and the old Treasury buildings, although I note that 
there is a timber framework around the Treasury buildings and tiles are being replaced on the roof.  I would like 
to think that more than that is being done.  We heard a great trumpeting by the Government approximately one 
year ago about the East Perth power station and what the Government was going to do with it.  It talked of 
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partnerships with private enterprise and suchlike.  However, nothing seems to have eventuated from that.  It all 
seems to have gone extremely quiet and died a death.  The issue of Montgomery Hall is still floating around.  I 
believe a community residents committee is trying to come up with some answers about Montgomery Hall.  I 
have to say that for a party that was going to address the issues of heritage and which made a big song and dance 
about doing so, the Labor Government has failed dismally in addressing the issues that matter.   

That leads me to the municipal inventories and the tying up of the Department for Planning and Infrastructure 
with heritage, and how they best work together.  I believe guidelines for municipal inventories were put in place 
by the previous Minister for Heritage, and that the minister instigated the guidelines.  An amount of $5 000 was 
allocated to develop standards for local governments that would assist them in reviewing their municipal 
inventories.  However, that does not seem to have seen the light of day.  I am interested to know where that has 
gone.  Again, much play was made of that. 

The National Trust initiated private land conservation, which is an extremely good covenanting program.  It is 
primarily funded by Lotterywest, although the National Trust was looking for funds from the State Government.  
The idea behind it was that people with land who did not wish to use it for agricultural purposes but who wanted 
to protect it had the opportunity of doing so under the covenanting program.  I understand that the National Trust 
approached the Minister for the Environment and Heritage about it, and that she opened the National Trust 
national conservation forum for private landowners some three years ago.  There was obviously some interest 
from the minister at the time.  The trust has repeatedly requested some minimal investment from the Government 
in what it calls a unique program.  However, the minister has offered only rhetoric and no funding.  After four 
years of operation without any Government moneys, other than the Lotterywest funds, and after trying to 
conserve land worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, the trust has decided to - in the vernacular - “pull the pin” 
on the program.  I think that is a tragedy and shame.  It is a tragedy that we will lose not just the opportunity for 
the private owners to put their land into a covenanting program, but also four full-time jobs.  All the goodwill 
and knowledge will go with them.  The Government has again failed on an initiative that it had the opportunity 
to make something of.  It would not have taken an enormous amount of money to continue the program.  The 
chief executive officer of the trust stated that the outcome was most disappointing.  He will notify the 
membership of the trust and key stakeholders in the near future about the trust’s decision on the matter.  He said 
that most private landowners were happy with the trust on covenanting programs, but research shows clearly that 
many landowners will not covenant with the Department of Conservation and Land Management.  This is a step 
backwards for Western Australia, particularly in the area of conservation.   

Speaking of CALM, I believe the member for Moore used the word “voracious”.  I also have a real concern that 
CALM is becoming a voracious bureaucracy.  On environmental issues, such as land clearing and salinity, to 
most of the rural and agricultural people I speak to CALM has a bogeyman image.  The Government needs to do 
something about changing that, and it needs to do it fairly swiftly.  The land care groups in my electorate, 
particularly the Mingenew Irwin group, do a very good job but they have concerns about where the Government 
is going with land care and related issues.  The farming community feels under threat by the new environmental 
amendments that have been introduced.  I have spoken at some length about that through grievances, questions 
and other opportunities.  I am not trying to tie CALM into that particular issue because it is the Government’s 
issue.  CALM is seen as a predator by the farming community, which has real concerns about where it is going 
and what its role is, now and in the future.   

I will now turn to some local issues around the Geraldton area.  Although I am the member for Greenough, I take 
an interest in some of the things that happen in Geraldton and the surrounding area.  Surprise, surprise - there is 
no funding for Indian Ocean Drive.  I have raised the matter or Indian Ocean Drive every time I have stood in 
this place; the member for Moore has also raised it.  The benefits of the road would be huge.  For the cost of 
$39 million to finish the project, there is some $700 million hanging off that coastal road.  However, the 
Government has again seen fit not to fund it, for whatever reason.  It obviously has more important issues, such 
as the Mandurah railway line and other city-centric road funding it needs to address.  I will make just a broad 
comment about the foreshore development in Geraldton.  It requires some $10 million to complete.  The 
Geraldton City Council is looking at spending $10 million over five years to complete the development.  It was 
hoping to get about $1 million this year.  I went to the budget breakfast in Geraldton last Friday, and I took 
notice of the comments of the Minister for the Midwest that, although funding was not specifically detailed in 
the budget, there could be some funding from somewhere towards the foreshore development in the next 12 to 
18 months.  I do not know where it will come from.  The City of Geraldton has already spent some money of its 
own. We have heard much from the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure and others about what has been 
poured into Geraldton, but the main concern of the City of Geraldton about the foreshore development is to get 
some certainty from this Government, through a financial commitment.  If such a commitment were made, that 
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would ease the mind of the council about the genuine commitment of the Government to the foreshore 
development. 

I have to be careful when talking about the southern transport corridor here, because some people think the 
Mandurah railway line is the STC.  I am talking about the Geraldton southern transport corridor.  I may stand 
corrected, but I cannot see any forward estimates for the continuation of the road component to Narngulu.  The 
rail component is there; that has been started and will be in place as time goes on.  However, I understand that 
the road component will only go so far out of the city of Geraldton.  It is important that that road component be 
continued fairly smartly, because the inflow into the port of Geraldton is growing.  It has grown quite 
considerably in the past 12 months, and will continue to do so.  The grain from last year is still going through the 
port.  Mount Gibson Iron Ltd is mining at Tallering Peak, and is sending in trainloads of iron ore.  There is every 
likelihood that Midwest Corporation Ltd will be mining at Koolanooka east of Morawa, and it will also be 
transporting iron ore into the port of Geraldton.  There is some urgency for the road component to be put in place 
as soon as possible.  I am sorry the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure is not here, because I wanted to float 
this past her.  The railway line, as I understand it, is only a single track to Narngulu, the point of deposit for the 
rail coming in from the east, which will be taken in from there to the port.  I suggest that perhaps a double track 
is needed running to the port to handle the volume of material that will be coming into the port.  I do not know 
whether that has been thought of, but it needs to be considered.  

I will make mention of the Mid West Development Commission, and then move on to the Geraldton Port 
Authority.  I do not have any particular comments about funding or the monetary value of the Mid West 
Development Commission, but I would like to pay tribute to the recently departed chief executive officer of the 
commission, Mr Graeme Baesjou.  He resigned to move south for personal, family and career reasons about two 
months ago.  Graeme brought a very different perspective to the role of chief executive officer of the Mid West 
Development Commission.  His background as a wing commander in the Royal Australian Air Force served him 
well in dealing with the many disparate groups, organisations and government bodies in the region.  Members 
may or may not understand that development commissions have always had a somewhat rocky road in their 
relations with local government and other agencies.  It probably comes down to the quality of the CEO at the 
time.  Graeme Baesjou could straddle many aspects of the local community.  He made allowances for people’s 
identities and individuality.  His achievements were many and of great benefit to the mid west region.  His work 
was done without any fanfare or seeking of the limelight.  He was a particularly good CEO.  The Mid West 
Development Commission’s loss is the south west’s gain.  He has not gone to a development commission, but to 
a local government group that has formed into some sort of voluntary regional organisation of councils.  I just 
wanted to make that comment, because Mr Baesjou was a particularly good officer and CEO.   

I will make a couple of comments about the Geraldton Port Authority.  Although the deepening of the harbour 
has been completed, I remind the House that that deepening will actually be paid for by the users of the port - at 
a cost of $103 million - not by the Gallop Government.  The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure makes 
much of the fact that the Government she represents put $100 million into the port, but that is not the case.  The 
Government underwrote that sum, and the users - the farmers, the miners and others who provide the materials 
that go out through the port - are paying for the deepening of the harbour.  That needs to be recognised and 
understood.  The port currently has some logistical problems.  It seems to be the victim of its own success; it still 
has grain flowing through from last year’s harvest.  As I said earlier, Mount Gibson is on-stream and is pouring 
iron ore into the port of Geraldton.  There is every likelihood that the Mid West Corporation will also be pouring 
iron ore in.  Three Springs Talc Pty Ltd is railing talc into the port, which it is has done for many years.  The 
Iluka mineral sand is also going through the port.  Some of the infrastructure at the port of Geraldton is 40 years 
old.  Obviously that creates some difficulty to quickly transport some of the materials from the material base on 
to the ships, particular iron ore.  I gather that the chief executive officer of the port authority is trying to address 
that issue as quickly as he possibly can.  Currently the loading of iron ore and talc creates a dust problem.  Talc 
does not suffer iron ore happily.  The high-grade talc has had to be freighted by truck from Three Springs to the 
port of Bunbury, from where it is shipped, which is obviously a costly exercise.  The port authority is trying to 
address the problem and will probably do so in the near future.  However, that is affecting the financial benefit of 
the port of Geraldton and the people who use it.   

I refer to the fisheries research facility at Geraldton.  Although I have not studied this matter at any great length, 
I understand the TAFE college is building a research facility, which presumably will be funded through the 
Department of Education and Training.  There was a plan to put a fisheries research facility alongside the TAFE.  
However, no funding has been appropriated for that facility, which is a loss to the Geraldton region and to the 
fisheries in the area.  It would be beneficial to Geraldton, the fishing community and the State.  Obviously 
research is very important.  I would have hoped that the Government would have seen fit to fund that facility, but 
it has not done so.  However, that is a matter to be debated at another time.   
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I will finish on a subject on which the member for Moore spoke; that is, the emu fence and wild dogs.  I am very 
much aware of the serious nature of this issue.  Most government members would probably not understand or 
have much idea of the damage that wild dogs can do to a flock of sheep or that emus can do to a crop of wheat, 
barley or oats.  The farming community must put up with this type of activity throughout the year.  The issue 
must be addressed.  The fence must be better maintained, and more staff are needed to maintain it.  In my area, 
from Kalbarri to about 300 or 400 kilometres east, just one person manages the fence, which is an impossible 
task.   

As I said initially, I do not believe that this budget addresses rural issues.  I have raised quite a few issues that 
should have been addressed.  Country people will consider this a cynical budget.  They would have hoped for 
more from the Government.  As with the budgets of the past three years, they probably did not expect much 
more from the Government than what the Government has delivered.  On that note, I hope that my contribution 
has covered the areas of concern for my electorate and for the portfolios that I represent.   

MRS C.L. EDWARDES (Kingsley) [8.07 pm]:  I once again welcome the opportunity to speak in a budget 
debate.  It gives members an opportunity to raise issues of concern in their electorates and to examine budget 
allocations for their electorates.  It also gives members an opportunity to point out what is needed and what has 
not been addressed in the budget.  Although some members opposite might think that there is only so much 
money in the budget and those moneys cannot be directed into just one area, I make no apologies whatsoever for 
being totally parochial about the electorate of Kingsley.  As members of Parliament, our primary job is to 
represent the views of the people in our electorate, to argue for what they want and to oppose what they do not 
want.  It has been my privilege over the past 15 and a half years to represent the electorate of Kingsley and to 
have the opportunity to present their sentiments to Parliament.   

In a budget context, the Opposition welcomes the money that is being spent on the Greenwood train station for 
the electorate of Kingsley.  However, it has had a somewhat belated start, and the date for completion has been 
extended from September to November this year.  The people in the electorate of Kingsley will welcome the 
completion of the train station.   

Although it is not formally part of the budget, I understand that approval has been given to allocate moneys from 
the black spot funding to the junction of Trappers Drive and Ocean Reef Road.  Members might remember a 
petition I tabled in this House that was quite overwhelming.  I would have liked to have been able to thank the 
minister and say that I am pleased that those representations have been recognised.  However, although I 
understand that funding for the junction has been approved, no-one knows for sure.  People have given hints, and 
whispers have been heard throughout the corridors of government departments, that that is the case.  On 30 April 
this year the minister said in a media release that a total of 203 traffic and road locations throughout the State 
would be made safer under the black spot program.  Today, a week and a half later, no-one has received letters 
with regard to those 203 traffic and road locations that have been approved for black spot funding.  That makes 
the minister’s media statement a cynical exercise.  Why would she release a statement to say that the junction of 
Mirrabooka Avenue and Reid Highway will be fixed under the black spot program and claim that funding will 
be provided for another 203 locations without anybody - even the local council - having received notification of 
it?  I checked the mail at the last minute this afternoon to make sure that the letter was not there or had not been 
sent to the City of Joondalup.  That makes this type of exercise a very cynical one and means that the people in 
Kingsley are still waiting to receive confirmation that traffic lights will be built at the corner of Ocean Reef Road 
and Trappers Drive.  It is absolutely critical that the traffic lights are put in place.  It is well recognised that the 
area meets all the criteria for state black spot funding.   

Some concerns in my electorate, which are probably no different from those in other electorates, are security and 
the maintenance of schools.  Nothing in the budget specifically relates to schools in my electorate.  There is also 
nothing about the re-establishment of the graffiti task force.  That might not be a policy of the Government.  
However, that task force was very popular with the community, and since it has not been in existence, the 
incidence of graffiti around the streets of Kingsley has increased.  The budget does not mention anything about 
improved parking at the Warwick train station.  I will talk about that later.  On top of that, the Warwick licensing 
centre, which has existed for some 25 years, is to be closed.  The opening hours of the Warwick Police Station 
have already been cut back.   

I also refer to blackout Wednesday, which I have previously mentioned in this House.  Between 600 and 800 
residents in the Kingsley electorate are concerned about the blackouts that occur in their homes on many days.  If 
they do not experience a total blackout, often their lights are dimmed.  Until people have experienced a blackout 
and understand the impact it has on a household and household appliances, they cannot have a real 
understanding of what those families have gone through.  I am referring specifically now to the residents who 
live between Moolanda Boulevard and Barridale Drive, touching down to Kingsley Drive.  Although everyone 
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else was allowed to turn their power back on, the residents in that area lost power for not only that one night but 
also the previous and subsequent nights.  In addition to the inconvenience of throwing out food from the freezer 
as well as not being able to use their airconditioners during the hot weather, one family of an elderly mother who 
had been taken to Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital by ambulance could not be contacted by the hospital because 
their phone was a remote one that required power for it to work.  I raised this matter with the Minister for 
Energy.  We held a public meeting with those 600 residents and Western Power acknowledged that there was a 
problem with the delivery of power.  There are three transformers in that area and it is hoped that they will be 
upgraded and/or a fourth transformer put in place to ensure the area has sufficient power to meet the needs of the 
residents.  A plan to have all that in place long before next summer is to be presented to the residents by the end 
of May. 

I indicated earlier that the local residents welcomed the new Park ‘n’ Ride facility at Greenwood train station.  
The campaign for this station was started some eight years ago.  It has been delayed several times and is long 
overdue.  The conditions at both Warwick and Whitfords train stations have been exacerbated by commuters 
constantly battling to make a choice between parking illegally and being fined accordingly, or parking legally 
and being late for work.  We can at least be certain that Greenwood train station will be completed this year, 
although the date has been extended to November and commissioning will be some time after that.  We can just 
about guarantee that Greenwood station will be open earlier if an election is around the corner.  There is one 
important omission, though, in Greenwood train station and a number of other train stations that must be 
rectified; that is, the installation of toilets.  Until there are toilets on every train - 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  Which is not going to happen. 

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  Which is not going to happen.  Every train station needs toilets.  We all know that 
when one must go to the toilet, one must go to the toilet.  A mother with a two or three-year-old child has no 
choice when a child wants to go to the toilet; a child who wants to go to the toilet wants to go now.  The elderly, 
for instance, suffer health problems.   

Mr C.M. Brown:  That’s us, isn’t it? 

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  I was not looking at the minister specifically.  There are all sorts of circumstances in 
which passengers need to use a toilet.  People at one train station need them as much as they do at another train 
station.  If Warwick and Whitfords train stations need toilets, toilets are also needed at Greenwood, Edgewater 
and all the other stations that do not have a toilet.  It is anticipated that Greenwood train station will have to cope 
with a reasonable patronage.  There are car parking bays for some 600 commuters.  Even if only a small 
percentage of those 600 people need to use a toilet - let alone the others who make their way to the train station 
in any event - it will be a quite significant number.  It is not good enough to not provide them.  If there is to be 
no toilet on the trains, there should be one at every train station.  That would be the second-best option at 
Greenwood and Edgewater train stations. 

Another aspect of planning for Greenwood train station is access to the station.  Currently residents have to battle 
the dual carriageway at Hepburn Avenue without having access to a decent footpath through to the station itself.  
I have written to the City of Joondalup and suggested it work with the Government in some way during the 
current planning to put in place improved access to Greenwood train station. 

Another concern that the Opposition has with Warwick train station, which I have indicated is not dealt with in 
the budget, is the enormous number of people who use that station.  Warwick train station is overused for its 
capacity.  In and around the major streets leading to the train station people park in front of “No Standing” signs; 
for instance, in Hawker Park.  People make a choice of being fined and/or being late for work.  Talk about road 
rage!  Members have never seen anything like parking rage when three cars try to get into one spot on the soil on 
the verge, even in front of a “No Standing” sign.  There is, therefore, an enormous need to redesign Warwick 
train station.  Commuters also use Hawker Avenue, which is a suburban road, to park their cars.  Sometimes 
there is all but fisticuffs between commuters fighting for a car parking space.  Residents have reported to me that 
they have been chased by cars after pointing out to drivers that they are about to park their car in front of a “No 
Standing” sign.  It has got to the point that residents will not report to the local council that commuters are 
parking their cars in a very dangerous position.  Of course, Sanday Place at the back of Hawker Park Primary 
School is where mums drop off their kids at school, and the kids have to fight the cars to cross the road to get to 
the school.  It is a major safety hazard for kids and residents, and for commuters who have to fight daily for a car 
parking bay.  It cannot make the beginning of their day very nice.  Hawker Avenue was intended to be a 
suburban street; it was never intended to be the main access to a train station car park.  However, the difficulty 
with closing Hawker Avenue is the immediate pressure that would be placed on other streets in and around the 
area leading to Beach Road, which provides the other access to Warwick train station.  I have written to the 
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minister asking for a total rethink on the approach to station car parking.  I have not received a very positive 
response in reply.  I hesitate to say that a major accident will occur in and around that area.  At the moment, 
minor accidents occur.  However, I was there the other day and the safety issue is enormous because of the major 
conflict between cars, mums, kids and residents.  It is not good enough to just let the local council put up further 
“No standing” signs.  We cannot block off a whole street, because the residents may want to have visitors during 
the day.  Such a move would also devalue their properties if they wanted to sell.  The commuters do not 
necessarily take notice of the “No standing” signs anyway.   

I will talk about some of the problems we are experiencing at the Whitfords train station, which have been 
reported on a regular basis.  I suppose the high level of patronage accounts for one of the problems; that is, the 
ticket machine constantly runs out of tickets.  It gobbles up the commuters’ money and does not issue them with 
tickets.  Do members think that is a good start to the day for those commuters?  I do not think so.  They call and 
tell me that the machine has run out of tickets again.  They say, “The machine has taken my money and it has not 
given me a ticket!”  I have spoken to the minister’s office about this, and the machine still runs out of tickets.  
The machine should be replaced by one with a greater capacity for issuing tickets, or a new roll of tickets should 
be put in -  

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Are you bidding for a job after the next election?   

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  Filling up the ticket machine - I knew my skills were broad!  There is also a shortage of 
parking at that station.  People park in and around the streets in that area also, although not to the same extent as 
they do at the Warwick train station, but it is still a situation that creates considerable annoyance.  The increase 
in the number of parking bays has alleviated some of the concerns of the local residents about commuters 
parking out the front of their houses.   

The issue of security parking has also been raised, and it is something that any future Government will have to 
consider.  The current situation does not necessarily work.  As well as the other problems I have mentioned at 
the Whitfords train station there can be a queue of about 30 cars waiting to get tickets for security parking.  Of 
course, there are complaints from commuters who put the correct money into the ticket machine and do not 
receive tickets.  A lot of unhappy people are going to work in the morning.  I am told that after 7.30 am on 
weekdays no parking is available at either the Whitfords or Warwick train stations.  There is no provision for 
people who want to use the train outside of peak hours during the day.  If all the parking bays are filled up with 
peak hour traffic, then people wanting to catch the train to Perth outside of peak hours cannot use the car park.  
Although we expressed the hope that the 600 additional bays at the Greenwood train station would help to 
alleviate the problem, the provision of those bays is still some six months away and there is a considerable need 
to ease the pressure of overcrowding in the short term.  The issue of security parking at train stations will have to 
be considered by any future Government.  If people cannot get parking spots in any event, whether in secure 
parking or non-secure parking, and they still have to pay extra on top of the $7.60 a day it costs to get to work in 
Perth, many constituents will be very unhappy.   

I turn now to the imminent closure of the Warwick licensing centre, which has been in existence for some 25 
years, and the further reduction in police services at the Warwick Police Station.  This means a reduction in 
services to the community.  The decision to close the licensing centre was made without consulting the local 
community and will create a huge vacuum in the northern suburbs for people who need to use the licensing 
services at that facility.  I was notified by a driving instructor that the centre was about to close, and I had heard 
nothing about it.  I called the centre but nobody knew anything about it.  I rang the local newspaper about the 
story that I had been given by a reputable source and said that a reporter might like to ask the question because I 
could not get an answer.  Whilst the department was originally going to deny the issue to the reporter, it ended 
up admitting that that was the case; that is, the Warwick licensing centre was going to close and its services were 
going to Morley.  For those members who do not live in the northern suburbs, I point out that Morley is a long 
way from Warwick and there is no easy access to Morley from Warwick.  Licensing centres are located at City 
West, Morley and Joondalup.  The Joondalup licensing centre was created to take the pressure off the Warwick 
licensing centre.  At the moment, a person waits for 30 minutes at the Warwick licensing centre and for more 
than 30 minutes at the Joondalup licensing centre, where he must also deal with the huge traffic problems being 
experienced there.  This means that people who continue to use the Joondalup centre will have enormous 
problems, because those who live inland from the coast to Wanneroo Road and in from Girrawheen and Balga 
will not use the Morley centre; there is no way they will do that.  They will go to the City West centre or the 
Joondalup centre because they can drive up and down the freeway more easily.  The Morley licensing centre will 
certainly not be utilised by the residents in the northern suburbs.  The minister wrote to me after the story was 
published.  In her letter she said that the closure of the Warwick centre was in line with the department’s ongoing 
commitment to locate licensing centres to better serve customers.  Obviously, she does not live in the northern 
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suburbs.  How a person can argue that by closing a service and forcing Warwick customers to travel to 
Joondalup, which is already overworked, or to Morley or City West, represents a better service totally escapes 
me.  I am sure it totally escapes anyone who has used the Warwick licensing centre for many years.  It will 
certainly not ease the pressure currently being experienced at the Joondalup centre, about which we are already 
receiving many complaints.  One of the arguments put forward for the closure is that the Warwick Police Station 
needs the space.  At present it is a joint facility with the police station on the left-hand side and the Warwick 
licensing centre on the right-hand side.  Originally, before it was transferred into the transport portfolio, the 
licensing centre was run by the police as one of its services.   

The story was the same with the Subiaco centre.  We were told that the Subiaco centre was to be closed and, 
again, within days of being notified, the department said that the police needed to take over that space.  
However, the building remained empty for some years and then not only did the police not take over that space, 
but it was used as a community facility.  That shows that there was no long-term plan for the use of those 
facilities at Subiaco.  I suspect that if the Warwick licensing centre closes - we hope that the minister will 
reconsider her decision on this issue - it will also be utilised by the police.   

I will talk about the reduction of hours at the Warwick Police Station.  I suggest that hours are being reduced 
because there are not enough police working at the station.  The story from the Minister for Police is that more 
police are needed on the street.  The Warwick Police Station has been in existence for a long time, and, yes, we 
all want police back on the streets, but the hours of service provided at the station should not be reduced.  The 
customer inquiry desk will be closed on weekends.  Where else will people go if they have a problem?  Opening 
hours will be reduced by two hours every weekday.  That represents a major cut in the service to local residents.  
It will cut the hours in which an ordinary working person can attend, which is the worst possible outcome.  It 
will really inconvenience people.   

This is the second assault on Warwick Police Station through a reduction in services.  I remind members that two 
years ago, 15 officers were cut from that station as part of a state government decision to cut the number of 
police in the Joondalup police district by 40.  One might well ask the Government whether this sort of cut is 
being made stage by stage, and whether in the end Warwick Police Station will be closed.  The licensing centre 
is being taken away, hours are being reduced and police numbers are being reduced.  Will that be the next step?  
The people in that area will fight very hard. 

Ms M.M. Quirk:  They are extremely happy that the crime rates are going down.  The officers at Warwick are 
doing a sterling job.   

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  The officers at Warwick do a fantastic job.  I am complaining about the Government’s 
penny-pinching agenda, because if it were not for its penny-pinching agenda, the police would be at that station 
providing a service to the community.   

Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  The member should not talk about the Government’s north west metropolitan police 
district figures.  On the Government’s own figures - 

Mr O’Gorman interjected.   

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.W. Andrews):  Order, members!   

Mrs C.L. EDWARDES:  Members opposite get quite upset about police response times.  Priority 2 calls, which 
include incidents in which life or property is threatened, should be attended within nine minutes.  The 
Government’s own figures for the north west metropolitan police district show that the average response time is 
12.3 minutes.  That will hardly improve after services are cut back.   

I turn now to the needs of local schools, and especially funding for security, maintenance and new projects.  
Installation of perimeter security fencing at Creaney Primary School has had the desired effect of reducing 
incidents of graffiti, vandalism and theft at that school.  However, the Government has refused similar security 
fencing for the nearby Dalmain Primary School.  The cost to that school from graffiti, vandalism and theft, 
including insurance, has exceeded $60 000 in the past two years.  In replying to me, the Minister for Education 
and Training indicated that funding for security fencing is targeted at schools at which a high number of 
incidents is recorded, together with the greatest level of wilful damage.  Dalmain Primary School was not 
successful in gaining approval for security perimeter fencing.  That raises the question of what constitutes 
enough graffiti, vandalism or theft to warrant inclusion in the program.  Surely a cost of $60 000 a year would be 
sufficient on the minister’s criteria.  Creaney Primary School has clearly demonstrated that security fencing has 
had the desired effect.  That school is right next door to Dalmain Primary School.  I suggest to the minister that 
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when looking at the maintenance of schools, he should not look at what is in a school’s bank account and say 
that the school has sufficient money to do whatever, because a lot of that money has been raised for other 
specific purposes.  It is not as though the parents and citizens association is not willing to contribute.  It is, but it 
is not up to P&Cs to save schools $60 000 a year in vandalism and insurance costs.  If the Government were 
really smart about saving a few pennies, it would make sure that money was outlaid on perimeter security 
fencing, which would save the $60 000 a year that antisocial behaviour is currently costing that school.   

There has been an increase in antisocial behaviour by teenagers in all electorates.  It is still a problem.  Binge 
drinking is still a problem. Alcohol use in the younger age group is still a problem.  We need only drive around 
the streets of our electorates on Thursday, Friday or Saturday nights to see young kids walking the streets with 
bottles or cans in their hands or in plastic bags.  It is not even hidden nowadays.  That really distresses me.  A 
decade ago, if the kids saw a car coming, they would at least hide behind the bushes or hide their alcohol.  They 
do not attempt to do that today.  The number of children one sees wandering the streets in an obviously drunken 
state is disturbing.  That is when graffiti happens, road signs are pushed over, the glass of telephone boxes is 
smashed and things are thrown all over shopping centre car parks.  The staff of those shopping centres must 
embark upon a major clean-up exercise the next morning before they can even open the door and start work.  
Insufficient work is being done on providing preventive programs to some of these children at an early stage.  
The Government has cut back on many of those programs.  In the long run we will see an even greater increase 
in antisocial behaviour.  Where will it stop?  It needs to be cracked down upon.  Parents need to be involved in 
some way.  I know that in some instances parents pack alcohol in plastic bags for their kids because they do not 
want to see them on a Friday or Saturday night when they have had a hard week.  That is particularly sad and 
tells me that those families are crying out for help, as well as the children.  Nothing is being put in place to assist 
those children.  Some good programs have been absolutely and totally discarded.   

I raised the issue of security perimeter fencing.  Dalmain Primary School has a further need; it needs funds to 
resurface parts of its tennis courts.  Where is the duty of care?  Schools have a major duty of care.  Is the 
Government penny-pinching and being pound-foolish by refusing to spend $10 000 on the resurfacing of these 
tennis courts?  Would it prefer to pay compensation to a child who hurts or injures himself?  I do not understand 
the false economy that is being experienced by local P&Cs.  The P&C of Dalmain Primary School is willing to 
contribute to the project because it believes that if the situation is not rectified, the entire area will need to be 
resurfaced, which would result in a higher cost.  It also does not want any children to be hurt.  The Woodvale 
Senior High School oval has been independently assessed as being unsafe.  It needs to be completely dug up and 
resurfaced.  The cost has been estimated at $80 000, but the school P&C has already been told that the 
department will contribute only $15 000.  That is a shortfall of $65 000.  An assessment has been made that the 
oval is unsafe.  Again, where is the duty of care of the department and the minister?  If the money is not 
available, there is nothing the schools can do.  However, at the end of the day money must be provided to 
education districts so that they can provide money to schools.  That is of absolutely critical importance.  The 
constant theme we hear is that there is little or no money for maintenance and that schools must fund it 
themselves.  I suggest that the State Government is abdicating its total responsibilities and obligations.  If it 
cannot provide essential maintenance, its priorities are all wrong, particularly when there is a major safety issue.   

Woodvale Senior High School has also identified the need for a major performing arts facility that specialises in 
music.  It would cost between $400 000 and $500 000 to cater for the 300 to 400 students who are already 
enrolled in the music program.  However, again the school has been told that there is no prospect of any 
government funds, and that that facility will have to be funded from the school’s own internal resources.  That is 
short-sighted.  If the Government cannot provide funds for education improvements, such as that music facility, 
its priorities are all wrong.  I cannot help wondering whether the reason for all these cuts or the refusal to provide 
funds has its origins in the pressure timetable that the Government has set for itself for the very costly southern 
rail link.  Providing the rail link is one thing; compressing the expenditure so heavily is another thing altogether.  
Many people will question why so many other deserving matters have failed to receive funding, while this 
massive project is still moving ahead so quickly. 

Another example of government penny pinching is the aide assistance for two students at the Woodvale Primary 
School.  One has cerebral palsy, and alternates between a walker and wheelchair dependence.  The other suffers 
from autism.  I am talking about primary school children.  They have something in common: both of them have 
had their hours of aide support reduced - one from 0.9 to 0.6 hours, and the other from aide time that equalled the 
time at preprimary school to the equivalent of only one and a half days a week now that she is in grade 1.  I have 
received letters on this matter from the Director General, Department of Education and Training.  I have urged 
that the reviews of both these cases result in the students receiving the aide assistance they need.  If the 
Government, as was referred to in the budget speech last week, has provided more money for special needs in 
the education sector, I hope that those two students at the Woodvale Primary School will be able to have their 
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cases reviewed and the aide time increased.  This impacts on the development of not only the child concerned, 
but also all the other children in the class.  I support mainstreaming for children with special needs.  However, 
those children have a special need.  Therefore, they need to receive special care, support and assistance. 

While we are talking about schools and duty of care, I will refer to a classroom accident that happened at one of 
my local high schools in June last year.  The accident resulted in a student in a woodwork class needing 
microsurgery and ongoing physiotherapy.  A number of issues that arose from that incident need answering.  The 
fact is that there were no warnings about loose clothing.  The student concerned apparently followed all safety 
regulations.  However, the student was never asked to fill in an accident form.  The fact is that no insurance 
covers such incidents, and the drop saw involved is still being used, even though it had caused problems 
previously.  I wrote to the Director General, Department of Education and Training some months ago 
questioning the suitability of such a drop saw, and whether an alternative, incorporating an improved guard 
mechanism, should replace it in schools.  I also observed that, at the very least, there should be a formal 
assessment by WorkSafe and an audit of all schools using drop saws.  I suggest that there should also be an 
assessment of all other equipment that could cause serious injury to a student.  I am still waiting for a reply about 
what I regard as a potentially dangerous situation. 

Another area of major concern - again, I believe it is penny pinching - concerns a group of people whose 
numbers are not large enough to form a strong lobby group on their own.  Earlier this year I wrote to the Minister 
for Health concerning the funding of dental therapy clinics, the workload of dental therapists, the lack of 
appropriate facilities and the consequential impact on children’s health.  Those who work in these centres 
provide dedicated assistance to schoolchildren, year in and year out, but they are handicapped by poor resources.  
They do not have answering machines or computers, which I suggest are not luxuries in these days of 
technology.  Other equipment that they use is old, which creates inefficiencies for staff who are already under 
pressure.  Short-term illnesses of individual staff members are not covered with a backup.  Estimates of backlogs 
now run into months.  The arbitrary per capita funding formulas fail to consider the differing needs between 
catchment areas.  For instance, Yanchep-Two Rocks is an area of major need.  That is not recognised.  The 
levels of knowledge, training and expertise needed are also not recognised financially. 

In one of the facilities that I visited, the Craigie dental therapy clinic, there was a cupboard.  I know that we often 
refer to rooms as cupboards, but this was literally a cupboard, with an exhaust fan in it, in which the dental 
therapists had to work on the film that they took of the children’s teeth.  That was disgraceful.  If ever I have 
heard of a major WorkSafe issue, that is it.  Even though I brought it to the attention of the Minister for Health 
earlier this year, I understand that still nothing has occurred regarding that cupboard.  It is literally a cupboard 
that the therapists go into to carry out their work on the film.   

I would like to raise a number of other matters.  However, I suppose I could sum up by saying that graffiti is still 
a major problem.  There is still hooning in the streets.  We all remember the headlines about the January riot.  I 
believe that was just symptomatic of what we are experiencing.  I was in Singapore during that long weekend.  
The front page of a newspaper there stated, “Perth Riot: Hundreds injured from stabbing, bashing at Australia 
Day fireworks display”.  That does nothing to promote Western Australia or Perth as a safe place for 
Singaporeans to visit.  I simply say that the Government has not addressed antisocial behaviour.  It affects lives, 
and these actions should not be tolerated. 

I also refer to the City of Joondalup performing arts centre.  A city of the size and status of Joondalup needs a 
performing arts facility.  It cannot do it on its own.  The Government must support the city and help provide that 
centre subsequently.  I suggest that the Government will also need to assist the City of Joondalup with the 
construction of a 50-metre pool at Craigie.  For more than 12 months, schools in the northern suburbs, apart from 
all other users, have had to put up with makeshift arrangements because the water areas at the Craigie Leisure 
Centre have been closed.  Schools have been forced to travel to Inglewood and Mt Claremont for their 
swimming programs, because Arena Joondalup is so heavily booked that it does not have enough capacity to 
handle them.  I urge the Government, together with the City of Joondalup, to end the speculation about the 
establishment of a 50-metre pool at Craigie and make the necessary commitment to ensure that that pool is built 
without further delay. 

MR P.D. OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood) [8.49 pm]:  I rise to make my contribution to the debate on the 
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 1) and the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No. 2), and to 
outline some of the concerns I have with the budget.  The state budget has a surplus of $243 million.  Without 
the GST revenue from the Commonwealth and an increase in commonwealth grants, the surplus would have 
been a mere $11 million. 

Mr A.P. O’Gorman interjected. 
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Mr P.D. OMODEI:  The member for Joondalup is trying to make a speech.  There will be plenty of time for him 
later. 

The important issue from my perspective is that, two years ago, I predicted that the Government would have a 
debt in excess of $6 billion.  That has come true; it was projected.  The problem with the budget is the rhetoric of 
the Government compared with the facts.  The truth of the matter is that the forward estimates for 2002-03 and 
2004-05, compared with the actuals, show an increase of $925 million from 2001-02 to 2004-05 in the 2002-03 
budget.  That is an increase of 8.5 per cent.  In the 2003-04 forward estimates, compared with the 2004-05 
actuals, the difference was $1.146 billion.  In this financial year, 2004-05, the budget estimate is for a surplus of 
$1.155 billion.  It is all revenue, so more than $3 billion was not factored into the forward estimates of two to 
three years ago.  The Government has predicted a net state debt of $6 billion.  Somewhere along the line it has 
squandered $3 billion.  Instead of reducing debt or creating something tangible, we have seen the State going 
further into debt.  When the previous coalition Government came to power in 1993 net state debt was 
$8.5 billion.  Yes, the coalition Government sold government assets to the tune of about $4.5 billion, which left a 
net state debt of just over $4 billion.  The important point about that is that in eight years of government net state 
debt did not increase one iota.  During the eight years, despite the sale of assets, the reduction of debt was 
equivalent to the sale of assets.  In three and a quarter short years under this State Government, the net state debt 
has blown out by $1.5 billion.  The Government can talk about surplus budgets as much as it likes, as far as I am 
concerned all it needs to do to manipulate its surplus budget is to debt service some of its capital works and it 
will automatically have a surplus.  The Government can make it whatever it wants.   

The Economic and Fiscal Outlook contains projections for GST revenue.  I predicted that GST revenue would 
save this State Government’s bacon over its AAA credit rating.  There was a projection of $50 million from GST 
revenue over and above revenues received from the Commonwealth in the past.  We now know that has come in 
at $231 million.  The figures are already out.  The projection for GST revenue in 2004-05 is an additional 
$111 million, and for 2005-06 it is an additional $61 million.  By 2009-10 the State will receive a projected 
$451 million from GST revenue.  I am sure that members can recall this Government decrying the GST and 
saying what a terrible thing it was.  It has turned out to have actually saved the Government’s bacon.  We must 
consider what is in the budget and the actuals at the end of the financial year, rather than listen to this 
Government.  People in Western Australia need to be given the facts.  I am afraid that this Government is not in 
the habit of giving the facts to the general public. 

I will look at items in the budget from the perspective of my electorate.  As we know, the Commonwealth 
Government offered $158 million to the State as part of the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality, 
provided the State matched that figure.  That would have allowed the State to spend $316 million on salinity 
measures.  The current Government failed in the past two years to match the Commonwealth’s offer.  Last year 
the offer from the State was $31.4 million.  The State missed out on $126.6 million a year - the difference 
between $158 million and $31.4 million - because of a lack of effort by the State Government.  I would expect 
there to be enough people in Treasury to do the calculations to enable the State to match the Commonwealth’s 
money.  We have missed out on more than $120 million a year for two years - $240 million - that could have 
been spent on combating salinity in Western Australia.  We see the Government make that commitment this 
year.  Where will the commitment come from?  The $31.4 million provided to match the National Action Plan 
for Salinity and Water Quality funds to 2007-08 comprises $18.7 million from the sale of Alinta - the 
Government has not mentioned that - $6 million for the catchment demonstration initiative, $4 million for the 
engineering evaluation initiative, $1.2 million for regional land care coordinators and $1.5 million for 
administration.  I have not had the time to go through the budget papers to track down the avenues for funding to 
match the national action plan.  I know that $4 million for the engineering evaluation initiative was not spent; 
less than $2 million was spent.  We need to track down where that money went.  For the next four years in which 
the State is to match the $158 million, the Economic and Fiscal Outlook states that the Government has allocated 
an additional $79.4 million for the implementation of accredited regional natural resource management strategies 
under the national action plan.  The Government will allocate a further $32.2 million for plantation forestry 
initiatives, and $15 million for the recovery of the Collie River catchment.  The funds are available for regional 
natural resource management groups to allocate in accordance with their planning and investment processes, and 
are subject to accreditation by both the State and the Commonwealth.  The jury is still out.  I am not sure 
whether the Commonwealth will agree that some of the concepts will meet its agreed accreditation.  I wonder 
whether some of the $32.2 million for plantation forestry initiatives was already predicted in earlier budgets.  
Likewise, the $15 million for the recovery of the Collie River catchment.  They may well have been in budgets 
before the national action plan agreement came into being.  The Opposition will scrutinise the budget very 
thoroughly with regard to the matching of national action plan funds.  There is no doubt that there is expectation 
in the community that the funds should be matched by this State Government.  The current Government has been 
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an abysmal failure to date.  We should be spending the $316 million; in other words, our contribution of 
$158 million and the Commonwealth’s contribution of $158 million for the national action plan. 

Those are just some of the broad brush issues that I wanted to mention.  More importantly, I want to place an 
emphasis on issues in my electorate that are affected by the budget.  The budget has an allocation of $750 000 
for a new primary school at Manjimup.  Under the previous coalition Government, it was intended that the 
school would be completed by the beginning of the 2005 school year.  This Government has put back the project 
by two years.  Obviously, the $750 000 and the commitment of $6 million for the school is welcome.  The 
current school was built in 1924.  I mentioned in this House before that the floorboards are thin, and it still has 
the old black and white coated wiring.  It is a dangerous building.  We are fortunate that nobody has been 
seriously injured in that building.  There has been talk of a new school for quite some time.  The new school will 
be co-located with the senior high school.  Manjimup is the only town in Western Australia where we can have 
what is known as a “K-T” school; in other words, it goes from kindergarten to tertiary level.  Under the previous 
Government, the TAFE centre was relocated to the high school site.  We have a modularised interactive 
telecommunications environment, which contains about 20 computers that can hook up to Edith Cowan 
University.  Excellent facilities have been built, mainly during the time of the previous Government.  It has taken 
this Government more than three years to come to the party and agree to build this new school.  Co-located with 
the primary school is a special education centre with 40-odd students, from year 1 right through to year 12, some 
of whom are located on the current Manjimup Primary School site as opposed to the East Manjimup Primary 
School.  There are more than 400 students on the Manjimup Primary School site, and a special education centre 
is fundamental to both the primary school and the high school.  A budget of $6 million is proposed for the new 
primary school.  Four classrooms each in the primary school and the high school are required for special 
education.  Under this proposal, special education children will have to be housed in transportable buildings, 
which are a great distance from ablution facilities.  The cost of building two permanent special education 
classrooms would be $540 000.  The education and training budget is 27 per cent of the State’s total budget of 
$12.7 billion.  I am sure that the minister would be able to find $540 000.  There is a line item in the education 
budget for $500 000 for planning for future schools.  Let us take that money, if we are to do the job. 

It is not before time; this Government has not treated the district of Manjimup very well in the past few years.  In 
fact, it has almost torn the heart out of that town.  It is time the Government put some money back into it.  I am 
very disappointed to go through this budget and see how little money is earmarked for the south west of Western 
Australia.  It is very meagre, and that is being generous in the extreme.  It seems almost as though the Labor 
Party in Western Australia wants to punish the people of the lower south west, and I am at a loss to understand 
why.  The demands and the needs are there.  The news of this sum of $750 000 - which will go towards planning 
and earthworks - is welcome news, but I ask the minister to make sure that when the school is built it is done 
properly, making provision for a special education centre and modern library facilities.  There was a budget 
allocation last year of $300 000 to upgrade the Manjimup Senior High School library.  That money has now been 
deferred, pending some further planning.  An article in the local paper about the high school canteen, headed 
“High school canteen ‘inadequate’” reads - 

The canteen at the Manjimup Senior High School is inadequate and needs to be replaced 
Acting principal Steve Miolin told last week’s School Visions Committee there was an urgent need for 
a cafeteria to replace the inferior canteen.  

. . .  
He was offering his support to the committee’s calls for extra funding of more than $1 million for a 
canteen to be included on the school campus as part of the construction of the new Manjimup Primary 
school. 
The new school is expected to cost $6m.   

There have been changes in the budget for that school; that always happens.  If this project is delayed further, it 
will cost more.  We all know that is the case, but when the Government says that it cannot find any more money, 
it treats special education students like second-class citizens.  That is what this Government does down in 
Manjimup.  It is unacceptable, and the Government should take stock of itself. 
The minister has always been accommodating with meetings.  He visited the school at one stage.  I facilitated 
that ministerial visit.  It was done with great cooperation; the community accepted it.  However, this minister’s 
rhetoric does not match the facts.  Somehow or other the people of Western Australia need to be made aware that 
not everything this Government says is absolutely true.  The school situation in Manjimup has now been 
exacerbated by the closure of the Quinninup Primary School.  I understand an announcement was made today.  
The school at Quinninup, a lovely hamlet south east of Manjimup, has had low numbers for many years.  We 
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adopted the local area education planning process.  Everybody knew that the school would be closed at the end 
of the school year.  That was very sad, because it has been a focal point for not only people who have children at 
the school, but also the wider community.  Guess what this Government has done?  To save a few measly 
dollars, it will close that school in the middle of this term.  The Government wishes to save a few lousy pieces of 
silver, so it will be dislocating these children.  The community had been told that the LAEP process had been 
gone through and the school would close at the end of the year, but the Government has changed its mind and 
will close it now.  Of course, the Government will put in place some measures to assist the children to 
translocate to other schools, but would it not have been commonsense to close the school at the end of the school 
year?  Then they could have a nice big celebration and wish all the students well.  It is with some sadness that I 
tell the Parliament that that decision has been taken. 
The budget also contains $1.4 million for the extension of the Margaret River District Hospital.  The hospital is 
now about 10 years old and the allocation of funding is not before time.  The space has been critical.  This is the 
fifth budget to go past before this project has received some funds.  It has received $1.4 million out of a 
$2.96 billion budget.  I would have thought we could spend $3 million on a hospital in one financial year.  After 
all, we are talking about a hospital that serves not only a growing local population in the Margaret River area, 
but also a huge visitor population at various times during the year.  It is interesting to go to Margaret River on a 
weekend.  Even on a normal Sunday - not a holiday weekend - the place is bustling.  It is a booming town and it 
needs good health facilities.   
While I am on the health issue, I advise the House that this Saturday in Manjimup a health forum will be 
conducted to talk about the future of the health services in the district.  Members will have noticed that I have 
tabled petitions almost every day for the past two or three weeks, and the number of signatures is now 
approaching 3 000 from a small community such as Manjimup and surrounding districts - Pemberton and 
Northcliffe in particular.  Another 300 or 400 arrived today, and I am sure that people will continue to sign the 
petition, which calls for the restoration of health services in the Warren-Blackwood district.  Members must ask 
themselves why these people are signing this petition in such great numbers.  They are very concerned at the 
ongoing removal of services, and bed closures at the Warren District Hospital.  I remind members that in the 
1960s this was a 72-bed hospital.  Admittedly, 30 of those beds were used for nursing home type patients.  The 
previous Government built a nursing home to house those 30 nursing home patients.  One would have thought 
the hospital would be a 40-odd bed hospital.  It was redeveloped under the previous Government as a 36-bed 
hospital.  The number of beds was reduced to 30 beds, and currently there are just 22 operational beds.  From my 
discussions with health professionals in the south west, I understand that the number of beds available could be 
further reduced.   
Today, nurses at the Warren District Hospital went on strike for two hours to impress upon the South West Area 
Health Service and the Minister for Health that their working conditions and workloads are unbearable.  
Currently, 22 beds are used in the hospital.  The nurses are concerned that if further beds are required over the 
next few months in the winter period, their workloads will not comply with occupational safety and health 
guidelines.  The nurses’ union has expressed concern about it.  I have not heard about the outcome of that 
meeting.  I do not think it is draconian for the nurses to strike for two hours.  They are usually dedicated and go 
about their business and duties.  The service provided by the nurses - particularly in Manjimup - is absolutely 
outstanding.  The situation grieves me.  My grandson was born at the Warren District Hospital on Easter 
Saturday.  He is the third generation of our family to be born in that hospital.  I am grieved when I see beds 
being closed in this brand-new hospital that was redeveloped under the previous Government.  It has a state-of-
the-art birthing suite and operating theatre.  It is predicted that the operating theatre will close.  It is difficult 
enough to attract doctors to country towns, yet what will this Government do?  It will close the operating theatre.  
How many doctors will move to a rural town in which the operating theatre has been closed?   
In the meantime, the position of primary health manager has evaporated as the former primary health manager 
moved to Perth because of her husband’s career.  Primary health care includes physiotherapy, speech therapy, 
occupational therapy, and diabetes and podiatry services.  That hospital is deficient in most of those areas.  I told 
the Minister for Health in a grievance that 93-year-old matriarchs of our town must go to Bridgetown, which is 
30 kilometres away, to get their toenails cut.  That is not good.  Members know that the treatment of diabetics’ 
feet is of vital importance.   
The forum on Saturday is being facilitated by the Warren-Blackwood Economic Alliance, which is an apolitical 
body.  I will have my twopennyworth at the meeting.  The Opposition wants some guarantees and assurances 
from the Government that primary health services will be available in our towns and hospitals, whether it be 
Manjimup, Bridgetown, Pemberton, Nannup or the Northcliffe nursing post.  I want to know that hospital beds 
and an operating theatre will be made available so that the visiting surgeon can undertake operations of the sort 
that have occurred at the hospital for the past 50 to 70 years.  It is annoying to think that only a decade or so ago 
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there was a vibrant Silver Chain service, extended care service and a hospital community in which everybody 
worked together.  The town was well serviced.  The doctor at Pemberton is one of the senior psychiatrists in 
Western Australia and lectures at some of the State’s universities.  When he was the general practitioner and old 
Mr Brown or Mrs Brown needed a day off, he put them in the hospital.  The hospital was always full and the 
staff were always gainfully employed.  The hospital in Pemberton now has just two acute care patients and six 
nursing home patients.  This is a brand-new $7 million hospital and it has just one acute care patient and two 
nursing home patients at a cost of $1.2 million.  The South West Area Health Service was incapable of ensuring 
that the hospital was properly used.  The local GP is one of the best prosthetists - I have to say that carefully; it is 
lucky I did not have anything to drink at dinner - in Western Australia.  Why is that hospital not full of people 
recovering from limb injuries?   
I look forward to the forum on Saturday.  I have written to the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River and suggested 
that it facilitate a health forum to get some assurances from the Minister for Health.  The Minister for Health and 
the manager of the South West Area Health Service, Michael Moodie, who is well known to many people, have 
been advised of the forum.  We want to assure the people that proper health services will be provided so that the 
town is not further depopulated.   
I refer now to the budget of the Department of Agriculture.  I again express my concern that the Government’s 
rhetoric does not match the figures in the budget.  The Leader of the Opposition has already indicated that there 
are significant reductions in the budget.  The Economic and Fiscal Outlook tells me that there is a $4 million 
reduction in the Department of Agriculture budget.  It is looking at a three per cent reduction.  Food and fibre 
funds have been cut to the tune of $24 million, or 24 per cent, and biosecurity has been slashed by 21 per cent.  
The minister said something different.  The Acting Director of the Department of Agriculture sent a letter to the 
rural Press a couple of days ago regarding a report in The West Australian that the agriculture budget had not 
been reduced by 18 per cent.  The acting director indicated that the agriculture budget had increased by 
$7.8 million.  Obviously The West Australian had looked at the budget differently.  The budget provides 
$19.9 million in capital works for the agriculture budget, principally for the development of the Frank Wise 
Research Institute in Kununurra, which is welcome, and the replacement of the Perth office.  I suspect the 
agriculture budget has decreased significantly.  We will seek a briefing from the Minister for Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries to find out where the funds have gone.   
The acting director said that funding for animal biosecurity has increased and that $1.5 million has been 
allocated for the Frank Wise Research Institute.  He also said - 

I see this as a good outcome for the Department in 2004/05, particularly given the Government’s 
priorities of health, education and law and order.   

I do not know whether he wrote this.  He also said -  

That is not to say there aren’t big changes to occur in 2004/05, which will affect staff.  These will flow 
from the Functional Review Task Force (FRIT) outcomes - the development of shared corporate 
services with 21 other government agencies . . . 

The budget does not say a lot about the proposed new agricultural research unit that will be established at 
Murdoch University.  The Opposition will get to the bottom of these issues.  Again, it appears that the 
agriculture budget has been cut.  I notice with interest that the minister talked about some funds for wild dogs, 
yet when I go through the Agriculture Protection Board budget, I see that the estimated actual for 2003-04 was 
$2.409 million and the budget estimate for 2004-05 is $2.413 million.  That is a lousy increase of only $400 000.  
I do not know where the minister has got the figure of $1.4 million for dog control.  However, that is a step in the 
right direction.  Wild dogs in pastoral areas of this State are a serious issue.  However, they are not the only feral 
animal issue.  Feral pigs roam all over the lower south west.  They come out of crown land into crops.  Farmers 
have spent a lot of money to help the Department of Conservation and Land Management trap animals.  It is as 
simple at as that.   
In relation to the wild dog issue, some pastoralists who had 8 000 sheep mustered 4 000 sheep - 8 000 to 4 000.  
Some pastoralists are mustering a quarter of the lambs they expected to have.  They are making decisions to 
move away from growing sheep and going back to breeding  cattle.  That will not solve the problem.  These wild 
dogs have the capacity to hamstring and attack young calves and will continue to do so.  They are roaming as 
close as Westonia at the moment.  It is ridiculous that we no longer train doggers.  The old doggers were tough 
old people.  It costs money to put together a dogger and a vehicle.  It is ridiculous that regulations, rules and 
policies prevent pastoralists and doggers from pursuing wild dogs into crown land.  It is almost like the old days 
of the Texas rangers chasing crooks down to the Rio Grande; once they got across the Rio Grande, they were 
home free.  It is the same with these wild dogs; pastoralists are losing millions of dollars because of them.  The 
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Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is currently at Karridale - in the Karridale killing fields.  
The problems down there are an absolute disgrace; yet we allow wild dogs to kill thousands of sheep and other 
animals while this Government turns a blind eye.  It is basically just setting up another committee. 
I must admit that I am not proud of the previous Government’s role in amalgamating the budgets of the 
Agriculture Protection Board and the Department of Agriculture.  They should be discrete budgets and should be 
enhanced.  Certainly biosecurity is very important to this State; we will be in deep trouble if we allow it to slip.  I 
turn now to the issue of water. 
Mr P.B. Watson:  Would you like a glass of water, member? 
Mr P.D. OMODEI:  That would be a good idea actually, thanks. 
I note with interest that the capital works budget for the Water Corporation has gone down from $464 million in 
2003-04 to $356 million this year, $60 million of which I understand is debt-funded.  At a time when many 
people in Western Australia are concerned about water supplies and where our water comes from, the capital 
works budget for the Water Corporation has been reduced.  In the next financial year the corporation will spend 
a mere $44 million on the infill sewerage program.  That was an $800 million program and the largest 
government-run infrastructure project ever undertaken by this State.  A further $174 million was to be spent 
before the program was completed.  We know why that has been reduced: it was not this Government’s idea.  
The infill sewerage program is probably one of the most environmentally friendly projects of a capital works 
nature that a Government could undertake, but because it was not the Labor Party’s idea, it was decided to spin 
out the project until 2008-09.  That will do a number of things.  Firstly, 14 000 blocks in Perth will continue to 
be unsewered, which means sewage will continue to go into the ground water and the river system.  The people 
of Western Australia value the beautiful Swan River.  What is the Government doing to fix it?  It is delaying the 
project.  In addition to that, in a number of small towns in Western Australia infill sewerage has been connected, 
with a package plant in the main street and probably one other street.  To recover their funds, therefore, the 
Water Corporation charges the consumer - the person who is compelled to connect to the sewerage scheme - the 
maximum it can charge of 12c in the dollar on the gross rental value.  All the small country towns in rural 
Western Australia are, therefore, penalised because the Government has not expanded the project enough to 
make it viable. 
I will give a good example that I have mentioned before in this place.  Compare a business such as, say, a 
Beaurepaires tyre business in Bridgetown that has a GRV of $300 000, with a Beaurepaires business in 
downtown Bayswater or Bassendean that has exactly the same valuation.  One is charged 12c in the dollar on the 
GRV and the other is charged 2c or 3c in the dollar.  The reason is that in the metropolitan area, or in a major 
regional centre, there is critical mass and, therefore, the corporation is able to recover sufficient funds to begin to 
repay the cost of running the sewerage scheme.  In rural Western Australia people are being penalised.  These 
people are obviously getting a service, in that the sewage is pumped to the package plant, treated and returned to 
the environment in a clean fashion.  However, in the meantime they are being penalised financially and the rest 
of the community, which is not connected, is also being penalised.  Again, there is a law for people in the city 
and large regional centres, and the rest of the hinterland - the other part of the 2.5 million square kilometres - is 
treated in a different way. 
I cannot see anything on water resources in the budget about the Yarragadee aquifer.  I implore the Government 
to look carefully at this issue.  Every single local government in the south west is opposed to abstracting water 
from the Yarragadee formation and sending it to Perth.  They believe that not enough careful consideration has 
been given to the environmental impacts of the abstraction and future use of water on the south west for food 
production etc.  An amount of 45 gigalitres will not solve the State’s water supply problems.  It will be only a 
stopgap measure anyway.  If members take a little trip to Carabooda and those places in the member for 
Wanneroo’s electorate that produce about $100 million-worth of horticulture products, they will find the water 
table has dropped by about 10 metres.  Farmers in that area now have to put down hole pumps rather than 
centrifugal pumps.  The water table has dropped partly because of less rainfall, but the majority of the reason is 
that the Water Corporation itself is taking out the water, not the farmers.  The Water Corporation has had to 
close down more than 40 bores in the northern suburbs, because they were contaminated by salt and brackish 
water.  It closed them down on a precautionary basis because trees were starting to die.  There are, therefore, 
major issues to be dealt with.  This Government will do exactly the same thing to the south west with the 
southern Yarragadee.   
The Scott River action group has come up with a range of crops.  Almost anything can be grown there.  People 
have been trialling wheat, there is an opportunity to grow hemp, and potatoes are being grown there at the 
moment.  Potato seed, which is exported to Indonesia, is growing appreciably - that is, if the wild pigs do not get 
them.  Cauliflowers and carrots are being grown in the Scott River plain and there is also dairy production.  
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Three of the biggest dairies in Western Australia exist on the Scott River plain.  What does the Government 
think will happen to them if we take drinking water out of the Yarragadee?  So many conditions will be placed 
on those people that they will disappear.  Where will we go then for our vegetable and milk production that 
makes us competitive with the rest of the world?   

There are some funds in the budget for the Collie catchment that match the National Action Plan for Salinity and 
Water Quality.  The proposal that the Government is considering to put Collie east water into mine voids is 
fraught with danger.  I believe that the Environmental Protection Authority should look very closely at that 
project.  It would be better to divert that water down the scarp, and put it into one of the irrigation channels and 
out into the ocean rather than into mine voids.  If it diverted the Collie east creek and took it out of the 
Wellington Dam, a range of things could be done with that Wellington Dam water.  Certainly the farmers group 
at Harvey is doing a very good job.  Their advice should be sought.  Many of those people have been farming in 
that area for decades and have an excellent knowledge of not only the dams, but also the use of the water, 
whether the water should be piped and so on.  There are great savings to be made by piping more of the 
irrigation water, rather than using the old channels that are very inefficient.   

Finally, in my last five minutes I will focus on something that may be of interest to the Minister for State 
Development.  Members may have noticed in recent days the collapse of Old Valley Pty Ltd at Manjimup.  Old 
Valley is a vegetable and fruit processing facility at Manjimup, Donnybrook and Canning Vale, and it also 
contains the Bulmers apple juice factory.  Old Valley has been placed under administration.  That does not 
necessarily mean that the company will collapse, but it will leave significant debts in excess of $8 million.  I 
understand the debts of many of the unsecured creditors, who are farmers, cauliflower producers, apple 
producers and transporters, are approaching $3 million.  Earlier, I discussed this matter with the minister.  The 
secured creditors are the banks, Craig Mostyn, Old Valley’s company, and the State Government.  When the 
Manjimup Apple Export Syndicate failed due to lack of finance, it was taken over by Westcorp and QA Pty Ltd, 
a combination created under the Old Valley name.  Once Westcorp received a grant from the Government of 
$670 000, it then sold out to Old Valley.  We need to take a very good look at how the moneys were spent within 
that company.  My request to the minister - I discussed it with the administrator today and I expect the minister 
will receive a letter from the administrator - is that the Government waive its secured creditor status for the 
$670 000 and allow those funds to be distributed to unsecured creditors.  If we do not do that and the company 
has to go into receivership down the track, it will be another disaster for Manjimup.  The Manjimup Apple 
Export Syndicate was running well.  It won three or four state awards for innovation and export performance 
over quite a period.  Like many companies that grow exponentially, the capital has to be poured in to keep it 
growing.  One of the ventures it undertook was to buy the Simplot site, which was the old Manjimup canning 
company site, for $2 million.  It had been take over by Edgells and then Simplot.  I believe that that $2 million 
caused the collapse of MAES, which had gone to the Government asking for $600 000.  When MAES collapsed, 
it left $1.5 million of unsecured creditors in the Manjimup district.  That could all have been saved by the 
Government buying back Simplot, rather than allowing the company to collapse.  Once the company collapsed 
and the new owners came in, the Government gave it $670 000 to buy the business, and now that same company 
at the same premises is in financial difficulty yet again.  It is incumbent on the Government and the minister in 
particular to examine that situation very thoroughly to see whether there has been any mismanagement.  
Certainly, there is no doubt that the Australian dollar and the exchange rate caused difficulties as far as 
cauliflowers are concerned.  The influx of the Chinese cauliflower into the Asian market has certainly caused 
that industry to be unviable, so others markets need to be considered.  The Pink Lady apple program is still a 
viable enterprise.  I am encouraging farmers to continue to trade with the administrator to trade out, but it is 
incumbent upon the Government, given the history of that site and vegetable and fruit processing in Manjimup, 
to look carefully at shifting the secured creditor status of that $670 000.   

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys) [9.35 pm]:  I will be covering in my speech areas within my shadow portfolios 
of tourism and seniors.  I will be highlighting to the House this disgraceful insult of cuts in funding to not only 
the tourism industry, but also the very valued seniors in our society.  

Before I get to those areas, I want to bring to the attention of the House something that concerns me greatly in a 
general sense about the Gallop Labor Government.  I am sure members recall, during the 1993 election 
campaign, the desperate bid by the then Carmen Lawrence Government to keep in Parliament her two marginal-
seat colleagues, namely, Pam Beggs and Jacqui Watkins.  Some members may recall the infamous sausage sizzle 
affair of that time.  In case they do not remember it, I will remind them.  The two candidates, Jacqui Watkins and 
Pam Beggs, decided to buy some votes by laying on a free sausage sizzle and inviting anybody in their 
electorates to come along and enjoy a sausage sizzle with them.  However, that was against the electoral law, as I 
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am sure you, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr D.A. Templeman), would know only too well.  It was certainly a very 
questionable action at the time and totally against the Electoral Act.   

Last Friday, the Joondalup Times was delivered to my house, which is situated in the new electorate of 
Joondalup.  I now live about 100 metres outside my new electorate of Hillarys because of the redrawing of the 
boundary, which goes down some roads and around others and creates a strange sort of delineation to the 
southern end of the seat of Joondalup and the northern end of the seat of Hillarys.  As a resident of the new 
electorate of Joondalup, an invitation was delivered to me with the Joondalup Times, together with other items 
that go into it as part of a delivery service.  They have nothing to do with the newspaper, except that it charges 
people for delivery of items of correspondence or advertising about the cheapest meat a person can buy in Coles 
or Woolworths supermarkets and so on.  Amongst the literature that was sent to my house was an invitation from 
the Premier, printed on glossy paper with a lovely picture of the Premier and the Government of Western 
Australia logo on it.  It states at the top of the invitation - 

“The Gallop Government - listening to you!” 

Invitation from the Premier.   

It is rather a nice invitation.  I thought that a bit of money had been spent on it and that the Premier must really 
want me to respond to this invitation.  I will read it out because it is important that the House know what it says -  

Dear Resident of the electorate of Joondalup 

I am writing to invite you to a community event on Sunday, 16 May 2004.   

On that day Ministers Eric Ripper, Kim Chance, Jim McGinty, Sheila McHale and John Kobelke will 
be visiting the Joondalup electorate as part of our ongoing commitment to involve local communities in 
the Government’s decision making process.   

We will be holding an informal afternoon tea to give local residents the opportunity to meet with us to 
discuss any matters of concern.   

The afternoon tea will be held at: 

It goes on to mention the Arena Joondalup and other details and then states - 

If you would like to attend, please contact Donna Plummer . . .  

I wonder who Donna Plummer is?  I suggest she is probably someone connected with the Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet.  We do not know who she is but we will have to find out.  It continues - 

. . . by 4pm Thursday, . . .  Your RSVP is essential! 

We look forward to seeing you there.   

I will tell the people of Joondalup not to be conned by a cuppa because they are not getting it for free; they are 
paying for it!  This is a blatant con by the Government during an election year.  It will spend taxpayers’ money 
on giving out what it is trying to imply will be a free cup of tea and a bit of cake.  Nothing could be further from 
the truth, because taxpayers are paying for this.  I wonder how many marginal Labor electorates will receive 
these invitations.  I wonder if yours will, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr D.A. Templeman).  I wonder whether the 
electorate of Hillarys will get invitations.  It will be interesting if it does.  If it does, I will not condone it but will 
condemn it.  I suspect that these invitations will go mainly to marginal Labor seats.   

We should look at the cost of this.  There is the cost of printing and putting together the invitation for a start, 
which was done by someone employed in the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.  Is it a civil servant or a 
public servant who is putting out this political propaganda?  There is also the cost of printing the invitation.  It 
has been printed in colour.  It is not a cheap black and white job.  It has a picture of a smiling Premier on it.  An 
invitation is going to every person in the electorate of Joondalup.  There is the cost of actually putting it together, 
the cost of printing it and then the cost of delivering it.  It is not cheap.  I will ask the Premier whether I will be 
invited and whether I will be able to speak to the assembled gathering.  It will be interesting to hear his response.  
There are those three costs, and then there is the cost of actually hiring Arena Joondalup.  I assume the 
Government would have to hire it and could not get it for nothing, just because it is the Government.  There will 
be a cost involved in that.  There will be a cost in supplying the tea, cakes, bickies and all the other nice things.  
There will also be the cost of the ministers travelling there and of their drivers’ time.  I estimate that it will cost a 
minimum - I am being generous here - of $5 000 to hold this function.  The cost of delivery would probably be 
about $700 or $800.  It would not be far off $1 000.  The cost of printing would probably be about the same.  We 
are up to about $1 500 to $2 000.  Then there is the cost of sending the ministers there and the cost of the time of 
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the person who put this invitation together.  It cannot be much short of $5 000.  I wonder whether my good 
friend and colleague the member for Wanneroo has had such an event in her electorate.   

Mrs D.J. Guise:  I don’t think so. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I bet she will.  I am sure such a thing is planned.   

Mrs D.J. Guise:  You think I could have one as well, do you?   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  You are guaranteed to have one. 

Mr C.M. Brown:  You had a lot in Ballajura when you held Ballajura.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  When regional cabinet meetings are held, I completely accept that members of the public 
will be invited to attend a reception by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.  Those who are invited to 
attend are community people who volunteer to do things.  There is nothing wrong with that.  We did that in 
government and the Labor Party does that in government.  I do not have a problem with that, because the 
Government is giving back something to those people in the community who volunteer to do vital things.  The 
work they do often provides a saving to the taxpayer and the community.  This is nothing like that.  This is an 
afternoon tea with the Premier and half a dozen ministers.  It is a blatant con job.  We are going back to the WA 
Inc years when this sort of thing was rife.  This Premier said he would not behave like that.  He said he would be 
above that sort of thing.  He was going to have the most open and accountable Government; a Government of 
integrity.  I am afraid he falls short on all those things.   

Mrs D.J. Guise:  Putting a flier in the Joondalup Times is being pretty open and accountable.  You can’t get 
much more open than that.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I outline to my good friend the member for Wanneroo that the Premier is not being honest; 
he is not telling the people whom he is inviting that they can come along and have a cup of tea but that they will 
have to pay for it.  Of course they will pay for it; taxpayers will pay for it!  The number of electors of the 
Joondalup electorate would be somewhere in the region of 25 000.  That figure could probably be doubled to 
determine the population of the electorate.  There are probably around 45 000 people in the electorate of 
Joondalup, including children.  What happens if they all go along?  A lot of people may see this invitation and 
say, “There will be a free afternoon tea.  That sounds lovely.  We will not have to have tea that afternoon, 
because we can go to this.  The Premier is giving it away for nothing.”  They will not stop and think that they 
will be paying for it.  That is the con.  That is where he is not being honest, open and accountable in the slightest.  
It is an absolute disgrace.  I will wait to see what other marginal Labor seats will be sent such invitations.  I am 
sure the seat of Wanneroo will.  I am sure that there will be such an event in the seat of Mindarie.  Once the 
missing member for Innaloo is preselected for the seat of Mindarie, I am sure he will have one of those 
functions.  I am sure the members for Collie and Bunbury will.  The Premier was in Geraldton on Sunday.  I 
wonder whether one of these afternoon tea functions was held in Geraldton.  Do any members opposite know?  
They will not say.  Was the Minister for State Development in Geraldton on Sunday?   

Mr C.M. Brown:  No.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  He was not.  He will also not be at the function in Joondalup.  He is out of favour.  He has 
a fairly safe seat, so he does not need to be there.  Some of these other ministers - 

Mr C.M. Brown:  I am not sure what my attendance at Joondalup would do for my own seat.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I think it is being held to try to help the member for Joondalup win his seat.  That is the 
purpose behind it.  I will tell the people of Joondalup that they should not be conned just for a cuppa.  That is 
quite a good little quip; I just thought of that.  They should not be conned for a cuppa, because that is what the 
Premier is trying to do.  Members should make no mistake about it; we will tell the people of Joondalup that they 
are being conned.   

Mr C.M. Brown:  The coalition never did that!   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  No, we did not.  We are not that low.  Enough money has been spent on advertising this 
budget, yet we now see another example of typical politicking using taxpayers’ funds.  I wanted to bring that 
matter to the attention of the House, because it is very important.  People who live in the Joondalup electorate 
and others - the taxpayers of Western Australia - will be very unhappy when they find out that that is how their 
taxes are being spent.   

I turn to tourism.  The Premier of this State and the Minister for Tourism are about as welcome within the 
tourism industry as an acute touch of flatulence in a spacesuit.  They have let down the thousands of people who 
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work in the tourism industry.  We have heard nothing but rhetoric.  I have attended quite a few of the functions 
at which the Premier and the Minister for Tourism have been present.  They have had a lot to say.  They drew in 
the tourism industry and actually made it think that it would get somewhere; that this Labor Government was 
serious and understood the importance of the tourism industry.  The tourism industry was looking forward to an 
increase.  I know that for a fact.  What did it get?  It got a cut.  That was an insult to a number of people.  The 
Tourism Council Western Australia released a media statement headed “Gallop Budget Savages Tourism”.  It 
has savaged tourism.  The release states -  

The Gallop Government’s 4th budget has clearly demonstrated the Government’s hypocritical attitude to 
Tourism with a reduction of $1.3-million in tourism funding.   

Funding to the WA Tourism Commission from the Government in this budget amounts to $39.378-
million dollars, down from $39.488-million last year.   

Factoring in inflation, the government’s actual investment in an industry that generated $3.6-billion 
dollars in 2001/2002* is a mere $38.078-million.   

That is what it thinks of this budget.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  Do you know what the Premier will do?  He will get up and try to take credit for the convention 
centre.  That is his contribution to tourism over the year.  You can just see that coming, can’t you? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Yes.  He is good at cutting ribbons.  One of the biggest critics of the convention centre -  

Mr J.L. Bradshaw:  All Labor did was knock it when we were doing it. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Absolutely. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  You wait for the opening.  There’ll be more than a cuppa at the opening.  He’ll be patting 
himself on the back for a Liberal initiative. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Absolutely.  There will be champagne, and he will try to make out that it is a Gallop Labor 
government initiative.  However, I am hopeful that the people of Western Australia will remember - 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  Do you reckon we’ll get invited?  I doubt it.  We usually don’t. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  One would think that the Leader of the Opposition would be invited and that I, as shadow 
Minister for Tourism, would be invited.  However, I do not think we will be.  This will be a stunt put on by the 
Gallop Labor Government.  It will not be put on by the tourism industry, the Tourism Council Western Australia, 
the Australian Hotels Association or anything like that, which are very fair and even handed.  This will be a stunt 
worked out by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet’s Government Media Office.  The Premier will have 
his spin doctors working overtime to try to somehow convince people in Western Australia that this Government 
is responsible for that convention centre.  The convention centre will be beautiful when it is built.  It is almost 
finished now.  However, it was started under our Government. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  I hope the Premier asks the Governor to open it.  I hope the Premier is not so brash as to open it 
himself.  I hope he has the dignity to ask the Governor, because it is a project that the Labor Government had 
nothing to do with. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I say to the Leader of the Opposition that I think we will see pigs flying before we see that 
sort of thing happen.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  I do not think he will be non-partisan. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I do not think he will be.  I do not think the Premier of this State will do that.  I believe he 
will have his spin doctors working overtime to try to make himself look good.   

I will quote another couple of things in the press release from the Tourism Council.  It states - 

“It’s quite obvious that Gallop and his government don’t mean a word of it and the 72,000 people who 
derive their livelihood from tourism will never believe a word he says about tourism again”. 

What an indictment when a very important body such as the Tourism Council Western Australia - 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  It was seen to be the second economic front, wasn’t it? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  That is right.  I was going to say that.  The Premier said in a keynote address that he gave 
to the tourism industry that it was the second front in economic industries.  I believe it is.  When all the gas is 
gone, tourism will still be there.  After Gorgon, or whatever, tourism will still be there.  This State has some 
fantastic things to offer people.  However, if they are not advertised and promoted, people do not know it has 
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them.  A friend of mine told me recently that one of the most popular women’s magazines in England contained 
some pages on tourism ideas to encourage people to go to Australia.  Let me say that it is a beautiful country - 
the best country in the world.  However, do members know that the only State that was not mentioned in that 
magazine was Western Australia?  I could not believe it.  The Government has spent $25 000 on advertising on a 
digital sign on Mounts Bay Road about how many bookings the convention centre has had, which does not mean 
a thing to the motorists of Perth, yet it has closed the tourism offices in Singapore and Malaysia, and it has also 
closed the tourism office in Sydney, New South Wales.  It obviously does not think it is important to get people 
from overseas or interstate to come to Western Australia.  I believe it is essential.  If the State does not advertise 
its goods, it will not sell anything.  Why do you think, Mr Acting Speaker, the massive supermarket stores 
advertise all their goods every week?  They spend millions and millions on advertising.  Why do they do it?  It is 
because they want to sell the goods in their stores.   

We have a penny-pinching, mean-spirited Government that has cut the funding for tourism promotion.  Let me 
tell the House what it has cut it by.  It is quite frightening.  Industry development has been cut by 18 per cent.  
Visitor servicing has been cut by 14.9 per cent.  Destination marketing, which I would have thought is absolutely 
essential to this State in tourism terms, has been cut by $1.5 million.  Therefore, I ask, Mr Acting Speaker, if you 
were in the tourism industry, what would you think about this Government and about the Minister for Tourism?  
People do not have a good word to say about the Minister for Tourism now.  I was a bit worried, because just 
before Christmas I went to some functions and people said, “Bob Kucera, the minister, seems to be quite a good 
bloke.  He’s on side.  He’s doing a good job.”  I will tell the House something: what they are saying today is a 
different story.  I think the minister is right off the Christmas card and the Christmas function list of anybody in 
the tourism industry.  They do not have a good word to say about him now, because they know that all that he 
came out with was a load of rhetoric.  He is very good at that.  It must be from his past experience during his 
years as a police officer.  He has plenty to say but there is not a lot of action.  That is what people are saying 
now: this Government has plenty to say, but there is not a lot of action.  It is absolutely disgraceful. 

The Premier was asked a question on a radio program this morning.  I promise the House that it was not a plant.  
I was not Wendy of Wembley who used to phone the radio talkback programs asking questions.  I was not that 
person, nor was the person who phoned today.  I was quite amazed.  I was driving into Parliament this morning 
when I heard it.  The person came from Marmion, I think.  I did not recognise the gentleman’s name.  He was a 
bit aghast at the cuts in tourism funding.  He asked, “What are you going to do about it, Premier?  You’ve cut the 
budget, from what I can see.”  He had obviously read the Sunday Times article by Grahame Armstrong in which 
the Minister for Tourism criticised me for the comments I had made.  That is fine.  He does nothing but criticise 
me.  I have become used to it.  It is water off a duck’s back to me.  However, this gentleman who telephoned the 
program was very concerned about the cuts in tourism.  He said something along the lines that if the Government 
cuts funding, the tourists will not come to Western Australia.  He could see the importance of maintaining a good 
tourism industry.  The tourism industry is the second largest employing group in Western Australia.  The latest 
figure is 72 000 jobs.  One figure I saw about six months or a year ago was 80 000 jobs.  I wonder whether the 
number of jobs is going down.  If it is, I suggest that the industrial relations legislation is probably forcing some 
people in the industry to cut some of its staff.  They will be cutting more staff now.   

However, the Premier’s reply was interesting, because all the Premier could do was come out with the same sort 
of rhetoric that he normally comes out with.  Then he started to talk about the things he had done.  He said that 
millions and millions of dollars from the regional development fund were being spent on tourism projects.  
Absolute balderdash!  We know that a tiny percentage of the regional development fund is spent on tourism 
projects.  We know that the rest of the money is spent on a lot of other issues, which it probably should be spent 
on; I accept that.  However, he went on to say that he had lined up the deal for Emirates airlines to fly into Perth, 
and that would obviously increase tourism.  I have news for you, Mr Speaker, for the minister and for the 
Premier.  As much as I appreciate and endorse Emirates flying into Perth - I believe it is good because it creates 
more competition - it will not increase tourism at all.  If people talk to the airlines, they will find that the same 
people who are coming from Europe, and predominantly from the United Kingdom, on Emirates were carried by 
Qantas Airways, British Airways, Singapore Airlines or Malaysia Airlines in the past.   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  That’s rubbish! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The minister says it is rubbish. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  That is rubbish. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  How many tourists are we getting from the United Arab Emirates, my friend?   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The reason we don’t get people is that we don’t have enough airline flights.  There are not 
enough seats.  It just goes to show your ignorance of the industry. 
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Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The minister knows nothing.  He made an absolute mess of health, and now people accept 
that he is making a mess of tourism.   

Mr J.J.M. Bowler:  How many seats are there?  You tell us. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The member can tell us how many tourists come from the Emirates - I mean from the -  

Mr R.C. Kucera:  You don’t even know where they come from. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I do.  They do not actually come from the United Arab Emirates.  I will tell the minister 
where they come from.  I have travelled on the airline, my friend.  Has the minister?  Has the minister travelled 
on Emirates?  No, he has not.  The minister went to Wales not so long ago.  He went around the UK and Europe.  
He is a frequent traveller to Lombok.  That is where he goes.  That is where he went for quite a few years when 
he was a police officer. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  I did go to Lombok. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I know he did.  We know people who know he did. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Do you want to make something of it?  The member has been trying for the past two years. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I know a few things. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Say it; tell me.  Let us all in on your little secrets.  We will talk about your property deals. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  What property deals? 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The same ones you won’t talk about. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The member is talking about my property deals?  I did not know I had any property deals. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Tell me why the 16 additional flights from Emirates brings in more people? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The number of passengers travelling on the other airlines has gone down. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  You are an apology for the industry! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I like stirring up the minister because when I touch a raw nerve he gets a bit excited.  He 
then starts to try to verbal me.  That is fine; we know he is a past master at that sort of thing! 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The Blackpool boy!  Did you bring a stick of rock back this time? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The minister holidays in Lombok; it is where he spends most of his holidays.  There is a 
story behind that. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Tell us about it.  What about your property deals? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  All in the fullness of time.  The minister does not have a clue where the tourists who fly 
Emirates come from.  I can tell him because I have spoken to the other airlines.  The passengers are people who 
used to travel on the other airlines.  They come predominantly from the UK and other European cities.  It suits 
them to travel with Emirates.  The airline has been offering special deals.  We are not getting tourists who are 
residents of Dubai.   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The member does not even know where the airline comes from.   

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Dubai.  Does the minister know where they come from?  I have travelled on the airline. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Did you bring back your stick of rock? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Stick of rock?  Is that the best the minister can do? 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The Blackpool kid! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The Lombok kid!  The minister should keep his holidays going.  He knows all about cheap 
holidays. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Very cheap. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Yes, very cheap so I heard. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Do you want to make something of it?  What are you insinuating? 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members!  I know that the members are having a great time across the Chamber but I do 
not know whether it has anything to do with the budget.  I suggest that members should not call each other by 
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various names.  Both members are inflicting the House with their versions of what they should call each other.  I 
suggest they comply with the standing orders.  The member should continue with his budget speech. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I thank Mr Speaker most sincerely. 

Mr R.C. Kucera interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The minister interjected once again, Mr Speaker.  I thought I should point it out. 

The SPEAKER:  There is no need to point it out. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Obviously, Mr Speaker heard it. 

I have obviously touched a raw nerve with the minister.  The tourism industry has lost faith completely in the 
Premier and the minister.  They are the people who normally attend all the tourism functions.  They have 
intimated, I suggest, that they would help look after the industry.  We have seen that it has not happened.  We 
have seen the disastrous effect of the budget on Rottnest Island, as one example of tourism.  I can remember 
when the minister talked about the Rottnest Island task force back in early December.  I said, not another task 
force, committee, commission or inquiry.  As my good friend and colleague the member for Moore said before, 
we have had more summits than the Himalayas!  That has happened under this Government.  At the time, the 
minister said we would receive the report within three months.  I told him that April must be at least four months 
from December.  He accepted that it would be April.  I guaranteed him that the House would not see the report 
before April.  He virtually guaranteed that we would.  What is today’s date?  It is 11 May.  We still have not seen 
the report.  I wonder whether the minister has the report and he is just not telling us about it.  I am a bit 
suspicious, particularly with this minister.  Is he telling us the full story?  It would be interesting to know 
whether he has received the report.  If he has not, he would most certainly have a draft copy.  He will know 
exactly what will be in the report.  People on the committee will tell him what will be in the report.  He has one 
of his parliamentary colleagues on the committee.  He also has members of his ministerial staff on the task force.  
He knows exactly what the task force will recommend.  There may be a delay, to let the budget period pass.  The 
report may get buried because the task force may suggest that a lot of money needs to be spent on Rottnest 
Island.  I wonder whether the minister has it in mind to sell Rottnest?  Does the Government not want to spend 
any more money?  Does it want to privatise it?  He previously said he would not have a bar of that and would not 
privatise anything on Rottnest.  We have seen the backflips of this Government many times.  With the number of 
backflips it performs, government members must be very giddy by the end of the week.  I suggest that it is the 
same case today.  I wait with great interest to see what the task force comes up with.  We know for a fact that, 
whatever it says, it is not covered in the budget.  There is a cut in funding for Rottnest, which goes completely 
against what the Auditor General said.  There we go.  This is a Government full of rhetoric and no action at all.  
However, we have seen that before so many times.  There are many things that I want to say on tourism but time 
is limited.  I want to spend some time on my other shadow portfolio of seniors.  I will return to tourism later.  I 
will say one last thing.  I quoted the percentage cuts in funding.  Destination marketing is reduced by 
$1.5 million; it is in the budget papers.  We should be telling people internationally and domestically what a 
wonderful place Western Australia is to visit.  We want people to stay and spend some time in this State.  We 
desperately need those people to come because we want to grow the industry, as do the people in it.  It is an 
enthusiastic industry.  The people in it put their money where their mouth is.  They spend their hard earned cash 
and savings.  The overwhelming majority of people involved in the tourism industry are nearly all small 
businesspeople; they are not big corporations.  This is how the Government is treating them.  I am sure my 
colleague the Deputy Leader of the Opposition will have something to say about the efforts of the minister and 
how he deals with small business.  I tell members that it will not be a very pleasant story.  I will not steal his 
thunder because it is important that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition deal with that aspect. 

Let us turn to seniors.  I have a genuine concern about seniors.  The minister announced on 18 April this year a 
$3.1 million package of initiatives in this year’s state budget that was to be funded over four years.  We cannot 
find it in the budget.  I am interested to find out from the minister where it is.  As far as seniors are concerned, 
under the third output, positive ageing policy, funding for the coming year has increased by a modest $42 000.  
We know that the number of seniors in society is increasing, and in years to come the growth will be enormous.  
In about 30 years there will be more retired people than people in the workforce.  That is pretty staggering.  This 
Government should be putting in place something that will help people in their senior years.  Total funding is 
$1.647 million for next year, and probably about $1 million of that money will be spent on the full-time 
equivalent staff.  This raises the question of how the Government will implement its active ageing strategy 
initiatives without additional funding.  I will wait to hear from the minister how she will do this.  Maybe she has 
a magician’s hat and can pull things out of it.  Only three weeks ago the minister announced an extra 
$3.1 million for a package of initiatives stemming from the active ageing strategy, but all we can find is $42 000.  
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There is something wrong somewhere.  This strategy that the minister goes on about was several years in the 
making and the minister was very big on the propaganda surrounding its development.  However, now that it is 
time to put up the money, it is not there.  Where is the $3.1 million?  I want to know the answer to this from the 
minister and the Treasurer.  Has it gone into offering people free afternoon tea in Joondalup?  The taxpayers are 
funding that, so has it gone there?  Funding is being cut in some areas but money is being spent on promoting the 
Premier and some of his ministers at these afternoon teas in Labor marginal seats.  The seniors will be very cross 
about that.  I promise members that they will hear about it.  I wonder whether we will be told that the money is 
in the Homeswest budget, or that of some other agency.  These ministers are very good at making these 
announcements.  However, when I try to find the funding in their budget areas, it is not there.  They then say that 
it is in another agency.  The minister is in charge of the money but it is in another agency under another minister.  
It is a case of the quickness of the hand deceiving the eye, as with those people who stand on the street corner 
with the box and three cards challenging people to try to find the lady.  No-one can ever find her, and we cannot 
find this funding anywhere.  I hope that the minister will tell us in the estimates committee next week where that 
$3.1 million is to be found.  I am sure we will get some sort of fanciful story. 

Labor has dudded our seniors in this budget, and seniors will not forget it.  They are looking for some fairness 
and equity.  They are looking for some support from the Government, not handouts.  This is the Government that 
wanted to stop funding for seniors’ exercise classes, which were keeping them fit and out of hospital.  The 
Government wanted to stop that funding.  The active seniors who are keeping fit by doing these classes are not 
going to hospital.  We must be saving a fortune, because once they get into hospital it costs a lot of money to 
have them there.  The Government tries to cut so many important little areas.  This is not a big area, I accept that, 
but it is an important little area in the budget.  Fortunately, the present Minister for Health saw the error of his 
ways in cutting some of these programs and changed his mind.  I think people persuaded him of the benefits of 
supporting our seniors to keep fit and stay out of hospital, and make a contribution to society.  It is not only a 
question of keeping fit for the seniors in these classes.  It is also very much a social occasion for them.  For some 
of them it may be the one outing a week in which they can meet new people and make new friends with whom 
they can do other social things outside the classes.  That is fantastic.  We should be supporting our seniors every 
step of the way.  We should not in any way dud them.  However, I am afraid that is what the seniors in Western 
Australia feel this Government has done.   

I am a little surprised at another item of expenditure.  Although the positive ageing program will be allocated 
only $1.6 million, the women’s policy and progress output will be allocated $2.2 million to run policies on 
sexism.  I do not begrudge the women’s policy unit that money.  However, it is amazing, and may be considered 
a bit sexist in some ways.  Although the Government has cut the funding for the seniors positive ageing policy 
and has reduced the help that it should be giving to a much larger group of people in the community, because it 
includes both men and women, it is happy to spend more than $2 million to run policies on sexism.  That is an 
absolute disgrace.   

Ms M.M. Quirk:  There are not as many women in the Liberal Party as in the Labor Party. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I can tell the member that the women in the Liberal Party would welcome more money 
being spent on helping the seniors in our society, rather than on some sexist policies in the women’s policy unit.  
What absolute balderdash!  Where is this Government going?  I look forward very much to the estimates 
committee hearings next week.  I will certainly give the Minister for Tourism a hard time, because I again doubt 
whether I will get any answers from him.  

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Like a wet lettuce!  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I wonder whether, if the Labor Party is lucky enough to win the next election, the Minister 
for Tourism will be a minister in that Government.  I do not think he will.  He is on a downward track at the 
moment.  I know that Caucus and the different factions in Caucus decide who the ministers shall be, but the fact 
is that the minister has messed up health, tourism and small business.  There is not much more he can mess up.  
Therefore, I will be very surprised if he is a minister in any future Labor Government.  I suggest the minister 
make the most of it for the next 10 months, or perhaps less, and enjoy the use of his ministerial car, the 
government jet and all the other perks that I am sure he is into up to his armpits, because I do not think he will be 
able to enjoy them after the next election.  The budget estimates committee will be a very interesting process, 
because of the questions that we will be asking, and the answers, which will need to be truthful.  Often the 
answers come via the heads of department or the advisers, because the minister does not know them all.  I hope 
we will get some answers from the ministers.  It will be a refreshing change in this Chamber to get answers from 
the Minister for Tourism, and, indeed, the Minister for Community Development, Women’s Interests, Seniors 
and Youth.  Tourism and seniors are the two areas in which I will be most interested in the budget estimates.  
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MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah) [10.19 pm]:  I am very pleased to make some comments on the 
appropriation Bills.  The budget that was brought down by the Treasurer last Thursday has delivered huge 
benefits to all Western Australians.  I will refer to a couple of issues and items from the budget that will affect 
my electorate of Mandurah and the Peel region.  It is important that the House understands the tremendous 
growth that has occurred in the Peel region over the past decade.  It is the fastest growing region in Western 
Australia.  The city of Mandurah has seen unprecedented growth.  This budget and future budgets that will be 
presented to this House must take into account the tremendous growth that is occurring in the whole of the 
southern corridor and, indeed, the Peel region.   

I will focus on a couple of key areas, including the key area of health care.  I am pleased that the budget allocates 
more than $5.4 million for health care in the region.  That includes $2 million for the construction of the first 
stage of the community health building at the Peel Health Campus.  The community health building will be 
constructed by this Government.  The Government has committed $2 million for the project in this budget, but 
the total cost of the project will be $3.8 million.  A new health facility will be constructed at the Peel Health 
Campus.  The current premises, which is in Ormsby Terrace in Mandurah, will be vested in the council for 
community purposes.  That is very important.  The community was involved in helping to build the community 
health building some decades ago.  When the building will no longer be used for health care purposes, it will be 
returned to the community that built it.  The City of Mandurah, in which it will be vested, will use the building 
for community purposes.  That is what the Government wants and is committed to doing.   

The expansion of the Peel Health Campus under this Government is in addition to the expansion of the renal 
unit, which has already taken place.  It has been expanded to accommodate the large number of people who need 
renal dialysis treatment.  The oncology and day-care services have been expanded.  That means that people in 
Mandurah who need day surgery and oncology services and treatment are being treated at the expanded unit.  
That is a tremendous achievement by the Gallop Labor Government.   

I also highlight the need for mental health services to be improved in Mandurah and the region.  A number of 
people, including parents of and people who suffer from mental illnesses, have seen me recently.  Over the next 
few years I will work hard to ensure that the Government continues to improve the mental health services in 
Mandurah and the Peel area, bearing in mind, as I already said in my statement at the beginning, that 
Mandurah’s population is growing very rapidly.  That growth brings a range of challenges.  I want mental health 
services in Mandurah to be improved.  I will make sure that is one of my priorities over the next few years.   

An important project that the Government has funded in Mandurah and the region is infill sewerage.  I am 
pleased that $5.83 million will be spent in Mandurah on infill sewerage and associated Water Corporation works.  
It is part of the $9.2 million spent on infrastructure in the region in this area.  I am not sure whether the member 
for Dawesville is aware of this, but some much-needed works will be done in not only Mandurah but also in the 
seat of Dawesville, including Halls Head and Falcon.  The importance of infill sewerage for the Peel region in 
particular is that those areas - particularly around the sensitive environment of the Peel waterway - be connected 
to sewerage.  That will ensure that the area is not harmed by environmental and health threats that septic tanks 
can cause for the health and wellbeing of the Peel waterways, which are absolutely precious.  I applaud the 
Government’s commitment to and spending on the Swan River, but I highlight to the Government and future 
Parliaments that the Peel waterways, the largest waterways system in Western Australia fed by the Serpentine, 
Murray and Harvey Rivers, is in urgent need of support.  It is critical that as the Peel region grows and the 
human footprint becomes ever heavier on the rapidly growing area that we must look after the reason that people 
came to the Mandurah and Peel region in the first place - the waterways.  We must ensure we protect those 
waterways for the future.   

The other works by the Water Corporation include the upgrade of the waste water treatment plant in Halls Head 
with an allocation of $457 000.  An allocation of $628 000 is made for an odour control program at Halls Head, 
and $750 000 is provided for an upgrade of Caddadup waste water treatment plant south of Mandurah.  This is a 
significant contribution by the Government to the sewerage infill and Water Corporation infrastructure.  Also, 
$100 000 will be spent this year to commence a disinfection upgrade of Mandurah’s water supply, and $30 000 
for a new water main in Tankerton Way in Mandurah.   

When a community grows rapidly, an impact on electricity infrastructure occurs.  I am pleased that the 
Government will spend $20.9 million on an electricity co-generation project in the region.  Also, a $10.3 million 
electricity substation will be provided in the locality of Meadow Springs in Mandurah.  In the lead-up to 
Christmas, I had a lot of calls to my office, particularly from people living in the northern part of Mandurah.  
Growth has been very strong in that area, and the infrastructure has not kept up with that growth.  I am pleased 
that a substation will be constructed at Meadow Springs.  Of course, that will accommodate the tremendous 
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growth in the northern part of my current electorate boundaries, which include Meadow Springs, Greenfields, 
Madora Bay and Lakelands.   

I now refer to transport and the Mandurah rail project.  Once again, I speak about the importance of the southern 
suburbs rail project to the people of Mandurah, Rockingham, Leda and Kwinana and other people living in the 
fastest growing corridor in the State.  I refer to the 400 000-plus people living in that southern corridor.  We have 
heard in this place, in other public arenas and in the Press and other media absolute bunkum from members 
opposite.  I want to ensure that members in this place understand the importance of the rail project in terms of 
the environment, social infrastructure and other social issues that will be impacted upon by this infrastructure.  I 
refer also to the economic opportunities the railway will bring to all communities in that southern corridor.   

I now quote a few matters.  I have been criticised in this place for bringing forward a petition that was worded 
very carefully.  In fact, it did not mention any political party.  It mentioned that I wanted my community to make 
this Parliament very strongly aware of the importance of that rail link.  The petition was worded to highlight that 
a number of interest groups, self-interest groups, would like to see the project scrapped.  I believe it is my 
responsibility as the representative for the seat of Mandurah, and, indeed, as one of the representatives in the 
fastest growing corridors in the State, to stand up and ensure that the members gathered here understand why the 
project is very important.  In just on a month, the petition to be presented to Parliament has had more than 5 500 
signatures.  The petition is very specific.  It states that this project must be committed to, and that the rail line to 
Mandurah must be delivered by 2006.  It must deliver the project, as there are critical social, economic and 
environmental reasons for it.  It is interesting to note what members opposite have said about this issue.  I want 
to talk a little about the absolute confusing message that members opposite have been sending.  The Leader of 
the Opposition in his comments in September last year referred to a group of people in West Perth.  His 
comments were published in Business News on 25 September 2003 as follows -  

Mr Barnett believes the Kenwick route could be built in stages to stagger the financial burden, allowing 
the government to do it as it could be afforded. 

He said the first stage to be constructed would be from Kenwick to Thomson Lake.  Only once that was 
built and operational would the next stage to Rockingham be considered . . .  - 

Here is the key point -  

as would the next stage to Mandurah.   

We have heard comments from the Leader of the Opposition.  What do those comments tell us?  It might reach 
Mandurah some time in the distant future.  What did the opposition spokesperson for planning and infrastructure 
say?  She was quoted in The West Australian of 2 March 2004 as saying -  

“I support the position that the Nationals have taken and want to get my party room behind me.  Can the 
whole bloody project,” she said. 

That is what the opposition spokesperson for planning and infrastructure said.  I respect the member for 
Dawesville - he is a good man - but in The West Australian of February 2004, he referred to the concept talked 
about by the well-heeled Mr Packer who lives in a leafy suburb of Perth, which is already serviced by a rail link 
from the city to Fremantle.  Mr Packer had said that the people in Mandurah did not need a railway, as down 
there are only old people and cow paddocks.  That is what he said on the radio.  These ridiculous, totally out of 
the moon comments are the sort of bunkum that we hear from members opposite.  Of course, Mr Packer is a 
member of the Liberal Party.  The article in The West Australian referring to the member for Dawesville talking 
about the concept Mr Packer talked about, states -  

But the concept has attracted the support of retiring Liberal Dawesville MLA Arthur Marshall, who has 
admitted that even his own party’s plan for a rail link to Mandurah via the Kenwick route is ahead of its 
time. 

What does that say?  It tells us that the rail ain’t coming to Mandurah if that lot opposite are in charge.  It says 
that if the Liberal Party and the National Party in coalition are in power, they will make sure that that rail does 
not get to Mandurah. 
I have been criticised for bringing into this place a petition expressing concern about the comments that have 
been made by members opposite.  I want to highlight a quiz night that I conducted the other night for the bridge 
club in Mandurah.  That club has a great group of people; about 200 were at the quiz night.  Do members know 
who came up to me?  A person came up to me and said, “David, you stick to that rail, mate.  I am not a Labor 
Party person, as you know, but there are two things that your party has done that have changed the face of 
Mandurah for the better.  One was the Dawesville Channel in the early 80s and the other one is this rail.  Don’t 
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you let them get this rail and destroy it.”  I will ask you, Mr Speaker: who said that?  You will not believe who 
said that to me.  It was the former Liberal member for Murray, who represented Mandurah at the time he was a 
member.  It was Hon Richard Shalders, who was a former Liberal minister in this place and a Liberal member of 
Parliament for the area that I now represent.  He represented Mandurah in the 1970s and into the early 1980s 
before John Read took the seat.  He is one of many people who continually say to me that I should make sure I 
stick to my guns on this issue, as the railway is very important.  The petition I presented to this House has 
already demonstrated the support I have in Mandurah.  I could go even further.   
Let us turn to the Mayor of Mandurah and his comments.  Earlier this year he went with a number of delegates to 
Canberra and had a bit of a stand-up argument with Senator Ian Campbell, who hates the railway.  He is in 
cahoots with Mr Packer and others from the leafy suburbs of Mosman Park, Cottesloe and Peppermint Grove.  
He said to the mayor that he should be getting the people of Mandurah to march down the streets in protest 
against this railway.  The Mayor of Mandurah is a very calm and placid man and a very good leader of the city.  
He has led the city very well for nearly 10 years.  He said to the senator, “With all due respect senator, I think 
that we would have the people of Mandurah in the streets if they did not go through with the railway and it did 
not get there in the proposed time.”   
The Peel Region Chamber of Commerce has repeatedly and clearly said that this railway is important for the 
business and tourism development in not only Mandurah, but also the whole region and corridor in that area.  
Between 60 and 70 businessmen and women -   
Mr R.C. Kucera:  Sixty-one businesses - 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  Sixty-one went to a seminar organised by the Peel Development Commission and 
others, which was attended by the Minister for Peel and the South West.  He has visited Mandurah constantly 
over the past few months and has been bombarded with support for the railway.  The Opposition has 
demonstrated that it is totally and utterly misreading the people from that area.  Members opposite do not 
understand the importance this rail will have for that area.   

I will highlight to members an article that was in My Business magazine this month, in which Mandurah came 
out as one of the great 25 communities based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics population distribution 
figures in Australia.  Not only was Mandurah in the top 25, but it was equal first.  The ABS said about Mandurah 
-  

Over the past 30 years Mandurah has grown from a small township of just 2700 people to a thriving city 
of over 50,000.  This demographic explosion, along with its positive economic consequences, is set to 
continue.  Over the next 30 years Mandurah’s population is expected to increase by another 136 per 
cent.  That’s 120,000 people.   

The Government must make sure that it puts in place the infrastructure that will support the men, women and 
children who live in that area now and who will live in that community into the future.  This rail link is part of 
that important picture.   
That is a magnificent report card for not only the people of Mandurah, but also the State of Western Australia.  
Mandurah is not the only place to be doing well by the way.  Geraldton, which has received a lot of investment 
from this Gallop Government also features in the article; it is booming.  Let us have a look at a couple of others 
places included.  Bunbury comes in at No 5.  This State is booming under the Gallop Labor Government, but all 
we get from the other side is total negativity.  Members opposite continue to have a go at the State by attacking, 
dividing and trying to conquer; that is all we have been getting from them.  They are negative and they carp, 
which is absolutely unacceptable when we are trying to build the best State in this country.  We live in the best 
State in this country and we should be working together to make sure that we cement that into the future.   

Mr C.M. Brown interjected. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  In 1993 I was at the opening of the Dawesville Channel and there was not one 
mention of the previous Government’s commitment to building that. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  The most prominent thing on the wall of the office of the current member for Dawesville is the 
photograph of the opening.   

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  Indeed.  I also highlight the importance of the freeze on concession fares.  When the 
Gallop Government came to power in 2001, bus infrastructure was badly degraded.  In fact, we had only four 
internal routes in the city and two or three buses per day on those routes.  That is all we had.   

Mr J.L. Bradshaw:  Do you know how many we have in Pinjarra?  None.   
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Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  In the time that we have been in power, those services have been upgraded.  Another 
service was added to Meadow Springs and the Royal Australian Air Force Association estate in the north of 
Mandurah under the previous budget.  However, it must be better.  We must make sure that we build a bus 
transport system within the city.  Indeed, we need to consider sending a bus to Pinjarra, because we must make 
sure that we connect that community to the hub of Mandurah as well.  We have to put that in place so that when 
the rail arrives in December 2006 there will be a fully integrated public transport system that will feed into it.  
More than two million day visitors come to Mandurah a year.  They and the people of Mandurah must have a 
direct route and link into the city and the region.   
I turn to education.  The Gallop Government has just about completed stage 2 of Mandurah Senior College; it 
should be completed in about two weeks.  It is important that the Government invest in education in Mandurah 
and the Peel region.  More than $3 million has been allocated to boost technology services in schools in the 
region.  In this financial year, more than half a million dollars from the 100 schools program will be used to 
improve the computer and technology skills of children and teachers in Peel schools.  I acknowledge the 
tremendous contribution that teachers make in both government and non-government schools to build a strong 
community in Mandurah and the Peel region.   
I turn now to community facilities.  The Gallop Government has committed more than $10 million in the budget 
to state libraries.  I am pleased that that has been done.  We have a fantastic library in Mandurah.  It is well run 
by some fantastic staff.  It is one of the best-utilised library services in the State.  An amount of $805 000 has 
gone to Mandurah Greyhounds.  That racing and gaming complex is being upgraded, because it is an important 
part of the recreational infrastructure.  An amount of $400 000 will go to the community sporting and recreation 
facilities fund, which includes $250 000 for the new soccer facilities that will be co-located with the Peel 
education campus.  Soccer is very important.  More than 1 000 young kids between the ages of five and 15 from 
Mandurah and the region play soccer in Mandurah.  We must make sure that we provide facilities for that 
growing sport.   
Law and order is another area I will speak on.  I am very pleased that since coming to power in 2001 the Gallop 
Labor Government has delivered to Mandurah and the Peel police district more than 34 new officers; however, I 
want more, because I want to make sure that this community is the safest in Western Australia.  We must deal 
with burglary offences.  There are still pockets in Mandurah in which the rate of burglaries is unacceptable.  I 
want to work with the community, police, community organisations and individuals to try to not only improve 
the way in which burglary offences are dealt with but also prevent burglaries in my community.  I want more 
officers from the 250 that this Government will deliver by the end of its term.  I want to make sure that we get 
our fair share in the Peel region, because it is the fastest growing region in Western Australia.  I am also pleased 
that there has been a $4 million commitment to upgrade police stations across the State.   

One really important element of the budget presented by the Treasurer last Thursday is the commitment to the 
disability services sector.  Like many communities, there are people with disabilities and families who care for 
those people with disabilities in my community.  Some people need further support.  I am pleased that one focus 
of the Government in this budget is the provision of services in the disability services area.  I want to make sure 
that people in my community of Mandurah - those who have disabilities and those who have family members 
with disabilities - have access to that additional funding.  I know that it is very badly needed.  I want to 
acknowledge the tremendous contribution that carers make in our community.  We must never underestimate 
what they go through in their day-to-day lives when caring for a loved one or a friend.  We must make sure that 
we look after carers and that we acknowledge the tremendous work that they do. 
The tax cuts to stamp duty have been very much welcomed in Mandurah.  Of course, huge building growth is 
occurring in the south west corridor.  We must make sure that first home buyers are not left out in the cold and 
that they have an opportunity to purchase homes.  The efforts of the Treasurer to relieve that burden of stamp 
duty, particularly for first home buyers, is admirable.  The Government should be congratulated for it. 
The Minister for Community Development is a regular visitor to Mandurah.  During numerous visits she has 
shown her understanding of the importance of our local Department for Community Development office workers 
and the strain they work under.  Mandurah is a growing area with lots of issues.  People in this place and outside 
Mandurah sometimes think that all people in the Peel region are wealthy, yet 60 per cent of the area’s population 
is on a fixed or low income.  We must understand that even though it has beautiful canals and waterways, the 
performing arts centre, and other infrastructure, including the ocean marina, a very significant core of people are 
still doing it hard.  The measures that this Government has brought in will help to assist those people on fixed 
and low incomes who deserve support.  I want to see Mandurah and the Peel region still having such people.  
Most Australian coastal communities still have people on low and fixed incomes, such as pensioners who have 
toiled hard and are now in their senior years, who have made a real contribution to our community and who keep 
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us honest.  I do not want to see them being lost from a place like Mandurah, because they are part of the diversity 
that makes up the population.  Land prices and housing costs are going up, but I only hope that in the future we 
do not lose those people who have made tremendous contributions but who might be forced into the hinterland 
or other places.  I do not want to lose those people, because I think they are important.  We need more staff for 
the Department for Community Development office in Mandurah.  I am pleased that as a result of the Gordon 
inquiry money has been allocated that will see filled some of the positions for key workers in the Peel area.  I 
believe we need to work to ensure that the needs of children and families are looked after appropriately into the 
future.   

I live in a great community and I am proud of it.  I am so pleased that I live in what has now been recognised 
throughout Australia as one of the best places to live in this country.  I am proud of the place for two key 
reasons.  The first is the people who make up my community and the second is the environment in which we 
live.  I am the proud patron of a number of organisations, as are many members of this place.  This of course is 
National Volunteer Week.  I acknowledge the volunteers in my community.  There are hundreds of them; in fact, 
Peel is probably one of the regions with the greatest amount of volunteering in the country.  I believe the reason 
is that many people for a whole variety of reasons came from country towns and smaller communities to live in 
the Peel area.  They have brought with them over a period of decades a very strong sense of community.  One 
has only to look at some groups that exist and have existed in Mandurah for decades.  For example, the first 
emergency water rescue group in Western Australia was established in Mandurah, because, unfortunately, in 
1963 - I could be corrected - some nuns tragically lost their lives in the estuary.  After that, the community said 
that it needed a water rescue service.  That is where it was born.  It is more than 40 years old now.  The Over 55s 
Cycling Club, which has about 200 members, is another club of which I am patron.  People who visit Mandurah 
on any day, particularly on a Tuesday morning, will see them riding around in their bright yellow shirts; they 
look fantastic.  They epitomise the importance of good health, particularly as people get older.  Another group of 
which I am patron is the Mandurah Fab 50’s Social Club, which is a great group that has 180 members.  They 
have a great time in the pool.   

Mr J.J.M. Bowler interjected.   
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  I am still 12 years away - I have to reach 50. 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  Maybe; it is the job.   
Mandurah Disabled Support and Recreational Respite is a group that looks after people with disabilities and 
provides them with recreational opportunities.  I am patron of MADSAR and I am going to lunch with members 
of that group on Friday.  I am really proud of them.  They are fantastic.  The volunteers are brilliant.  The 
Mandurah Choral Society is another great arts group, of which I am a proud supporter and patron.  This morning 
I went to Supporting Our Seniors and Disabled Inc.  I have been patron of that group for three and a half years.  
There are about 80 members of that group, most of whom are over the age of 50.  They assist seniors and 
disabled people, particularly those who live by themselves in their homes.  The group has more than 3 000 
clients and reaches out into the Peel region, the member for Murray-Wellington’s electorate and the Dawesville 
electorate.  It does a fantastic job and it was acknowledged this morning as part of National Volunteer Week.   
The Mandurah Offshore Fishing and Sailing Club is the biggest fishing and sailing club outside the metropolitan 
area and it has more than 4 000 members.  I am a proud patron of that group.  I was asked to be patron last year.  
I am really proud of that group, because not only has it built a fantastic facility, which of course is now enjoyed 
by many visitors to Mandurah, but also it acknowledges the importance of a group such as that investing in the 
community.  One project it has been investing in is for young people at risk.  That project is called the hooked on 
fishing or the youth maritime project.  The commodore, Graeme Colmer, his committee and Des McLean have 
pioneered that project and that is fantastic.   
Last week a community-based festival, the Stretch Festival, was held in Mandurah for the third time.  That 
epitomised the commitment and the contribution that people who are involved in the arts make to my 
community.  They are tremendous.  Artists, young people, performers, actors, dancers and writers all came 
together at that festival and it was a tremendous success.   
As I have said, Mandurah is going ahead in leaps and bounds.  Once again, it has been recognised in My 
Business magazine as equal top with the Gold Coast for potential and opportunities.  The Gallop Government 
will deliver that potential and those opportunities through infrastructure and support services.  It is important that 
members understand that this is a good budget for the people of my community.  The railway link to Mandurah 
is critical for the social, economic and environmental potential and development of my region.  I am really proud 
to speak to this Bill this evening.   
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MR B.J. GRYLLS (Merredin) [10.53 pm]:  I rise to make my contribution to the Appropriation (Consolidated 
Fund) Bill (No. 1) 2004.  I seem to recall following the member for Mandurah in my contribution to the budget 
debate last year.  It always raises some interesting questions for me, because no doubt the member for Mandurah 
lives in one of the fastest growing areas in Western Australia.  No doubt that growth is important, and I welcome 
that growth.  Mandurah is a fantastic place to visit, and I am sure it is a great place to live.  I certainly do not 
doubt the passion of the member for Mandurah and the representations he makes for his electorate.  However, 
there is one difference between the member for Mandurah and me.  I understand why the member for Mandurah 
advocates for the Mandurah railway.  It would be an important project for his electorate, and so he should 
advocate for it.  However, the member for Mandurah does not seem to understand why my electorate and I do 
not support the Mandurah railway.  I do not support the railway but not because it does not have some worth, but 
simply because the State’s finances do not extend to fixing the problems in the wheatbelt because of the money 
that is being spent on the Mandurah railway project.  It is as simple as that.  I am not opposed to the member’s 
desire to link Mandurah to the city; it is an important project.  However, when that project is detrimental to some 
of the basic necessities to people in the wheatbelt whom I and my colleagues in the National Party represent, we 
will passionately oppose the Mandurah railway project.  We can see that the necessary funding for our 
electorates will be put back many years because of it.  It is disappointing that after a year of debating the matter 
in this Chamber, the member has not come to realise that.  The passion with which he and some of his 
constituents support this project is exactly the same as that with which people in my electorate resent it.  Only 
yesterday, people in towns such as Bruce Rock endured another 24 hours without power, of having to unload 
thawed food from their freezers, pack it into their trailer and take it to the tip to bury because they could not get 
basic power supplies.  Bruce Rock is two hours away from the metropolitan area and it had a power blackout 
yesterday, two hours after the budget had been announced.   

Mr P.B. Watson:  What about the eight years in which nothing was done by your coalition?  These things do not 
happen overnight.  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  The member for Albany is right; they do not happen overnight.  Western Power was not the 
number one issue in the State in 2001.  It is coming to a head now because the poles are deteriorating further.  It 
is like the old car some of us own; we try to get as much as possible from it but eventually it needs a complete 
overhaul.  That reflects the state of Western Power now.  The point made by the member for Albany cannot be 
denied.  Neither I nor the member for Albany were members of Parliament at that time.  However, as I stand 
here today, the Western Power network is in crisis.  People throughout the wheatbelt are denied their basic right 
to gain access to power.  They cannot even boil a kettle. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  Perhaps that is why the Treasurer has included $418 million in the budget.  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I will get to that, Minister for Small Business.  The Western Power issue is important also to 
small business.  As I stand here today, Western Power is the number one issue in my electorate.  It is at the top of 
the list of everyone to whom I speak.  That is why so many people responded to the Office of Energy Safety 
survey on power outages.  We can understand people’s disappointment when they read stories in the Press about 
the billions of dollars being spent on the Mandurah railway line while they cannot turn on their lights, do their 
business at night or perform basic functions, which everybody in this State takes for granted, because the power 
infrastructure network is dilapidated.  We cannot blame them for opposing the southern rail project if they think 
that is the only way to convince the Government to spend money on upgrading Western Power.  I am sure that if 
the member for Mandurah lived in a different electorate he would make the same points.  We are not asking for 
billions of dollars but for the problem to be fixed.  From my reading of the budget, $12 million has been 
allocated to address those problems in the wheatbelt, which has resulted from the National Party’s strong 
campaigning over the past two years.  However, $12 million is simply not enough.  I read in the budget overview 
that $2.2 million has been allocated for construction of a new 28-kilometre feeder from Northam to York.  That 
fixes the Northam to York region.  The amount of $2.2 million out of the $12 million allocated in this year’s 
budget has already gone.  

Mr P.B. Watson:  Don’t you think it should go there?   

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  Of course it should.  I am saying that $12 million is not enough to fix the problem.  I will be 
back in this Parliament every week telling members about the towns of Bruce Rock, Corrigin, Southern Cross 
and Koorda, which constantly suffer blackouts.  The power supply in the wheatbelt is so bad that people are 
thinking of moving away.  The people in my office spend most of their time dealing with Western Power and 
claims for damaged equipment.  If power is reduced through a brownout, the voltage is not enough to run 
equipment.  People’s televisions, computers and that sort of equipment are damaged by reduced power.  It is the 
number one issue.  I think it is recognised by the Gallop Labor Government as the number one issue, but not 
because of problems in the country.  It was only after the whole of the State was blacked out in February that this 
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issue came to the fore.  The Treasurer and Minister for Energy keeps informing the House of the $950 million to 
be spent on energy infrastructure in the State.  That sounds great.  When I first heard it, I thought it was the 
solution to the issue - $950 million is recognition of a problem.  However, when that figure was broken down we 
found that in the wheatbelt and the south west from Kalbarri to Bremer Bay, there is only $12 million to address 
the critical problem of the transmission line networks.  That is simply not enough.  I am sure that every member 
of this House recognises that.  The State is prosperous and going ahead at a great rate.  I agree with the member 
for Mandurah when he said that the State is booming.  There is no doubt about that.  It is fuelled mainly by the 
mining sector in the north west.  In a State that is booming and producing a budget surplus, with the revenue 
flows to the Government in the past 12 months, I would have thought that providing a basic level of power 
infrastructure to all Western Australians would be a priority for the Government.  If only $12 million is to be 
injected - 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  $400 million!   

Mr R.C. Kucera:  I told the member that, but he does not want to listen.  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I look forward to the budget estimates, Treasurer.  I will be there.  I know there is 
$400 million, but to address the problems in the wheatbelt and south west from Kalbarri to Bremer Bay I read 
that there is only $12 million. 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  To address the problem as a social, not commercial, imperative there is $12 million a year. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  According to the Treasurer, it is all an unaffordable subsidy when it comes to providing 
power to the wheatbelt.  That is the problem we have.  We look forward to the estimates so that we can find out 
exactly how much money will be used for the infrastructure networks.  Please prove me wrong; please tell me 
that there is $400 million to fix the poles and wires that are causing towns like Bruce Rock to be without 
electricity for 24 hours, as happened yesterday, and for very good constituents of mine to be on the telephone 
first thing yesterday morning saying, “Brendon, we have absolutely had enough of this.”  Everyone is buying a 
generator at the moment to try to run their households.  They have to get the generators connected to their 
houses.  Obviously, a generator will not run all their equipment but they hope it will run some lights and 
freezers, so that they do not have to throw out food and produce.  I hope that the Minister for Energy is right and 
that I am incorrect, and that he will be putting in $400 million.  I hope it means that over the course of the budget 
period I do not have to stand every week and outline to other members of the House the areas in my electorate 
that are without power.  It is the number one issue and it is why country people are so angry and disappointed 
with the Gallop Labor Government.  We hear regularly of the very strong economy and the money being spent 
on the south west corridor railway to Mandurah.  People in my electorate in the wheatbelt read those stories, but 
they cannot even get a basic power infrastructure to their homes.  Members can understand why they are very 
disappointed and disgruntled. 

I will move to one other point raised by the member - 

Mr E.S. Ripper:  The only way I can think of to keep the member quiet on power issues is to have the Nationals 
in government, but that is too high a price to pay! 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I am glad that the minister still has his sense of humour late at night.  He certainly did not 
have his sense of humour when the State was blacked out.  He certainly would not have a sense of humour if he 
was one of my constituents from Bruce Rock who endured 24 hours without power yesterday.  He certainly 
would not have a sense of humour if he had come from Kalbarri and suffered the number of outages that that 
town has had.  I could go on and on, but I have only 34 minutes left.  The minister knows exactly the problems 
with the network, as do Western Power senior executives.  It simply needs an injection of capital to fix the 
ageing infrastructure.  It is incumbent upon the Government to deal with those problems, otherwise I will be 
standing here every time I get the opportunity to outline exactly what that problem is. 

The member for Mandurah also spoke about the growing Mandurah economy and how it has been featured in a 
magazine as one of the 25 fastest-growing economies in Australia.  That is fantastic but, as the member for 
Merredin, I would like to see my electorate featured in that magazine as one of the 25 fastest-growing 
economies.  I am sure every member in this Chamber would like to see his or her electorate feature as one of the 
top 25 fastest-growing economies.  As I have already outlined, if business people cannot run their businesses 
effectively because the power is always out, they cannot promote their community effectively as an environment 
to which people can move and bring their businesses.  If the housing available to professionals and citizens is in 
such a dilapidated state that it is impossible to attract police, nurses and teachers to a community, it is fairly 
unlikely that that community will be in the top 25 advancing economies in Australia.  If the road network is 
crumbling underfoot, and it is dangerous to be on the roads - I know this better than anybody, as I travel up to 
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100 000 kilometres a year on country roads - the network simply is not up to scratch.  I would welcome anyone 
to come and spend some time with me, passing road trains on the single lane roads in the wheatbelt.  We all hear 
of the tragedies, but we do not hear of the near misses that happen every day because of the dilapidated state of 
the road network in the region.  Access to water supplies is limited, and we simply do not have the necessary 
water infrastructure in the electorate of Merredin for the community to be on that top 25 list.  

Mr D.A. Templeman:  All the Western Australian communities on the list are regional centres.  Australia wide, 
most of the centres on the top 25 list are in regional areas.  

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I am about to get to that.  I was about to say that the way a great community like Mandurah 
gets onto that list is that the Government puts in the resources to make it happen.  That is exactly what the people 
of the wheatbelt and, I am sure, the people of the electorates of Stirling, Roe, Wagin and Avon would be calling 
for in their electorates.  If the basic services and infrastructure are put in place to allow a community to function, 
and everybody has a level playing field as they push to grow their region, drive their economy and contribute to 
the State, they have a chance of joining Mandurah on the list of growing areas.  However, my point is that the 
people in the electorate of Merredin do not have the opportunity, because those basic facilities are not available.  
It is as simple as that.  As the State continues to grow, and the mining sector continues to create our great 
prosperous State, it is incumbent upon me, as the member for Merredin, to put forward issues of basic 
infrastructure that we do not have in the wheatbelt, because the growing and prosperous State can provide the tax 
revenues that will enable all that to be built.  We need to continue to drive the Western Australian economy so 
that more areas can be brought up to the level of Mandurah.  As members of this Parliament, we need every area 
to be on that list of growing areas in Australia, not just Mandurah.  Mandurah has enough for us to be a great and 
prosperous State.  However, if people in Merredin are living without power in a dilapidated state housing 
complex that they cannot wait to get out of to get back to the city, we will never grow the area.  It needs to be 
understood by every member of this House that, since 1829, areas like the wheatbelt and regional Western 
Australia have given the State the wealth to build the city and places like Mandurah, which have now benefited 
enormously from that growth.  However, the areas like the wheatbelt that have driven that growth over the past 
100 years have been left out the back with no power, no housing, no water, no roads and no police.  It is a 
disgrace.  The member for Mandurah talked about the need for extra police in the Peel.  He will get extra police 
in the Peel.  I will tell him where they will come from.  They will come from Merredin.  Merredin is understaffed 
at the moment, because the police -  
Mr D.A. Templeman:  They go there because it is a fantastic place. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  They do, and it is a fantastic place.  I do not deny that.  I have not denied that once. 
Mr D.A. Templeman:  I want you to come and visit, and I will show you around.   
Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I have been there.  I will take the member for Mandurah up on his offer.  As I have said, I am 
not trying to drag Mandurah down.  It is great that Mandurah is up there.  I am trying to bring Merredin up 
somewhere close to Mandurah so that people from Mandurah will want to move to Merredin.  That is the 
challenge.  The challenge is perhaps to get some police from Mandurah to move to Merredin.  I appreciate 
following the member for Mandurah in this debate, but I hope that he can understand the issues that my 
electorate is facing.   

Road funding was certainly not increased in this budget.  That is of great concern.  Last year’s record wheat crop 
alone injected $3 billion from the wheatbelt into the State’s economy.   
Mr E.S. Ripper:  A terrific result.   
Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  That was an absolutely fantastic result.  It is certainly underpinning the growth of the 
wheatbelt.  We look forward to some rain in the next few weeks so that we can have a crack at breaking the 
record that we set last year.  That will be very important, and I am sure that the local economy in the member for 
Mandurah’s area will benefit from a strong wheatbelt.  We support that.  All I ask in return is that he supports me 
in trying to access some of the basic infrastructure that my electorate does not currently enjoy.   

Another issue that was missed in the latest Gallop budget is the standard of police stations in regional Western 
Australia.  I have looked at the state of many of those police stations, and they are not up to scratch.  We are 
continuously battling to try to attract police to regional Western Australia.  Their housing is not up to scratch.  

Mr R.C. Kucera:  I thought you were trying to attract police out of regional Western Australia! 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  Attract!  We will see, Minister for Small Business.  I do not think we are there yet.  The 
police are obviously a very important part of our community.  We are down to one-man stations in many of the 
towns in my electorate, and that will create an occupational health and safety issue.  We do not want the result to 
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be that those one-man stations are closed down.  We want the police in those one-man stations to be given the 
support and back-up that they need by bringing another police presence into the community.   
I now move to tourism.  Tourism is critical to regional Western Australia.  We are so reliant on agriculture as our 
source of income that we have boom and bust cycles.  Last year was a boom, and the year before was a bust.  It 
is certainly not conducive to a strong business environment and to attracting outside business interests into the 
community when we have to put up with these boom and bust cycles.  Tourism is a very important second-tier 
industry.  I have noted that there has been a budget cut to tourism.  That is extremely disappointing.  I have 
spoken to people in the tourism game.  They are very disappointed that Western Australia does not have a 
tourism presence in every capital city of Australia.  With what is happening elsewhere in the world, intrastate 
tourism is critical.  We need to focus on bringing people from Sydney and Melbourne to the west to visit the 
many great attractions that we have to offer.  I look forward to the estimates hearing process so that we can 
discuss that in more detail.   
Before I move on to my portfolio responsibility of water resources, I will mention an issue that I am very keen 
on seeing supported - Lifeline WA.  The member for Mandurah spoke about the volunteers in his community.  
Volunteers are extremely important.  Lifeline WA has a 24-hour call centre aimed at suicide prevention, which 
plays a very important part in the Western Australian community.  It continuously frantically fundraises because 
it does not have an ongoing, full-budget commitment from the State Government.  Lifeline WA’s 24-hour crisis 
line does great work in regional Western Australia.  I am a financial supporter of Lifeline WA, as well as a 
supporter in this Parliament of its work.  It would be great if the Gallop Government gave some recognition to 
the work of Lifeline WA, and allowed it to get on with the job of counselling and preventing suicides rather than 
fundraising and protesting at Parliament, which it has had to do regularly since I have been a member of 
Parliament.   

They are some of the major issues faced in my electorate that I wanted to highlight.  However, I keep coming 
back to Western Power; it is the number one issue.  I am glad the Minister for Energy is now in the Chamber.  I 
cannot stress to him enough the level of grief that the power system is causing people in my electorate.  I hope 
that the Government has provided more than $12 million for the infrastructure network.   
Mr E.S. Ripper interjected.   
Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  If that allocation is correct, I am sure I can continue to tell the minister about the hot spots in 
my electorate that cause ongoing blackouts, and I hope that the Government will provide money to alleviate that 
situation.   
I will now refer to water resources, which will be the main focus of my contribution to the debate on the 
appropriation Bills tonight.  The National Party considers water supplies to be one of the top issues facing the 
State.  The National Party has outlined the facts before, but they cannot be outlined too many times.  Climate 
change has meant the amount of water flowing into our dams has decreased by 15 per cent over the past 25 
years.  I am sure all members have seen the graph of the virtual step down that has taken place over the past 25 
years, which means we cannot rely on rainfall and dam capacities to supply the State’s water needs in the future.  
The amount of water people use at home has increased by 20 per cent in the past 20 years.  I applaud the 
Western Australian community for its efforts to save water over the past few years under the water restrictions.  
Western Australians have embraced the notion that water is a very important resource and that it must be used 
wisely.  That is very important and has been driven by a government campaign, which I have wholeheartedly 
supported.  It is great to see that the Western Australian community has embraced those changes and has adopted 
water-saving techniques throughout the State.   
However, can the Government continue to use the big stick approach and restrict people’s water use when the 
State’s population is growing?  For example, Mandurah and Jurien Bay in the northern corridor continue to 
grow, which means that the demand for water in Western Australia will continue to grow.  As I have said 
previously, we can no longer rely on dams to supply water to the State.  Therefore, other options must be 
considered.  Those other options include making use of the Yarragadee aquifer in the north metropolitan area 
and the south west Yarragadee.  Desalination and piping water from Kimberley have also been put on the 
drawing board.  I will refer to those issues, because this is a critical issue that the State will need to address in the 
future.  This issue is not about this Government or my time in this Parliament.  However, in 25 years, members 
of the Western Australian Parliament will look back at the information we have at hand now.  They will see that 
we knew the dams would not adequately meet the State’s water supply needs and they will hope that we made 
the right decisions.  Pumping ground water from the Yarragadee and the south west Yarragadee aquifers has 
been put up as a solution for Western Australia’s ongoing water needs.  I do not think this is right.  I am not 
confident that we can continue to pump water from the Yarragadee aquifer -  
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Mr R.C. Kucera:  You’re being a little selective there.  It is only one proposed solution.  There are many others.  
That is being a little unfair.  It’s been made clear all along.   
Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  I am about to go through all the options if the Minister for Small Business will let me get to 
them.  I know that the Yarragadee source is an option, but I have some concern about it being the right option for 
the next 25 to 100 years.  The option of 45 gigalitres of water being transported from the south west Yarragadee 
to the metropolitan area is short-sighted.  The growth talked about by the member for Mandurah in the Mandurah 
region will continue to expand further south to areas like Busselton and Margaret River, which will continue to 
see strong population growth.  Therefore, the demand for water will increase.  The idea of transporting water 
from the south west Yarragadee to the metropolitan area is a short-term solution.  It will not provide the 25 to 
100-year solution that we need to investigate at the moment in this State.   
I move now to desalination, which is one of my great areas of interest.  I welcome the fact that desalination has 
come back onto the drawing board with the Kwinana plant.  It seems that the Gallop Labor Government has that 
project on the drawing board ready to go if this year’s rainfall and dam inflow is not enough to meet needs.  I 
support desalination.  When considering desalination as a solution for the future, we must look much further 
afield than only Kwinana.  Merredin was the beneficiary of a pilot desalination plant more than two years ago.  
Ground water was taken from the Merredin townsite and put through a desalination process.  It reached a potable 
level.  It proved that desalination can be done.  Following some work by the Water Corporation, that water 
would have been suitable to put into the C.Y. O’Connor Kalgoorlie pipeline to provide another option for 
supplying the State’s water needs.  As I have said in this place before, we have not gone very far with the 
project.  Desalination in inland Western Australia is about much more than only the supply of water.  All 
regional Western Australia has rising ground water levels.  Rising water levels are causing salinity problems in 
agricultural areas, which is a major issue for agricultural landholders, but it is creating a more expensive problem 
in town sites.  The town infrastructure in the road and building networks are requiring increasing levels of 
maintenance to be retained in their current form.  Many of our communities in regional Western Australia, over 
25 at the moment, have a program to pump water from underneath their town sites.  The water is currently 
pumped into the local waste water treatment plant, into a creek line or into evaporation ponds.  It seems a great 
waste to have this infrastructure in place, yet to be pumping the ground water nowhere.  The water is being 
moved, but not utilised.   
As the Government contemplates the Kwinana desalination plant, a great opportunity arises for some 
decentralisation.  All Governments like to talk about decentralisation, but we rarely see it.  There is an 
opportunity to consider communities such as Merredin, which has done a pilot project.  Katanning is in a process 
now with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation of developing a desalination plant.  
Katanning is a great example with the abattoir it has in town, which is a ready buyer for desalinated water.  
There is a great opportunity to come up with a new water source for regional Western Australia that does not 
involve pumping water from the metropolitan aquifer system or from south west Yarragadee and will allow the 
wheatbelt community to take on board the provision of the necessary water infrastructure to produce that water.  
That would not only relieve pressure on the pipeline and the need for upgrades of the Kalgoorlie pipeline 
pumping station, which will be necessary as that pipeline reaches capacity, but also reduce the need to pump 
water out of the Yarragadee aquifer, which has had claims on it by those closely related to the aquifer, and would 
also reduce environmental issues arising from that.  It also has the cost-benefit advantage of solving some of the 
infrastructure damage problems that are occurring in the wheatbelt.  As we know, unless remedial action is taken 
to reduce the rising ground water table, the problem will simply get worse.  There are about 25 towns in the rural 
towns project, but as we go forward more and more wheatbelt and regional communities will suffer exactly the 
same problem.  At the moment, most of the scheme water is imported from the coast.  It is farcical to pump 
water out of the Yarragadee aquifer to Mundaring Weir, use all the energy costs to get it to Merredin for people 
to use in their homes and gardens and, after all that, pump it back out of the ground and dispose of it somewhere 
else because it creates a problem.  If we could only decentralise some of those desalination facilities in regional 
Western Australia at the salinity hotspots, we could virtually revolutionise the way we provide water through the 
integrated network.  At the same time, we could provide job opportunities and infrastructure right at the site 
where it is needed. 

While I am talking about desalination in the wheatbelt, I do not want to miss the opportunity to mention power 
generation in the wheatbelt, as that is also becoming a viable opportunity.  Private enterprise has put forward a 
plan for the Avon industrial park.  I call on the Minister for Energy to seriously consider funding this project.  
Funding is probably the wrong word, as the project does not require government funding; it requires government 
to purchase the generation capacity and put it back into the south west interconnected system.  If we could just 
decentralise that generation capacity away from - 
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Mr A.J. Dean:  That is disaggregation. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  No, it is not disaggregation.  This is about decentralisation, which I am sure the member for 
Bunbury would support.  I note the member for Collie is present in the Chamber.  We support his coal-fired 
power station in Collie.  However, there is an opportunity to have some power generation capacity in the 
wheatbelt, which would be gas-fired. 

Mr R.C. Kucera:  I am not sure whether the Leader of the Opposition supports that.  He seems a little confused 
over his views on that.  He tells the Collie Chamber of Commerce and Industry one thing and tells this 
Parliament another. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  The Minister for Small Business need not be confused about the National Party’s views.  We 
are very supportive of the member for Collie going forth and I hope the member for Collie would be supportive 
of the plan for some gas-powered generation in Northam.  That will get the generation capacity - 

Mr A.D. McRae:  Based on the south west interconnected system? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  No.  Avon Energy Pty Ltd wants to take the Parmelia pipeline to Northam and build a plant 
there.  I am sure all members of the Government are aware of it.  The issue currently is the tariff.  There is a 
difference between the tariff that Western Power thinks Avon Energy should be putting forward and, obviously, 
the commercial imperatives of Avon Energy. 

Mr A.D. McRae:  You are not suggesting we should do away with the universal tariff, are you?   

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  No, certainly not.  I am just suggesting that Western Power has a large community service 
obligation, which the member for Riverton regularly reminds me about.  If some of that CSO could be put 
towards the generation of electricity in Northam, it would be a very positive use of that as we bring the 
generation capacity closer to the areas that are suffering difficulties with Western Power.  Once again, it provides 
that capacity closer to that area and we need not have the loss of power on the long journey from the member for 
Collie’s electorate, where the majority of the State’s power is generated.   

One of my great disappointments with this budget from the Gallop Government is that once again the 
decentralisation of water production and power generation has not rated a mention.  Although everybody in the 
State agrees that these are critical issues for the State going forward, for these issues to be realised they need to 
gain funding support through the budgetary process.  If I were part of a coalition cabinet, I would be strongly 
pushing the idea that we need to move away from having everything being generated on the coast.  We need to 
move away from having all the State’s investment going to the coast, because inland regional Western Australia 
has been a great driver of the Western Australian economy for well over 100 years.  At the moment, those 
infrastructures are worn out and have been downgraded to the stage where they are simply not up to scratch, 
which is hindering the growth of inland regional Western Australia.  If all Western Australians are to benefit 
from the boom that Western Australia is currently experiencing, we need to have some solid investment 
initiatives in inland regional Western Australia.  I am sad to say that this Gallop Labor budget does not deliver 
those initiatives.   

I look forward to the budget estimates process so that I once again get the opportunity to put to the ministers 
responsible for all the different areas discussed in my speech that we can drive Western Australia’s economy out 
of not only the north west mining region, but also the wheatbelt.  However, to do that we need to have the money 
spent on the infrastructure so that we can guarantee that can push that growth.   

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr J.C. Kobelke (Leader of the House). 
 


